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This study deals with the effects of branching in 
some high polymers on viscosity behaviour and on the rela
tionship between intrinsic viscosity and mooecular weight.

First, the preparation of branched polymers by 
means of graft polyeeeization is described. Evidence for 
the occurrence of grafting, which would result in the growth 
of polystyrene branches on a min, or backbone, chain com
posed of polystyrene or a copolymer of styrene and li-vinyl- 
cyclohexene-1, is reviewed,

NexX. the design, construction, and calibration of 
a flexible light scattering photometer is described. The 
performance of this instrument is shown to bs adequate for 
the determination of the mmoecular weight and size, as well 
as the second virial coofflcient, of a high polymer in solu
tion.

Finally, properties of the graft polymers in solu
tion are compared, with the corresponding properties of 
linear polystyrene. The relationships found between intrin
sic viscosity and ppOeedar weeght, as well as the values 
obtained for the second vl^al coeeflcient, conflra the ex
istence of branching in the graft polymers. On the other 
hand, it is shown that the viscosity slope conntait, Huggins* 
k*, the of which, is often used as an indication of
branching, is not affected significantly by the branching 
present in the graft polymers.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Meany properties of a branched polymer are different 

from those of a linear one. Since a branched molecule is 

less extended in space than a linear mooocule of the same 

molecular weight and chemical nature, propeeties dependent 

on moecular extension are affected by the presence of

branching. Thus the contribution of structure I to the vis

cosity of a solution is greater than the contribution of 

structure II; the branched polyrnee,for a given conceenratilt 

and mooecular weljgit, perturbs the flow of a solution less 

than the linear one (1). Moreover, physical properties that 

depend on the fittnig together o^ polymer moecules, as, for 

example, or^E^S^ta^li^^ty, are affected by the irregularities 

in structure introduced by branches (2, 3)» Other proper

ties, such as melting pomt, tensile strength, solubility, 

or elasticity, depend, in part, on the anotmt of branching 

present in a polymer. ‘ •

Because of these effects, the study of branching Is 

Important to the understanding of the rllatlot.thil between 

moecular structure and phyyicai lrlpertils. Since even a 

-1
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polymer assumed to be linear may, in fact, contain variable 

amomts of branched ma^ela!, the determination of branching 

has often been unceotain.

The method most ccm<inly used for the determination 

of branching is based on a comiinntion of viscosity and light

scattering m^s^i^mrem^rnts (see Hiitopical introduction-'-. With 

this m>thod, the intrinsic viscosity o^ a polymer is compared 

with the intrinsic viscosity of a linear polymer having the 

same chemical c<cmocltion. and m>o®cular weight (the latter 

being determined by light-scattering iiasun■e■mntt). if branch

ing is present, the intrinsic viscosity is, of course, lower 

than for the linear polymer; the magnitude of the deviation is 

taken as a measure of the extent of branching. Howevvr, this 

method is tedious, and requires expensive and elaborate equip- 

men.

Another m^e^jhdd, based on viscosity miaisuremmts alone, 

has been suggested. Because viscosity measmrements can be 

made rapidly and accurately with simple equipment, this method, 

if applicable gennrally, would be very useful. The only cal

culation required is that of Hugggns' k’, the slope constant 

relating the reduced viscosity of a polymer solution to the 

contentraticn. A great deal of empirical evidence has been 

found, indicating a correlation between the presence of branch
I

ing and unusimlly high values o1f k’.

Since no suitable cciiat>iscn of the two methods had 

been m.de,i't was decided to undertake a study of the
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itlat1onthlp between Huggins’ k’ and the degree of branch

ing as determined from mpasurtmpntt of the intrinsic viscos

ity and m^ot^<^cu.ar weight of branched and unbranched poly^m^fs.

The problem was then divided into three parts:

I. The preparation of branched polystyrene, 

or a copolymer of styrene and L-^vnyy.cyclo- 

hexene-1, having a known nuj^t^s^r,of branches 

per mdc^c^i^le.

II. The design and construction of a light

scattering photompter suitable for the 

determination of mm1lcular weight and size, 

and second virial coetficitnt, for a high 

polymer in solution.

III. A coKppaiton of Hu^g^li^!^’ k’ and the vis

cosity-molecular weight itlat1onthlp, 

obtained for the branched poly^e^rs, with 

those found for linear polystyrene.



HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

In this section, theoretical and exp@rimenCal 

developmints pertinent to the study of branching by means of 

intrinsic viscosity and miasuremints Will

be reviewed. The preparation of branched polymers will be
4 

discussed; finally, the principles of light-scatterirg will 

be briefly considered.

Since the behaviour of dilute solutions is more amen

able to theoretical interpretation than the behaviour of 

solids, this introduction will be concerned chiefly with 

dilute solutions.

A. Branching in High Polymers

1. Se^pglM^inaj^. j^raa^jcaifi^
Some high pllymirs are composed chiefly of mil6cules 

In which units of monomer A are Joined together in a linear 

chain, as shown:

-A-A-A-A-A-A-

On the other hand, some polymmrs, for exammpe, dextran, may 

contain mmoecules having a branched structure. If, for ex

ample, some tri valent, or **tri  functional", monomer ults, A’,

^Deeinitions given here are condstent with those 
suggested by Flory (l., p. 390).

-u-
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are present in the molecule, a non-linear, or branched 

structure would result:

Monomer wilts acting as branch points may, of course, be tetra

functional, and so on. Mot addition polymers, particularly 

if prepared at high temperatures to a high percent conversion, 

appear to be composed of a mixture of branched and linear 

eolieules.

With a polymer ^ol^<^<^l^lr containing a residual double 

bond, a variation, of branching, crosslinking, may take place 

(U, p. 32). A residual double bond may accept a growing free 

radical, as shown; the active centre formed in this way is 

then free to react with a monomer mooecule, and thus initiate 

the growth of another chain. By this process, two otherwise

separate mooecules become joined, or crosslinked together. 

Cross slinking may also result from the mutual comdnation of 

two branch radicals. The occurrence of crosslinking may 

result in the formation of very complcated structures; if, 
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for example, crosslinking takes place in three dimensions, 

an insoluble gel composed of infinitely large moOecules 

results.

Branching may occur by several mechanisms. Thma, if 

a growing free-radical chain encounters another polymer chain, 

it may abstract a hydrogen atom from one of the methylene 

nits. The second chain is left Wth an active centre that

can initiate the growth of a branch chain. In other words, 

the activity of one moo©culLe has been transferred to another. 

Since these chain transfer processes take place at random, 

presumably a growth of branches on branches takes place, also 

at random. A simpler type of branching results from the in

corporation of triftrnctional monomer units into the chain; 

in this case the growth of branches occurs at the sites of 

the trffunctional units.

Chain transfer to monomer may also result in the 

formation of branches ( 4, p. 257)•
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2. Estimation* of the Degree of Branching

Theories developed by Flory (4, p. 347), Stockmayer

(5, 6), and Walling (7) have been found useful for the esti

mation of the statistical distribution of branches in a poly

mer (8), Since these theories and related cHculltilts (9, 10) 

are applicable mainly to random. branching, and especially to 

cases of crosslinking leading to gelation, they will^not be 

discussed In deeail. In lritcllll, the degree o^ branching 

may be estimated from kinetic data. If, for example, the fre

quency ratio of chain transfer to propagation is known, the 

number of branches per expected may be predicted (11,

12, 13, 14, 15). Since this method requires information about 

the mechanism and method of polymelizatiot, its use is limited 

to polymeization systems that have been studied previously. 

Moleever, this method is not applicable to fractions o^ mixtures.

The most direct method for the estimation of the extent 

of branching requires the determination of the mdeeular weeght, 

and of the num>er of end-groups per mooecule. For example, the 

ratio mmthyl end-groups/methylene groups in polyethylene is 

used as a measure of the degree of branching* ; this ratio may 

be conveenently determined by means of infrared measurements 

(16, 17, 18, 19). A similar analysis of end-groups may be used 

with polyvinyl ch]LoridlJ after carrying out a hydrogenation that

#The degree, or extent, of branching wil be considered 
as a measure of the number of brunches per mdecule. 
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resulted in the removal of chlorine atoms, Cotman (20) esti

mated the degree of brancning by determination of the same 

ratio. The determination of end-groups is also used in the 

study of polysacchtfiies; see, for exampPe, Beckman (21), 

Maaoiers (22), and Waaes and others (23). Howeeer, if the 

number of end-groups is smU in comprison with the number 

of m>mom©er units present in a moecule, this method may be 

fetccuratn. Also, this method gives no iniicttite of Whhther 

the branches are long or short.

The imost general methois for the study of branching 

have been based on the effects of branching on such properties 

as mof^e^i^].ar dimensions, intrinsic viscosity, and thermodynamic 

oy hydrodynamic ptrtmeters, for examppe, H^ua;ans• k', and the 

second vidal coefficient (21),

Since this thesis is concerned particularly with these 

general methods, a survey of theoretical and experiment! re

sults pertinent to the effects o^ branching on proppeties such 

as those mentloned in the previous paragraph Wil follow in 

later sections.

3. Ocecurrenun of Branching in High Polymers

The tiveenitious occurrence of branching and cross- 

Urbing in a high polymer prepared by addition polymenizatftn
• » ,

is weei known. It is true that polymers of methyl menhaacr^latn 

(12, 25) or styrene (12, 26, 27, 28, 29), are essennially linear 

in structure, at least When prepared at mdinate temppeatums.
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Hee•etithle0st some polymer3, such as polymethyl acrylate (12, 

30, 31), polyvinyl acetate (13, 1$, 32, 33), polyvinyl chloride 

(20, 34, 35), or polyethylene (2, 17, 18, 36, 37, 36)*,  appear 

to be susceptible to chain transfer reactions resulting in 

branching,* Giro slinking may also result from irradiation of 

a polymer (40, 41, 42) or from the vulcanization or curing of 

a rubber (4, P» 454)• CondenBatlon polymers may also be branched; 

three-dimensional, highly branched structures are formed by 

the condemnation of a bifunctional reactant wth a polyfunc

tions! one (4, P« 3&4)• Ceetainly crosslinking and gelation 

are chsarLcctelstic of diene or divinyl polymers (4, 43, 44, 45).

Branching is not restricted to synthetic high polymers.

For examppe, although the glucose units in the amylose component 

in starch are joined by a-1,4 links, some of the glucose units 

in the axp‘yo1ttCin component are joined to others by an a-1,6 

link as w©ei (21). Other polysaccharides such as dextran (22,) 

or glycogen are branched. Because of the current Importance 

of deartran as a plasma extender, several studies of its struc

ture have recently been made (23, 46, 47).

*• Pgepfation of Branched P .■ lymera

(a) Use of Grosslinking Agents

A mre cuml'ete review of the type of copolymer men-

#Even linear c1ndensatSon polymers may, under iil1rogs
conddtions, become branched; Staudinger and others (38,39)
found evidence for branching in polymers of 10-hydroxyunde-
canolc acid. • .
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tioned here may be found in reference 48.

Coiinrol of tie degree of crosslinking in a product 

formed by a polynetlzation resulting in crosslinking is dif

ficult j better control is possible if sffmll amounts a di

vinyl compound are copolynerized with the monormr studied. 

Each diviny! m>lecule may introduce a crosslink between two 

otherwise linear moecules; the average number of crosslinks J 
may be easily varied by changing the proportion o^ dlvlny! 

compound used.

Divinylbanzene has often been copolymerized with sty

rene. staudinger and co-w>rkers (j9, 50, 51, 52), among the 

first to study copolymjrs of this type, examined the sweHing 

and viscosity behaviour in considerable detail. Norrish and 

Brookman (52) carried out similar studies. Swelling properties 

of styrene-dlvinylbenzlne copolymers have been studied by 

Breitenbach and his group (53, 5U , and by Boyer and Spencer

(55) .

The viscosity behaviour of styrene-divinylbenzene co

polymers prepared in bulk was studied by Waaker and WtrdkLer

(56) , Who found deviations from the behaviour of linear poly

styrene (see Section 5-0). Manson and Gragg (27, 57) and 

Johnson and WoOrfangel (58) also ^polymerized small amomts of 

divinylbtnzenl Wth styrene in order to obtain maaerials for

a viscosity study. Simiar polymers were used in a light-



scattering study by Outer, Carr, and Zimm (28), Thurmond and 
Zimm (8), and in an osmotic study by Doty, Brownstein, and 
Sehlenor (59).

Other divinyl compounds have been used for similar 
purposes; the choice of the divinyl compound most suitable for 
a given purpose has been discussed in detail (US, P*  16£), 
Valyl, Janssen, and Mark used divlayldiphmiyl and dilsopro- 
penyldiphenyl, Which they found to be more stable than divlnyl- 
benzene (60), Blaikie and Crosier (61) prepared crosslinked 
polyvinyl acetate by the use of divinyl adipate or divinyl 
ethers. Divinyl adipate was alee used as a crosslinking agent 
for vinyl acetate by Walling (7); in the same study, eth^lidene 
dimathaorylate was used as a crosslinking agent for methyl 
methacrylate. Copolymers of ethylidane dlmethacrylato and 
methyl methacrylate prepared by Smets and Schmets (62) were 
found to possess residual double bonds, to which could be 
added styrene, ethyl methacrylate, or methyl methacrylate. 
Polymers consisting of vinyl acetate branches on a polystyrene 
backbone were prepared by Saegusa and Oda (63) by the addition 
of vinyl acetate to polystyrene eamplos that contained resi
dual double bonds. A rather similar reaction involving cross
linking rather than branching has been studied by Weisgerbor 
and Dyer (64) who found that*  crosslinking had occurred (ap
parently by mutual combination of two linoleic branches) in 
products obtained by the copolymerization of erythryl linoleate 
with stymie,
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(b) Chain Transfer Methods

it is sometimes possible to control the proportion of 

branched linear polymers by varying polymerization conditions; 

thus, low temperatures, low conversions, and modfiers to re

duce the m>oeciU.ar weight are generally used when a linear 

polymer is desired (4, p. 259; 43, 65, 66).

Howeevr, mist methods for the preparation of branched
J

polymers have involved attempts to add or "graft” branches onto 

polymers that have been prepared previously. With these pro

cedures, based on the transfer of a growing polymer radical to 

a grown polymer chain, the branching is neceesarily randdomj in 

other words, the growth of branches on branches already formed 

is possible. Mot of the interest in polymers such as these 

has been in the unusual properties possessed by many of the 

produces, rather than in the branching itself.

The polymerization of a vinyl mn^tom^ir in the presence 

o^ a vinyl polymer -- of the same, or of a different nature — 

is a common example of grafting. in 1933, Houtz and Adci^i^is, 

using benzoyl peroxide as initiator, polymerized styrene in 

the presence of polystyrene; they concluded that the original 

polystyrene mooeculrs had been activated in some way so that 

styrene mooecules could br added (67). Similar experiments 

were made by Okamura and others (68).

Wien Merz (69) prepared polycyclohexyl mtt^s^^r^rr late 

in two stages -- onr stage, thermal, and the other, catalyzed 

wth benzoyl peroxide hr found two peaks in the moeoiHar 

weight distribution curve. in this case, addition of branches 
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to the polymer prepared in the first stage may have occurred 

during the second stage. Some years after the experiments of 

Hontz and Acdtins, Flory (70) suggested the chain transfer 

mechanism that has been mentioned above, Mayo, having found 

evidence that growing polymer chains engage in transfer re

actions with solvent moecules, supported Floras proposal (71).

Tests of the chain transfer proposals were made by 

Carlin and Shsakespeare (72) and Caflin and Hufford C73). In 

order to avoid the difficulty of distinguishing between branched 

and linear chains derived from, the same monomer, they used a 

monomer, p-chllrostyrete, that differed chcmiially from. the 

polymer, polymethyl acrylate. After hydrolysis of the methyl 

acetate groups, a portion of the resulting product was found 

to be insoluble in waaer — a solren^t for polymethyl acrylate — 

as well as in benzene — a solvent for poly-p-chllrlstyrfte; 

analysis of this product showed that both p-chlo:rostytfte and 

acrylic acid units were present. Qn the other hand, simiar 

treatment applied to a m.xture of poly®eehh■laartrllate and poly-p- 

chlltostyrfte resulted in a cloan sepfation of the individual 

polymrs.

After the principle of chain transfer had been accepted, 

Alfrey and Baandel (74) attempted to increase the extent of 

transfer in a polymers ation by growing radicals of polymer A 

onto a "backbone" polymer B containing atoms that could be 

readily abstracted by a free radical. Since polystyrene radi

cals had been found to transfer more readily to chlorinated 

than to ordinary hydrocarbons, Alfrey and Bandel used a back -
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bme polymer containing ^lorine. In order to facilitate the 

separation of the three polymers foamed -• linear polymer A, 

linear polymer B, and the graft polymer — clm>ontuts having 

tolubilitiet as different as possible were chosen. In this 

way, they added polyvinyl acetate branches to a copolymer of 

styrene and vinylidene chloride, and polystyrene branches to 

a copolymer of maloic anhydride and allyl trichllrllc0tltl. 

It is thus possible to prepare graft polymers having oll- 

soluble hydrocarbon branches on a polar backbone — and vice 

versa -- that have interestiig turflcl-lctive properties.

Msany other types of graft polymers have been prepared 

by means of chain transfer msehjanisms (75, 76). Srnmts and 

Claisen (77), using benzoyl peroxide as catalyst, successfully 

prepared a series of graft polymers -- styrene, vinyl acetate, 

or vinyl chloride branches on a poly-methyl mlhacar^latl back

bone, and m»ehyl branches on a polystyrene back

bone. More recently, Van Palschln and &mts have prepared 

polymers having vinyllyridinl branches on a lolylcrylic acid 

backbone chain (78). Bevington, Guzman, and MIl^vI.11 (26) pre

pared branched polystyrene and ^lyvtnylacetate by the poly- 

meeization of styrene or vinyl acetate, wich had been LaillLed 

wth carbon-lU, in the presence of the corresponding polymer, 

which had a high mo.eciu.ar wight. C^o^dit^iions were so arranged
»,

that meOeclxlls formed during the polymeizatiod were lredlmLd- 

atlLy short; the backbone comonent and the linear by-products 

o^ low m!ecular weight were separated by fractional p*i- 

cilitltild. Since the backbldl clm?on^lnt gained in activity 
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dwring the polymnrzatioe, it was concluded that branching had 

taken place. Bengough and Noi’rish prepared graft polymers 

by the polylmnizatioe of vinyl chloride in the presence of 

polyvinyl chloride (35).

In a study of the p^lymnlzation of ethylene in the 

presence of polyvinyl acetate and diethyl peroxide, Roland and 

Richards succeeded in preparing products having side chains 

composed of polyethylene (79). After meehtaleOyBis of the poly

mers and separation of the resultant fragments, it was found 

that branches had apparently become attached to the backbone 

at two sites — at the acetoxy group, and on the main chain.

The occurrence of branching by means of chain transfer 

to the benzene nucleus of a vinyl acetate group was suggested 

by Ham as an exp-ana ti-on for the plhysical prrpi^tins of co

polymers of some vinyl esters with vinyl acetate (80). Recently 

Smcts and Hert^he (81) made use of tha reactivity of the ben

zene ring in polyvinyl benzoate in experiments wth the grafting 

of vinyl branches onto polyvinyl benzoate.

Some Other examples of graft copolymers prepared by

chain transfer methods are the followingt aorrloinirile branches 

on polyvinyl alcohol (82), polyvinyl acetate (83), or on poly

acrylamide (84.) J vinyl acetate, styrene, or methyl m^nhtauylate 

branches on polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene, or polymethyl meth

acrylate, respectively (12).
*

An analysis of the kinetics by branching by chain trans

fer mechanisms was carried out by Fox and Grat ch (12]), and, mam 

recently, by Voeks (14, Voeks related the frequency of branch
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ing to the rate constants for chain propagation and transfer 

and to reactant conceenrations; Fox and Gratch studied, in 

tlf*t lcglai, the conditions necessary for gelation.

The tendencies o^ several monommrs and ■polymers to 

take part in graft polyeeizatSon by transfer was examined by 

Hayes (34). His results snowed that the activity of a monomer 

toward graft polymerisation decreases in the series vinyl 

chloride )> vinyl acetate )> styrene, and that the sg85»cettbllity 

cf a polymer to graft p^lymel^i^i^ti^on decreases In th© series 

polyvinyl chloride > polyacrylonltrltG>tolyvSnyl acetate )> 

polystyrene.

As well as being useful for the preparation of branched 

mater^aLs, the reactions reported above cmi'iim the vOidity 

of the chain transfer mechanism.

An example of branching by a process simiar to chain 

transfer may be found in the work of BiOcer (84), who studied 

reactions with benzoyl peroxide of linear polyesters prepared 

from w-hydraxyundecarnjic acid.

Ths modif cation of natwP1]Lly occurring polymers by 

the grafting of branches has received considerable attention. 

ALthough the mechanism has not been clearly established as a 

simple chain transfer process, polypprlc branches may be 

grafted on natural rubber. By this means a product having very 

desirable resist mce to abrasion and exposure may be obtained. 

As early as 1938, experiments with the modiication of rubber 

were reported by Bacon and others (86, 87]). They found that 

rlOLeSc anhydride could be bonded to natural rubber; several 

patents were issued, for txampPe, to Farmer (88]), for the ti1- 
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cesses used. Later, Com^pagno^ and Le Bras (89,90) polymer

ized several vinyl mnoimes, such as tcJry.ociiriit, in the 

presence of natural rubber; they concluded that at least some 

of the polymerized momer was bound to be rubber. Mor« re

cently, Koolhaas and others (91) succeeded in poly»rizrng 

some vinyl m>n<o^irs, for exam*!®, tcrylclnlrllt, m»thyl 

ieehhtcylatt, and styrene, in the presence of rubber. How-
a

ever, no systematic study o^ the products obtained from similar 

reactions was attempted mbH the initiation of a research pro

gram established by the British Rubber Producers’ Association 

for the study of the modification of rubber. Then Bloamield 

and others (92) and Merret (93) reported conclusive proof of 

the grafting of branches composed of vinyl acetate, menthyl acry

late, styrene, and rottayl mtiMacrlatt, onto rubber mtoecules; 

Scittlan (9U) and Allen, Msmiet, and Scanlan (95) studied the 

transfer reactions concerned in more detail. S^nhetic rubbers 

have been used in similar grafting experiments by Whitby (96).

Graft polymers may also be prepared by the cold milling 

of natural rubber in the presence of neoprene (97). Appar

ently the shearing forces applied during milling are sufficient 

to rupture zm:>O0cults of rubber; the resulting free radicals 

can then, by taking part in transfer reactions, add as branches 

to other imjoecules. 1 I .

(c) Reacttion at S^e^eci'ic Sites

A general method for the preparation of branched poly

mers is based on the growth of branches f*r^om reactive groups 
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introduced along the backbone chain (75)» Preparation of the 

branched polymers is accomplished in two stages. First, a 

backbone polymer, (A, is prepared with reactive groups spaced, 

at some desired interval, along the chain.

A

B

Then, Wth a monomer that will react with active groups of the 

backbone, a second polyerization, (B), is carried out. By 

varying the proportion of active groups in the backbone, the 

number of branches produced may be varied; by varying the 

relative proportions of backbone and monomer, the average 

lengths of the branches added may be varied. Since initiation 

occurs only at the backbone chain, the formation of linear 

polymer from the monomer present should not occur. Of cmurse, 

if either the monomer or polymer tend to take part in chain 

transfer reactions, the situation will be more cornmplcated.

This method has been applied to both condensation and 

addition polyeerizatiit.

In Scharfgrn and Flory (98) dewnntrated a con

venient synthesis for branched condennation polymers having a 

controlled structure. By reaction of a poly functional compoiund, 

for exam^p®, a tetra basic or octabaslc non-polymeric acid with 

6 -caprolactam, they succeeded in preparing polymers having 

four or eight branches cne)osrd of poly- 6-capmlactim. As well
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as describing the use of non-polymeric acids, Schaafgen and 

Flory reported the suitability o^ p(^o..yia(^iir^J.ic acids as back

bone polymers. Branched polyesters were prepared by Youngson 

and MLl^ille (99) by the treatment a polyhy&ric alcohol,

for examppe, pennaeerrthhitol, wth polymric polyethylene adi

pate. Other branched polyesters were prepared by Wai (100) 

from adipic acid and a polyhydric alcohol. Ainoher condennation 

polymeftzatiln resHting in the formation of branched polymers 

has been reported recently by Sela and KatehtLlL-ki (101), who 

condensed N-carboxrlic-aamino acids with pol/lysine. Cellu

lose esters and ethers have also been used as the backnoe for 

a graft polymer. For examppe, Mixltel and Ewers (102,103]), 

using cellulose ethers and carbohydrates as backbone yaatftal-, 

prepared graft polymers having branches composed of proteins. 

By condemnation reactions, Coleman (102^) succeeded in preparing 

polyethylene terephthalate containing ethylene oxide branches; 

similar branches were grafted onto polyamides by Haas and others 

(10$), Mark (75) and Il'mayrgut and Mark (106) have also discussed 

experiments at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, dealing 

with condentatilns using carbuxrl, amino, or hydroxyl groups, 

spaced along a polymer chain, as startiig points.

Enz;ym.aic syntheses have also been used. Having suc

cessfully prepared a branched tri-aaccharide by this metais, 

Bailey and others (107) suggested that fnzyjmaic synthesis 

might be adaptable to the preparation of poly-saccharides having 

higher moecd-ar wefghts. The conversion of aq^lose to a^y.o- 

pectin is wall known (108); amyloopecin is, howevvr, apparently 
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randomly branched.

It is also possible to prepare branches composed of 

units joined together by means of addition polymerization. 

In this case, it is necessary that the backbone chain contain 

functional groups capable of Initiating addition polymerization. 

One way of achieving that type of initiation was developed at 

the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn; Meerobian and Mark (109) 

suggested the introduction of hydroperoxide groups, which could 

later initiate polymerization of a mnoMr, into a polymer chain. 

This introduction of hydroperoxide groups was accomplished by 

Metz and Meerobian (110) by the oxidation of copolymers of sty- 

rone and Isopropylstyrene. The oxidized pol^r was then used

as Initiator in a redox polymerization (equations A-l and A-2) 

of styrene or methyl m^W^8^c^i^2^]Late — ferrous ion being used as 

the reducing agent.

(A-l)

(A-2)

Metz and Meerobian also prepared some branched polymers by 

heating the polymeric hydroperoxide la a solution containing 

styrene or mthyl moehacrylato. A thermal pojLy^eei^j^«^t;i^on re- 

snults, of course, in the formation of linear polymer as a by

product. The fact that, in the case of the emission polymers, 

methyl meehaarylate chain units were chemcgQ.ly Hiked to the 

backbone polymer was proved by means of precipitation studies,

*It should be noted that Metz and Meerobian, whose 
paper was published after results of grafting experiments made 
here had been reported (111), were unable to achieve satis
factory oJd.dation of polystyrene Itself.
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whieh ieiicatni the presence of only one major ur;m>Pnent. 

iniepen(i^elnly, Hahn and Fischer (112) studied the use 

of polyfunctiona peroxides or hydroperoxides as initiators 

for thermal pol;ymnizatioe. Hahn and Fischer succeeded in using 

the following mOtnials as initiators for the polylmnizatioe of 

methyl methaacrrlatn; a perester of polyacrylic acid, polyaccrylyl- 

benzoyl peroxide, and a copolymer of methyl meehaccarlate and 

isoprrpeeyl hydroperoxide, A peresterifiod polymer (polymth- 

acrylic acid) was also used as an Initiator for the polymeni- 

zotire of styrene and vinyl acetate by Saegusa, Nooaki and Oda 

(113).
After results described in Part I of this thesis had 

been reported (111), experiments using oxidised polyisopropyl

styrene and polystyrene as initiator for the polym0nizatioe of 

methyl methaacylate and styrene were described by Hahn and
« »

Leuhtnnbrhmer (114), In nauh case, compa'ison of the relation

ship found between the Intrinsic viscosity and mOecular weight 

(st® Section )-(a), below) with the rnlotOoestip established 

for lLneor polymtrs led to the conclusion thot bronching had 

ocuurrei.

The ieta'oiuctioe of peroxide groups into a polymer 

uhaie — in this cos®, cnllulrsn — hot also been described 

by John (115); the oxidised cellulose was used to initiot® 

the polymenizatioe of oc2r^yornirile, tcrylic esters, or styrene.

A different approach to the introduction of retctivn 

groups was taken by Mtiviln and his group. Jones, Meeliiln, 

and RoOertson (116) used partially bromUiatnd polystyrene ts 
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th© initiator in th© lhotlpllym^rl * atlon of styrene. Irra- 

iiltild of the backbone polymer by means of lLtrlvilLlt light 

resulted in th© growth of polystyrene branches from the sites 

of the bromine atoms. Although, as in the case of thermal 

idltia.tlons using lolymerlc hydroperoxides, linear polystyrene 

was fumed as a by-product, the mo©ciut,ar weight of the by

product was sufficildtLy different from the moecular weight 

of the backbone polymer for the successful separation of the 

two cumuneits by fractional lrlcipitltild. This method has 

also been used by Jones (117) for the l^ll^l^atild of branched 

polystyrene and polyvinyl acetate.

If mclur radiati on is used instead of ultraviolet 

light, it is not necessary to introduce bromine atoms into 

the chain; this radiation can induce active centres in an 

ordinary polymer by abstraction o^ a hydrogen atom. Thus Behr 

and others (118) prepared several, types of graft polymers having 

interesting properties by the polymeizati.od of vinyl mmommrs 

in the presence of polymers such as polystyrene or polyethylene 

under the influence of gamm* r• liiatiod.

5. Effects of Branching on Properties

(a) Effects on MUmlar Dimeinions and Intrinsic Viscosity 

As munimed earlier, the chief physical difference 

between a branched and a Lidlar moecule of the same chumcal 

nature is the amUke^ extension of the former, for a given 

moeciuLar weight (119). Thia extension may be expressed -- at 

Llltt in the case of a Lidllr polymer obeying random-light
p

statistics (1., Chaaper X) -- as R *, the mean square distance
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between the ends of the mleat&e. Since, the tera

"end-to-end distance’’ loses its mo suing when applied to a 

branched moecule, which has several aids, the use of a dimen

sion having mor® general applice&iUty is preferable. A 

dimension suitable for this purpose is the mean square radius 
p

of gyration, SJ — hereafter called the mean square radius — 

which represents the mean square distance of chain elements 
from the muscular centre of gravliiyj S2 is, of cwurse, a sixi-it— 

able measure of dimension for linear as well as branched mUe— 

cules.^ Hence, if the extension of a linear ruoecule against
2which a branched one is compared is also exp cressed as 3 , com

parison becomes m^ore meeni-inffu..

Assuming that the configuration of the mooecuLes obeyed 

random-flight statistics, Zimm and Stockmayer (1) calculated
2values of S for various kinds of more or lass randomly branched 

mjoeccu.es. They expressed their results in terns of a dimen

sionless parameer, g, which. is a function of both the number 

and the distribution of branches in a moecule. The parameeer,

g, was defined as follows!

(A-3)

Whore s2 ia the mean square radjLus**  of gyration of a branch©d

# 2 2For a linear polymmr, S is related to R by the ex
pression Rz - 6s2 (1, p, 422)

##Although this dimension should be obtained in an ideal 
solution, that is, in a solution obeying van't Hoof's rale, 
Thurmond and Zinan (8) and Stockmayer and Fixman (2^1.) have found 
that the error introduced by the determination of dimms ions in 
non-iduOt solutions seems srmH.

mjoeccu.es
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moecule of the same mooecular weight and cheaical connsitution.

as a linear molecule whose mean square radius of gyration is
2So , Remits of the calculations showd that g decreased slowly 

from unity with an Increase in the number of branches. Calcu

lations of g for various mm dees have also been given by Wa.es 

(16), Tsvetkov (120), Billmeyer (121), and Kataoka (1221.
2 2Values of 8 or R may be obtained from measurements

X

of the angilar dependence of scattered light, as long as the 

value of 8 is greater than about 200 A®. (See section on light — 

scattering).

Exurimennial evidence for a decrease in mean square 

radius owing' to branching may be found in results obtained by 

Bosworth, Masson and Meeviile (32). Ater mcaswring the mole- 
p

cular wijgit, M, and apparent • an square radius, R ~ (calcu

lated as though the polymer were linear -- see part III of this 

thesis) for fractions of polyvinyl acetate believed to be par- 
p

tlaldy branchrd, they f^ound values of M/R2 ranging from 2.) to

0.5. In comnaism, the value of M/R2 for polyvinyl acetate made 

at a low temp nature to a low conversion, that is, prepared 

under conditions favouring the formation of prrdomintaltly linear 

polymer, was found by Burnet, George and Merville (66) to be 

O.l. A decrease in M/R was also noted by Bevvington, Guzman and 

Merlille for branched polystyrene and polyvinyl acetate prepared
i

by graft polymeeizatirn (2))), and by Guzman (123) for branched 

polyvinyl acetate.
2Unnorilultaely, the change of S for a given mooecular 

weight is not as sensitive to branching as might be supposed;
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the change may be obscured by polydispersity Wth respect to 

molecular weight, even after fractionation (1, 8, 119). This 

difficulty arises from the fact that the value obtained from 

S* from light scattering measwrements is an average in which 

large jmoecules are given the greatest weight (24, 124). 

SpeccficiaLly, the mean square radius is actually a ”z-averagew 

quantity defined by the following expressions _ >\

where n * ropresentj^umber of mooeciuLes having moecular weight 

(1, 2Lj, 119). Strictly speaking, this z-avorage dimension 

should be compared only w.th a z-average mooecular weight (see 

below) j in this way, the same weighting process would operate 

in the determination of the size average as in the determination 

of the mooecular weight average. However, a z-average m>le- 

cular weight is available only from studies of sedtmennation 

using an ultracentrfuge; the moeen-lar weight averages most 

readily available are the nuaber-average muscular weijght, 

-- derived from measurements of oolligative propeeties —,and 

the w^e^(^l^l;-average J.<^<^x^jLc weight, ^-derived from light scat

tering measiureimens. These three averages may be defined as 

follows:

(A-4)

where the symlaols are the same as before. Although M is much
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closer to M* than is Thurmond and Zimm (8) found that com
2parison of values of S for slightly crosslinked polystyrene

2 
with values of S for linear polystyrene of the same mcoecular

2 weight give no clear indication of the expected decrease in S . 

Moot accurate estimates of the degree of branching from measure

meats of S* can, therefore, be obtained only if the distribution 

of moecular weijgits Within a sample is known fairly accurately 

(24). In such a case, S * may be calculated from S_' or else M 

may be calculated from M* see, for exampp®, Howwrd (13) and 

Shultz (66).
Hweevr, th® intrinsic viscosity, [^] , a funs Uon (see 

Part I, Section 6) proportional to the size of a mlccol® (see 

below), is close to a weght-average qusuitity (119); a compa’i- 

son of Intrinsic viscosities and wight-average mooecular weights 

should, therefore, be less sensitive to the distribution of mie- 

cuLar wights than a com^pa^l.son of mean square radius and weeghh- 

average molecular weight. According to currently accepted theo

ries (U, Chapter XIV), the contribution of a polymer molecule to 

the viscosity of a solution may be considered as being propor

tional to the "effective hydrodynamic volume'*, V*, of the mole

cule; the effective hydrodynamic volume represents the volume 

of a sphere that would enhance the viscosity of the solution to 

the same extent as the itself. The relationship between
• I.

intrinsic viscosity and the effective hydrodynamic volume may be 

expressed as follows:

^Sll footnote on page
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Th© viscosity thus has the dimensions of a specific volume.

Since the effective hydrodynamic volume may be characterized by 

a radius propootional to a linear dimension off th® polymer coil 

in solution (12$, 126, 127), the foilowing relationship is as- 

Burned to hold for a linear polymer:

^A-5)

A proppor-ioanO-lty constant <p has been introduced by Fox and Flory 

(127), so that expression (A-$) becomes

(A-6)

2 2 2 The constant allows for the use of S rather than R (R
2 being equal to 3 x 6).

Tihoortlcally independent of solvent** or temperature, 

(£> has a value of approximtely 2.1 x IO21 for many poiymer- 

solvent systems (I., p. 616). A comppiiation arises, howevvr, 

from the fact that the mOecular weight and dimension used in 

Flory's original derivation were numbbe-average quantities; 

hence, the use off other averages would be theoretically permis

sible only with ideally homogeneous fractions. Fortunately, the

It is assumed firstly that the chain length is large, 
and, secondly, that the distribution of the ends of the coil may 
be represented by a Gauusian function,

a very slight dependence on solvent has been noticed 
in some cases (8, 2$, 128), as well as a slight dependence on 

polymer (129).
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eity of a .sample with respect to weight,* it is

understandable that light-scattering, Which yields a weight

average moOeeular weeght, has become a very important tech

nique for the study of branching. In fact, the combination 

of light-scattering and intrinsic viscosity measurements is 

considered by Stockmayer and Fixman (2U) to ba the best.method 

available for the study of branching. The use of numbbr- 

average moeedar weights (38, 39), on the other hand, has 

bean criticized (20, 21}, 98, 130) because of the posssbblity 

of apparent shifts in modular weight owing to a change in 

the moecular weight distribution, which w>uld affect M dif- n 
ferently from Mw>

Conniderable evidence has been obtained for the pre

dicted decrease in intrinsic viscosity; this decrease results 

in a deviation from the empirical law** (equation A-8) which 

represents, for many

(a-8)

(K and a being constants)

» For an illustration o^ the effects on the relationship 
between intrinsic viscosity and mooeeular weight caused by hetero
geneity with respect to moecxuiar weeght, compare the results 
obtained by Frank and Breitenbach (131), who used nu^mer-a’^crage 
mooecular weights, with those obtained by Levy and Frank (132), 
md Meyehhff (133)« it is dear thac the degree of hnJmn®ii®ity 
required in a fraction is mush less if Mw is used instead of JC; 
hence the need for an elaborate fractionation procedure is di-"* 
mini shed.

*» The »m>re refined relationship developed by Fox and 
Flory is discussed thoroughly in Flory's book (4, CChaper XIV).
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polymers, the rlLltlonthil between intrinsic viscosity and 

muscular weight (4, p. 312? 134, 135, 136). If branching is 

present in a of fractions, the lxlln<lnt * is decreased.

Although the maagntlde of a may, in principle, be used as a 

measure of branching (1), the precise determination o^ a re

quires measurements naving greater lrlcisild than can be at

tained experimenally ( ’ ’4).
J

D®lVatilds from the eml^iclal rlLltild for Lidllr ly-

ttsrldl were found by Thurmond and Zimm (8) for fractions of 

styrene-diviny 111x12111 clpolymers. The intrinsic viscosities 

were connsstently lower, for a given m>oecular weight, than the 

values for the Lldllr polymer; the deviation increased ttlliiLs 

with incrllsidg mdecular weeght, Johnson and Woofangel (58) 

also noted deviations for similar cllllymrs.

High moeculdr weight fra.ctiodt pllsbutaiilde, which

are more LikeLs to be branched than lower m»o®cd.ar weight ones, 

were shown by Johnson and WoLfiangel ($8) and by Pollock and 

others (137) to have lower rlti.lt of intrinsic viscosity to 

moecd-m weight than had low mooecular weight !^<es.

Dextran exahbits a similar behaviour. Recently Senti 

and others (47) have ilJmldtratei that the intrinsic viscos

ities of high muscular weight fractions deviate from the linear 

rlLltiod (equation A-8) foumc^ for low jmincular wee.g!ht dextran. 

Thus they confirm mrlier resuLts reported by Annd and Frank 

(138) and by Waaes, Malshall, and Weessberg (46).

Although their data were rather scattered, Rathmann 

and Bovey (139) found a tendency of poly-1, 1-iihyiroper- 

rlti.lt
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fluor'obutyl acrylate to have a lower Intrinsic viscosity when 

prepared to a high rather than to a low conversion, that is, 

when prepared under conditions favourable to branching*

Hcoward (13), working with polyvinyl uoetate, found 

that th© ratio of th© intrinsic viscosity of a sample prepared 

to high aoIti@raiod to the intrinsic viscosity of a sample pre

pared to low conversion ranged from 0.61 to 0.£4. Th® ' top 

fraction of a series of fractions studied by Ohhnai and others 

also had a lower intrinsic viscosity tiian expected (140)*  On 

th® other hand, Wheesr, Lavin and d^aas^t^ir (1)) and Saini and 

others (141) found linear relationships for polyvinyl acetate 

com si ponding to equation (A-8)j al hough Wheeer, Lavin and 

used numbae-average rmoce'au&r weights, Saini and. his 

group used weight-average ones.

Remits with polyethylene are also rather contradictory* 

Intrinsic ilscooitir8 lower than expected for linear polymers 

were found by Biimaeyer (121). Harris (142), on the other hand, 

found that on® equation fitted the data for all samples studied, 

regardless of th© estimated dognse of branching! again, molecu

lar wights, ertrminrd by weans of rs®eOic pressure mieiaiure- 

menns, were numberi•■ierrgr er *•?« ..

The behaviour polymers branched in a nrn-iamdiom man

ner is as predicted above. Although Scharfgrn and Flory ($>8) - 

found that th© presence of fbur branches per m>r®mllr of the 

polylaccaams studied had no mra^uriblr effect on th© intrinsic 

viscosity, they found that the prrsrnor of eight branches per 

^^o^«^<^^Zle did low^r the intrinsic viscosity for a given
©

moeeular weight from the value for a similar linear polymer. A 
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noticrablr effect of branching ox. intrinsic viscosity was found 

by Y^tu^igson and MeeviHe for branched polyesters (143, 144) •

So far there are few results avtU-lablr dealing with 

graft polymmrs. Hahn and Fischer (112) and Hahn and Lechten-
n

hohmer (114), writing with branched copolymers of polyisopropyl

styrene and methyl methacryyate, have found deviations from the
i V.

curve relating intrinsic viscosity and numbr-average —dec alar 

weight. y

A mooiiication of the general procedure described above 

was used by Waaes, Maassm, and Welssberg (46) for the study 

of branching in dextran, They showed that, if g is determined 

in an ideal solvent, the use of linear fractions for corn-paison 

is unnecessary. Thus no assu^^f^tions about the choice of a poly- 

mor as i linear standard are required. They used the following 

equations, derived by romOening equation A-7 and the Flory modi

fication of equation A-8 (4, p. 612)t

(A-9)

(A-10)

wiere K is i cmstlat, and i is a factor to allow for the expan

sion of i ^1X0®-’ coil owing to the presence of i non-iiral sol

vent. Hooking at i trmperrture at which thr solvent became ideal 

(that is, at w^iLch a « 1), WhIcs, MaashhH, and Welssberg com

pared values of g caLculated from equations A-9 and A-10 with 

values cora-uted for different —jodls. Their data were found to 
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noticeable effect of branching ox. intrinsic viscosity was found 

by Yowngson and Meeillle for branched polyesters (1)3, 1)U)•

So far there are few results avst-lable dealing with 

graft polymert. Hahn and Fischer (112) and Hahn and Lechten-
R

hohmer (111)), wrklng with branched copolymers of polyrscproiyl- 

styrene and methyl mei^€^ccr^lL^te, have found deviations from the 

curve relating intrinsic viscosity and numeel^a,^l^:lage m$.ec;u.ar 

ww light.

A ioCiricatrcn of the gemmaX procedure described aoove 

was used by Wales, Maarhhtl, and Weossberg ()6) for the study 

of branching in deedtran. They showed that;, if g is determined 

in an ideal solvent, the use of linear fractions for comprison 

is utnieeeeaary. Thus no assumiiions about the choice df a poly

mer as a linear standard are required. They used the following; 

equations, derived by ccmiining equation A-7 and the Flory modi

fication o^ equation A-8 (), p. 612)t

(A-9)

(A-10)

wiere K is a conntant, and a is a factor to allow for the expan

sion of a polymer coil owing to the presence of a non-ldeal sol

vent. Working at a temperature at wiich the solvent became ideal 

(that is, tt wiich a « 1), Wates, Maarhhtl, and Weessberg com

pared values of g calculated from equations A-9 and A-10 with 

values computed for different moees. Their data were found to 
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be connistent with a non-random structure for dextran. A 

rather similar moodiication was also used by Pollock, Elyash, 

and De Witt (137), who estimated the degree of branching in 

polybutadiene.

The conclusions of Waaes, Maarham and Weessberg about 

the structure of dextran were questioned by Senni and . others 

(47), wio found that a model based on random branching was notIJ
inconn latent wth the experime^^ values of g, Set! and his 

group also concluded from their data that different relations 

for linear and branched polymers may exist between the root- 

mmem-SqUa:re radius from light scattering measwrembnts and the 

effective hydrodynamic radius concerned in viscosity.

A few attempts have been made to compare the degree of 

branching estimated by means of viscosity and molecular weight 

measurements w.th the degree of branching estimated by inde

pendent mmthods. Progross has been hindered by the fact that 

accurate independent evidence about branching is seldom avail

able.

Using calculated values of g ari values computed by Zimm 

and Stockmayer (1) for g as a function of the number of crosslinks 

per moecule, Thurmond and Zimm. (8) found the average number of 

tet^ifalLnoiilnil branch mnts (each of which represents approxi

mately a crosslink) in a sample of crosslinked polystyrene to 

be 0.68. From theories o^ gelation (4, Chapper IX), Thurmond 

and Zimm had expected c. . value close to unity for the system, 

which was close to gelation. This discrepancy might have been 

caused by defects either in the theories of gelation or in the 
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caLmil&tlot of the number of branches* Unern th® theories of 

gelation had boon found fairly satisfactory for saae vinyl poly- 

mlrL:iaiLy-, Thurmond and Zltsa concluded that th® qalatlttti.ie 

estimton © the degree © branching was unsatisfactory*. They 

also east doubt on th» assumed px'op(0’tlontli ty between 3? and 

s”^/m (equation A-6); failure of th» assumption of pr°po>tiowlity 

could account for an absolute error in the number of branch
I

pHnts calculated.

An ui!ta®frel-hlmttlOn1 o^ the degree of branching expected 

was found by Pollock, Elyaslh and De Wit (137) for poiybUta-- 

dietf• 121® number of cross linked m»l^emlle- calculated from 

values, of g was found to be about half the mm® er deduced from 

gelation expelrlyett- by Mooton. and Sa3lttilllo (9) for 8oyy8ralilf 

m.atfIftls.
r

R®eult- obtained by Hosnuid (D) with fractions of 

polyvinyl acetate also showed that th® number of bwmlhe- pre

dicted from calculations of g was lowe than the numbs i* predicted 

from the ratio of chain hrat-ffr to chain propagation cnnt;alts, 

Again the proppotionalLty between $ and S^/jj was questioned*

An effect of branching on the viscosity of branched 

polyesters smaisr than expected was found by S(Ohaefgfn and 

Flory (£8).

More satisfactory est mates o^ the degree of branching 

in -oyf of the aa-fs ^yfltionfd above wore obtained by Shoakmayer 

and Fixman (24)> who refined th® procedure for obtaining g» 

Stockm'ye and Fixman showed, that, at least for a cruciform 

yyO®culf, the effective hydrodynamic radius (that is, the tadil- 

of the sphere having the effective hydrodynamic volume which de
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fines the ietrLLeiic viscosity - set above) might bn not qiit® 

fiu» sensitive to branching os is the root-meii-square radius of 

gyratim S, Because of the greater segment density in t branched 

moOlecult urmpat’ni to t lin®tr on® hiving th® so ■ is meeta-square- 

radius, th® prrppotitreaity between the effective hydrodynamic 

radius ond me a^-sq^n^e-radius of t branched molncul ® moy bn 

slightly different than the proppotitmEaity for t linear one.
/

Stockroayer ond Fiaman proposed that th® ratio of Intrinsic vis
cosities bn expressed by t parameter h-% i.est®ai of gi

(A-ll)

Th® param® er h represents the ratio of the effective hydro

dynamic radius of t cruciform moOecuie to that of t linear mole

cule of th® some mO.ernu.ar wight; the use of h avoids any os- 

iumpPirni about th® r®laticnihip between the effective hydro

dynamic radius and the root-mnon-squore radius S. T^«^^.Stock- 

mayer ond Fiamon obtained equations for h and g ts functions of
3/2the degree of branching; g*  • was, ieitei, found to bn mar®

3
sensitive to branching than was h* , Accc»r<!i.ie?ly, t graph of g 
ts t fuectire of h^ was plott;®^

Assuming that the relation found bttwnnn h and g would hold 

for Other types of bronched maOecules, Stoctaiioyer and Fi3man 

r®calculat®i the degree of branching from ths results of Thurmond 

tnd Zimm (8) and Howard (13). Renats found by the new procedure 

using equation A-H for both cases wer® much, better; agreement to 
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within 2 percent (8) ana 20 percent (13) of the expected 

values was found. SeeH and others (47) also used the Stock- 

marer-Fixman modif-cation for the study of branching in dex

tran (see above); they found that the g values thus obtained 

agreed better wth the VlLle for than did values of g cal

culated by Wa^s, MaashhH, and Weessberg (46). Recenniy the 

Stlukmayer~Fibman procedure has also been used by Muus and 

BUmoyer (144) in a study of polyethylene.

Thus, it may be seen that the qullltlti.ve detection of 

branching by a cumhiaHon of viscosity and Llght-tclttlrirg 

measurements is well lstlilishli. On the other hand, whhle 

satisfactory rltCLtt have been obtained in a few cases (24), 

qusaditatlve ietlrraiidltild of the degree of branching is still 

hindered by three major difficulties. Firstly, independent, 

unequivocal measurements of the degree of branching are dif

ficult to obtain. SectoncdLy, the lropoltilnsaits between in

trinsic viscosity and moecular weight may be, at Leltt for 

branched mooeeuues, somnwiat different from the assumed one 

(equation A-6); as yet this mater has not been settled. 

Finally, no c^oxnpletl study has yet been made of the iittriil- 

tlon of both branches and muscular weights in a tlrils of 

fractions; there have, hl^ee^vl* , been slg;estilds that the 

tolulilits of branched mo-ecules may be mamHns (119, 130, 

145. . '

(b) Effect on the Sluldi Viilal Collfiulldt

There has been little study of the effect of branching
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£
on such thermodynamic parameters as Ag , the second virial co

efficient, defined by the following expression:

(A-12)

In this equation, IT, R, T, and c have their usuax sign.fi- 

cance, A^ is the first virial coefficient (A^ ® 1/M, and Ag 

is the second virial coefficient. Annoher parameeer, p, has 

been derived (f6) from and is defined by

Where Vn is the volume fraction of solvent, and d,3, the den

sity of the solute.

A second virial coefficient is necessary because of the 

dependence of 7T /c on conccntration that results when van't 

Hoofs law is not obeyed; for an ideal solution, 7f/c becomes 

independent of concentration and Ag becomes equal to zero. 

Hence Ag is a measure of the solvent-solute interaction, the 

maagntude of Which is directly proportional to the extent of 

the deviation from van't Hoffs law. Wien Ag is large, tne 

polymer mooecules tend to avoid one another and polyiTme-solvent 

contacts are preferred; When Ag is negative, the moecnles

*This coefficient is sometimes called B, and sometimes 
B/RTj in order to avoid confusion, the term "Ag" will be used 

throughout this thesis.
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tt tract one another and acllmcr-aclymer contacts are prtftrrte. 

Alttrnativtll, Ag isay be considered as a measure of the volume 

-- the sc-callte "excluded volume" — about the centre of a 

iiC.ecult that cannot, on the average, be occupied by the centre 

of another volume (), p. >19 j compare the tern b, in the (V-b) 

term the van der Waal's equation for gases, that corrects

for the volume of the gas mCleeles).

ContSderatron cf theories* reitting Ap to mtoeomar 

size and structure leads to the expeecation that Ag should be 

lower for a branched i>Cecult than for a linear i>lecult of 

the scma mTecular weight. As shown by Stockmayer and Fixman 

(2)) equations aevtloped by Zimm (14-7) relating Ag to part- 

m>eers such as the mooecular weight can be extended to various 

typer of brtncned m>Ceccnlts. Although the equations are 

limited in scope, they predict a decrease in Ag for a branched 

mooecule. This de crease arises from the co■mipctnnts>for a 

given iwoiculitr weeght, of a branched molecule compared to a 

linear mej the volume effect is consequently less for the 

branched mooecule. Theories developed by Kwr^tta (150) lead to 

a similar prediction.

Quaanirativt data are, un^^rtunatell, scarce, and lack

ing in precision. Also, unless linear mttrlal of the same 

mTecular ^&£g]ht as the branched is available for a comaaism, 

the predicted decrease in A, may be obscured by the normal de-

aaplheolelcal calculations of the second viriai coef
ficient have, however, had only limited success (2), 1)7, 1)8, 
1)9)*
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crease with increasing moeenler weight (1>L).

The moot clear-eaut ®vad®no® indicating the decrease 

in Ag (ox*  Increase in p) caused by branching my be found in 

the results reported by Thurmond and Zi«a (8). They found that 

values of Ag -- say# about 0.6 — for fractions of cross l-nnted 

polystyrene in butwaorne tended to be lower than values — say# 

about 1.2 — for linear polystyrene. ^iso, Doty# lpowhettin, 

and bo&Lener (>«?) found values of p for cross linked polystyrene 

that were higher than expected.

Other data uro less conclusive. Although# for example# 

Sonti and others found that the value of Ag for dextran fractions 
d^wased from 14.8 x 10“4 to 0.7 x !0~4 wail® tt® macacOler 
weight itc:r®ased from l.8 x 104 -o .. . x 10^ (see also refer

ences 46 and 1J9)# it is imposl-ble to separate the effect of 

branching from the decrease due to an Increase in mo.eouuar 

weight. The magnitude of this dtoerwus® is greeter than found 

exipsrimenally for polystyrene (28) and auy therefore reflect 

th® pr®sino® of branching; nevertheless# the fact remains 

that a high moeenler-weight sample in which branching is ex

pected w-LL have a low value of Ag# regardless of branching.

Sos® results for p are ooatra.dlctlry• authana and

'Mrk (1>2) and Bilitoy®r (121) found a o^lrrilaiion between p 

and th® degree of branching In polyethylenoj on th® other 

hand# Haris (142) reported .that no relation between t» and the
I

degree of branching was evident. AnnUhir example of constant 
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p Is given by the results obtained by Smet a and Schrnets (62) 

for branched polymethyl methacrylate; however, Huggins' k* 

(see next section) varied considerably from sample to sample.

Thus the determination of Ag is useful chiefly for 

the confirmation of other, more direct, evidence for branching.

■

(c) Effect on . Huggins * k*

The viscosity behaviour, at low conccntrations, of raaiy 

high polymers may be represented by an equation proposed by 

Huggins (1£3) t

(A-1?)

where ^gp/^^the reduced viscosity, is equal to .0. - 1)^( where 

7r » -7 solution/ -7 solvent;), c is the contevnratiot, in g./dl.,

and k* is a c^im^lbant for a polymr-solvent system. If values 

of . sp/c *^e plotted against conncvtratiot, the intercept at 

zero concennration la equal to the intrinsic viscosity

The form the equation indicates that the reduced vis

cosity, Igp/c, o 0 a polymer in solution is higher at finite 

contcvtratiots than at zero r)ntcvtratiot; the increase is pro

portional to the contcvtratiot, and to the square of the limit

ing effective hydrodynamic volume ( L?] J ). Ths concevtratlot 

effect is analogous to the effect of interactions between pairs

«in order to avoid the incongruity of calling a function 
such as L*), having the dimensions of specific volume a ’’vis
cosity", it has been suggested (154) that fyl be called the 
"limiting viscosity number" and be given the dimensions o^ m./g. 
Howevvr, the more convceniiona term "intrinsic viscosity" is 
used throughout this thesis.
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of idielUdd9ld;, dense spheres. Since polymer mo-ecules do 

not behave as ildsl spheres, Huggins idtrliuctli the cor- 

rectim term k». Howeevr, the constant is not simply a hydro- 

dydamiu correction turn; it is also a fldctild of the solvent, 

and, to some extent, the m)lLeular weight of the polymer (111).

Although Huuggns1 k» has no clear lhysiual sign-fi- 

cance (160), it has proved to be a useful para^€^e^<^;r for the 

chEa’acUerizltlld pHy^ee^-^i^i^^ve^^t systems. There is ample

evidence, for lxampP<e, that the value of k* for a given polymer 

is higher in poor solvents than in good ones. These results 

agree w.th the lrediutiln by Sinha (161) that k» should be 

higler in poor solvents, where interactions between polymer 

moecnles — or between segments of the same m^edUe — con

tribute to the uone6en^atiln illldildul of the reduced visco

sity more than the intlrlutlodt between solvent and polymer 

moecules do.

Simba also l^ldlutli that the value of k» should be 

increased by the presence of branching. The results of many 

studies have, Indeed, fulfilled Simba's lrldiutild that k1
I •

should be higher for a branched than for a linear moecnl!

the k' of wiich lies usually in the range 0.3 - 0.4. Xn fact, 

measurements of k* have been used as lnilultilds o^ the pre

sence of branching (see below).

kFor more details see papers by Gragg and others (155, 
156, 157)J iIso, see Bigelow (1£B) and Manson (159) for mon 
comeleh(edsive surveys the literature dealing with various
aspects of k».
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A iarae number of observations of high values of k» 

for polymers prepared under conditlrni likely to favour the 

occurrence of crosslinking or branching htvn been mode.*

001X0^0^131® w>rk carried out with diont polymers be- 

ilei^i to bn partially bronched led Henderson and Ltggt (1&3) 

to conclude that k» iecrgases with th® degree of branching or 

crosslinking ie t polymer. This conclusion was supported by 

results of t series of experiments conducted in this labor

atory by Swiizer (16U, Brown (155, and Fern (156). Wien 

polymers, for example, GH-S, containing branched mterJ^il wer® 

carefully froctireatei, the values of k» obtained for the 

fractions decreased regularly with th® ietriniic viscosity. 

FtnOLly, th® values of k» for th® lower fractions reached t 

constant value aha•aoCeeistic of linear species of the sam® 

polymer. Also, k» values were higher than usual for polymers 

prepared at high temperatuxes, the use of which would tend to 

Increase crriilin.kLna tnd eranUhieg. A similar decrease In k» 

was found by MooChl, Nichols, tnd Miigttrn (165) for fractions 

of Neoprnnt GN; values of k* ranged from 0.92 for the top 

fraction to 0.37 — t value cCha’aoCeeistic of many lin®tr poly

mers -- for th® lowest friction. Although Pollock, Elyash,

oOaution mat bn used, of course, before t high value 
of k» is attributed solely tO ' branching. As pointed out by 
01^^^^ and Smith..(16 2), vlluns of k*  may vary greatly from
sample to sample owing to differences in such variables ts 
th® content of polar imppuiiins. Also (compare the case of |i), 
k» stems to it slightly dependent On mOecular wight (27).
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and De WUt (137) obtained values of k for fractions of poIi- 

butadiftf, the irregularity of the values obscured any trend 

that m.ght have existed.

Vinyl noll^y^]i- suscepaiilf to chain trat-fft often 

show large differences in the values of k' for high and low 

m^ol^c^c^u.a:r-welgh't fractions. For fxamyPe, Me^nclk and Lapikova 

(166) found a k* value of 0.33 for a sample of polyvinyl 

CtLoridf believed to be fairly linear in structure, but a value 

of 0.51 for the soluble portion of a sample that contained some 

gel. In another study of polyvinyl chloride, Danusso, Mooaa’.llo 

and Gazzera (167) found values of k» ranging from 0.38 for the 

lowest fraction to 0.63 for the highest one. For the same 

polymer, Cernia and Ciampa (168) found the following values of 

k»s branched, O.I4X; linear, O.36.

Baidus and Mark (169), studying fractions of poly

vinyl t-iutll ether, found an average value of k», 0.50, for 

the l^ow^Ji five fractions; in connrast, the average value of 

k» for the upper five fractions, in which, branching might be 

expected, was 0.80.

The ageing of polyvinyl acetate provides another ex- 

am^e of the effect of crl-slltkitg on k». Molri-on, Holmes, 

and McCnto-h (170) noted that, with polyvinyl acetate clnnait- 

ing cmai ayylmt- of feitlc.iot, which is known to effect 

crosslinking in polyvinyl acetate, the k» of a solution changed 

from 0.3I- to 0,39 after ageing for three days. They concluded 

that the effect was due to a change in structure such as could
I
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be brought about by branching. An increase in thr value of 

k» due to ageing at 200°C. was aLso found for polyvinyl acr- 

tate by Hagai and Sagane (17D.

A co—jpa'ison of the viscosity behaviour of sa—Jins of 

polyvinyl acetate that had been prepared at low tr—pratuse 

with samples that had been prepared at a high trrr>tlalta’et 

tfoich would favour branching, was recently co—peted by Hobbs 

and. his group (172); results showed that the sa—oles presumed 

to be branched had higher values of k* than the sa—oles pre

sumed to br linear. With polyvinyl acetate prepared to high 

conversion, however, Howard (13) found no —asked change in the 
va^e of k» for a high oo—cular weight sample (M =1.8 x 10&) 

f— the value fotnd for a lower —> Insular weight one (;• = 6.3 
x 10 3). similar resultis were fou^ by Varadaiah (173). Ho

significant changes in k* trf-th —leecCLar weight were found by 

HacM-hama and Sumitomo (174) for polyrthyl acrylate; poly- 

rthyl —et^e^^cs^].a^e was found to behave in a si—las fash-ion 

(129).

A large increase in k» (0,58 to 1.02) fos high —lo

cular weights was noticed by Harris (142) for polyethylene, 

wiich is known to be highly branched. Values of k* fos poly

ethylene were also determined by Sil—eyer (121); unfortun

ately, the data wsre badly spattered.

Th® irradiation polyethylene trrrtataalatr in a

nuclear reactor was found by Todd (42) to yield products having 

values of k» higher than usual for the ordinary terephthaLate.
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Chsarlesby (175), on the other hand, studying polysiloxanes 

branched by irraelatict, fcnnd no difference in kf from the 

value found for linetr polysilcxants; he concluded that k*  

was not sensitive to a degree of branching corresponding to 

two branches per moLecule.

The study of the viscosity behaviour of starch 'isomers 

provides a convincing etwrttratlon of the influence of
*

branching on k', Sppiser and Whittenberger (176) found that 

the k1 for am^lapaeCln, the branched isomer, was 1.49 — much 

greater than the value of 0.58 found for amlose, the linear 

portion. Similar results have been obtained by Woolf, Gwterui 

and Rist (177). Since a clear stal5a?tticn of the branched from 

the ilnttl isomer is lttdLll achieved with starch — though 

not w.th other polymers discussed here — this evidence is 

espc^c^i^^ly im^pot^a^lt. Another branched polysaccharide is dex

tran; high values of k» have been found for high io0ecln.ar 

weight fractions of dextran ()7).

Although not many data have been published for poly

mers that have been branched or crossliIk:te deliberately, the 

data available tend to support the conclusion that k» is in

creased by branching.

With the branched polylactms (1,2,), or 8 branches

per mo.pcule) synthesised by; Schatfgen and Flory (9b), a slight * 

trend towards an incrttst in k1 may be detected, in spite of 

ccnsietrablt scatter in the data. The value of k» ranged from 

0.31, for a linear polyester, to 0.)0, for the moot highly 
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branched mateHls, The data obtained by Youngson and Mel

ville (99, 143) for branched polyesters also showed, In spite 

of scatter, a trend towards an Increase in k* with the number 

of branches.

Although Vaayi, Janssen, and Mark (60) found no devi

ations in the value of k’ for fractions of polystyrene cross- z - \
linked with divi^nyl^b^e^n^zene from normal values (0.4), Walker 

and WI^t^ll^r (56) found umavuilly large values of k* (for ex- 

a’mpe, 0.80 vs. 0.3) for linear polystyrene) for fractions of 

soluble copolymers of styrene and dlvitylbrnzenr. Other studies 

of fractions of styrrdr•-divnylbbedzrne copolymers showed that 

k» Increased progressively from O.f to 1.14 as the intrinsic 

viscosity Increased, wnreas k» for polystyrene prepared under 

nonaal conditions was O.4p (1)9). &^peeiCsaLiy largo Increases 

of k’ — wiich changed from O.q.1 to 2 — were found by Srnets 

and Schmsts (1)2) for polymethyl mehaarryLate that had been 

crosslinked with rehylidede eimerhhacyyatr; oddly enough, the 

maximum value of k» was found for a middle fraction (low mmle- 

cuLar wwight, and low intrinsic viscosity), rather than for a 

top fraction.

Mea8^1’rmE^r.t3 o1f k» for graft polymers have been reported 

in few cases. When Marz (69) prepared polycyclohexyl meth

acrylate by rn^^s of a two-stage polymerization — one stage
i ’

therm! and the other,which would probably involve grafting, 

catalyzed by benzoyl peroxide — he found two peaks in the 

^o<^(^cui.ar-^w^:Lgh<t distribution curve corresponding to k» values 
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of 0.35 and 0.68. Reeults for another grift-t^pe product were 

obtained by Jones (117), who found that the value of k« for 

polystyrene containing branches composed of methyl methacry

late varied from 0.4 to 0.8 — wth the high values corres

ponding to samples with relatively high degrees of branching.* 

high values of k* were oh^p•aiOeeistic of the graft 

polymers prepared by moans of milling rubber in the presence
J

of vinyl m^o^c^i^oe’s (96).

Hence, there have been good indications that the value
I 

of Huggins’ k» is increased considerably by branching. It 

should be noted, however, that mot of the studies discussed 

above deai wth cases of random branching, that is, with cases 

In witch branches may themselves be branched,

(d) Effect on Other Froporties

The effects of branching on the rioieroopl ppr;ioii- 

scattering function Pg"- (see next section), on the lsm)lio 

pressure curve, and on the curve relating reduced vi3il8iiy to 

oonceenration will be considerca. briefly.

Although the curvature o^ the reciprocal e;arillii-• 
soittiring function Pq~^ plotted as p function of angle is 

sensitive to branching, Stockma^er and Fixman (24) have shown 

that the effect of branching is so smail that asking by va^’t- 

iiions caused by polydisue®rity with respect to mooeculpr 

weight becomes ero0able. Moorowr, the precisi^on wth whLch

eThese results were reported pt the same tatoe ps results 
of Part II of thin thesis (111).
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scattaring measurements can be obtained decreases rapidly at 

small angles because of scattering from residual dust.

Benoit (178) has also shown that the shape of the re

ciprocal particle-scattering function is related to both the 

degree of branching and the polydispersity; useful information 

can be obtained only If only one of the two effects is pre

sent, unless precise knowledge of the degree of polydispersity 

is available,

Kunst and Magat (179) have derived expressions relating 

the slope of the osmotic pressure curve to the degree of branch

ing; however, detectable effects would be found only for high 

degrees of branching.

Although Batzer (180) has suggested that the presence 

of branching in some polyesters causes curvature in the line 

relating reduced viscosity to concentration (see equation A-13), 

Patat and Elias (181) found no evidence for such an effect in 

the case of polyvinyl acetate. Similarly, no offset was found 

by Kapadia (182) for sol and gel rubber, or by Men^ik and 

Lanikova (166) for polyvinyl chloride.
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B. Light-Sc attiring

Measurements of littt-scotterlet hove provided much use

ful information about th® properties and behaviour of high poly

mers. The m>Oecd.iar weight may be calculated from th® iet®esity 

of scattering (at right angles to the ieciieet itam), th® mol®- 

cular extension in solution from th® anguLar dependency. of the 

scattering, and the osmOic stcrni vlriOl co efficient from the 

dependence of th® scattering on conce®nratlre.

The basic r®lo.t:loestipi between th® scattering of light 

and mOecctlor properties ar® briefly reviewed in th® following 

pages; current methods for th® treatment of sCghtescnttering 

data ore also outlined. More detail about principles, msthods, 

and oppPlcotirei may it found in references alvte.

1. ^PlLe^uLpl®s.■rf
U, Oimpter VII; 183; 18^, p. 35; 185; 18(6, 

Chhtper 7; 187, 188)

A hoaoraneous, eon-aeiorbiea medium readily permits th® 

passage of t itom of light without olt®rttire of its Intensity. 

The prtiteue of non-absorbing particles hiving t refractive in

dex different from that of the medium results, howevvr, in t 

disturbance of the iecfi®et light beam. If the purticles ore 

smill and randomly distributed, this disturbance tokns the form 

of scattering of th® light. 4 In Other words, th® o^<^3^:ll^ot^:ng 

electric field of th® light i®om induces rscillotrres in the 

electrons and nuclei of the pu'ticles, wiich tt®e, actiea ts 
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secondary sources of radiation, emit light in all directions. 

If th® very smil contribution from Rasaa scattering in ne

glected, the scattered light has the same frequency as the 

incident beam and way be characterized by its intensity at a 

stated angle relative to the incident beam, the angular dis

tribution of intensity, and its state of polarization.
I \(a) Scattering by a dilute .Gag - ' \

The quantitative treatment of scattering xby a dilute 

gas was given by Lord Bayleigh (1$9)« He derived the following 

expression relating the intensity of scattered light to the 

chaaactteistics of the particles concerned and of the incident 

light (in this case, unpalarized and directed horizontally)!

(B-l)

where 1„ = the intensity of thr 11 tt ht scattered 
at angle 0,

r = the distance from the moecules to the 
detector,

Io = the intensity of the Incident beam, 
W = the number of scattering partiales per 

c.c., and
Xo = the w&aieength, in vacuum, of the light.

Since the scattered light has two aow■pmnnts — one propagated 

uniformly in all directions With a vertical plane of vibration,
2and the other, the intensity of which depends on cos 9, having 

a horizontal plane of vibration -- the factor (1 + ao!i2s) ls 

used to normalize the observed scattering so that the scattering 

Wil be symetrrcal about the scattering source, ^or the sake 
t 2 ,

of convenience, the tens (1+cos tf Wl! henceforth not b©
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considered explicitly; it WH be assumed that all scattering 

intensities have been normaized by means of this team. The 
ratio i^r^/l^, or R° is often calHed th.e "reduced. ^tensi^"; 

for G » 90°, the ratio is called the'Sea'leigh ratio".

The polarizability a may be replaced by a tejm Which is 

a function of the difference between the dielectric constant of 

the gas, e , and the dielectric constant of the medium ,6O (which
(

equals unity for a vacuum). In turn, the dielectric constant 

may be replaced by the square of the refractive index n (mea

sured, of coiurse, at the same waavlength). Thus, for a dilute 

gas having n close to unity

(B-2)

C^Embi^s^t^tLon of equations B-l and B-2 gives

(B-3)

Since the scattering depends on V ( >> being equal to cN/M), 

the number of particles per unit volume, rit^hr’ Aycsed^^ num-br, 

N, or the —ol^c^cQi^i? weiigit, M, —ay bl deter—inid fro— scattering 

observations.

It is so—iti-is convenient to —oasur® the attenuation of 

the incident bra— du® to lsrlttr’igt, ’athrr than the intensity of 

the bra— itself. Th® attenuation may bi reprehlntei by the tur

bidity r , wiich is equivalent to the extinction roeefiriegt in
- st .the equation I » Ig ® (I being . the intensity of the trlgsmittei
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beam, and 1 the length of the medium traversed). Integration 

of ig over the surface of a sphere Wth radius r yields the 

relation

(B-M

(b) Scattering by an Ideal Polymer Solution*  Smll Moleccaes

Although of Rayleigh scattering had been

used by Staudinger and Haenel-Emrmnddofer (190) and Putzeys 

and Brosteaux (191) for the study of glycogen, and by Gehman and 

Field (192) for the study of rubber, the application of light 

scattering to the determination of the moecular wights and 

sizes o^ high polymers did not become general util Debye (193, 

19U) showed how the Rayleigh equation could be extended to 

polymer solutions.

For the case of dilute (ideal) solutions of simll (smll, 

that is, in comaaison to ) isotropic mleciHes, Debye derived 

an expression analogous to Equation B-3. Using the refractive

index increment, (n and nQ being the refractive indices

for solution and solvent, respectively), Debye replaced the di

electric constant in Equation B-2 in the foHowing way:

(B-5)

CoImbn.aalln of equations (B-l), (B-2) and (B-£) with 

the relation V » cN/!i leads to the expression
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(B-6)

and the comination of equations (B-6) and (B-f.) leads to the 

egression

(B-7)

The constants H and K are thus Chaacteeistic of a given poly

mer- 3 o 1 vent system; thoir determination requires only the mea

surement of the refractive indices and the refractive index 

increment. It is assumed that the measured Rayleigh ratio or 

turbidity for the solvent has been subtracted from the corres

ponding value for tno solutions so that th® values used in 

equations (B-6) and (B-7) represent the contribution of th© so

lute to the scattering.

Equations (B-6) and (B-7) are analogous to th© van’t

Hoff equation whore 7^, r# and T represent the os-

mtic pressure, mlar gas constant H, and the absolute temper

ature, respectively).

The value of M obtained for a high polymer, Witch is

always to some extent inhomogeneous W.th respect to moccular 

weigh, is a weigt-average quality (U, p. 291). Since the 

polarizability a is p^j^c^x^ttion&L to the size of the moeccQe, 

the intensity of the scattering by a is proportional to

the square of the size, or to the square of the m>oecxH.iar wight
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Assuming that H is independent of M, the 

total turbidity of a solution containing polymer mooecules

havlist different mooecalar weights becomes

Wiere c is h con. antration of mooecules having mooeccular 

weight M.. Alternatively

In this equation, c is eq^a:i to and C is the weight

average mooeeular weight defined by

In this relationship, n^ is the number of mooecules having mole

cular weight M^, and Cj = n^M^/N,

(c) Scattering by Noo-Idea!.Polymer Solutions? SrnaH Mooecules

For non-ideal solutions at finite oonccnt.rations, the 

limiting expressions (B-6) and (B-7) are no longer valid; in such 

a case, the particles are no longer far enough apart to be con

sidered as independent, randomly distributed scattering units. 

Because of the muuual interference of light w^’^es scattered by 

the pafticles, the intensity of scattered light observed is, tn 

general, lower than the corresponding intensity for random, scat

tering units.
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The problem of the calculation of the decrease in in

tensity oWLng to interference was studied by Einstein (195) 

and Smoluchowski (196). They considered the scattering of light 

as the result of fluctuations of refractive index within arbit

rarily chosen voltme elements. These fluctuations arise from 

two sources — variations in density and variations in con

centration; the result of these variations is a fluctuation 

in the dielectric constant, and hence, scattering. Fluctuations 

in density correspond to scattering by the solvent, and may, to 

a good approximaton (1972), be neglected if the solvent scat

tering is subtracted from the total scattering of a solution.

Enstein related the fluctuations in concentration to 

the concenCration dependence Hf the free energy of dilution of 

the solvent. Using the osmotic pressure T as a measure of 

the free energy of dilution, Einstein obtained the following 

equation for the turbidity due to concentration fluctuations*

(B-8)

For ideal solutions, RT/M; hence the scattering

is proportional to the mooecular weight of the solute -- a re

sult obtained before in equations (B-6) and (B-7). Colminttiln 

of equations (B-5) and (B-8) With the subs itut ion of RT/M for

then loads to equations (B-6) and (B-7) -- the limiting 

relations at zero concenCratiot.

For non-ideal solutions o^ mm derate , the

☆Terms corresponding to a higher power of the concen
tration may be necessary at higher &^ncenCrations.
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equation

(0-9)

expresses the concceitration dependance of the osmOic pressure.

By cosmbnation of equations (B-5), (0-8, and (0-9), Dsqye (193) 

obtained the following ex>*’®ssioni

(B-10)

The equivalent expression for the reduced intensity is, of course,

(B-ll)

The close relationship between osmotic pressure and light scat

tering is apparent.

The moOecular weight may be calculated from the inter

cept obtained from a plot of against cj A? may be calcu

late ed from the slope of th® same curve.

If the moOecules ar® anisotropic (that is, if their po

larizability is not the same in all directions) a correction is 

necessary. Although the light scattered at 90° by an isotropic 

mooecuule from an unpooarized >incident beam is comppeeely polarized 

in the vertical direction, the light scattered by an anisotropic 

niooecxule contains a horizontally polarized, as well as the ver

tically polarized, component (198. The contribution of the hori

zontal component is eliminated by the mulllplication of R^o by
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the correction factor (6 - 7Pu)/(6 ♦ 60^ and of t by the 

correction factor (6 - Tp^/^ + 3PU), where pu is the ratio 

of the horizontal component of the scattered light (G « 90°) 

to the vertical coimjonent (198, 199, 200).

(d) Scattering; by Polder„ Solutions. Large Molecules

In the derivations outlined, above, it has been' assumed

that the polymer moecnles concerned have been jsmll in com

parison with the wvvlength of the light. If, however, a linear 

dimension of a polymer yolecilLf is greater than about ote-twefnieth 

of the wavilfngth of the light, it is no longer possible to con- 

the myleculf as a point source of scattered radiation.

DefSructlve itterffrftcf between rays scattered by different 

parts of the m>lec1l1f occurs, as illl-tratfd in the accom^^ying 

diagram. Although the total path length is not very dif

ferent fro^m the path length Qggp, the overran path lengths Q^Pg 

and QgPg are quite different from each other. The net tf-Ult 

Is that the total scattertag In the backward direction (6 > 90°)
> ♦

is reduced by interferences of the sort taking place between rays 

<1^2 and Tiie angular scattering pattern is, therefore, no

longer -y]mytrrcal — as it was for -ryal-paaiiclf scattering, 

after torlnyaizatlot by the (1 + cos^G) tern. The solution is 
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said to exhibit "dissymmetry." Di ssy^m^otry Is conventionally

measured by ths ratio though any ratio of th©

type would serve as well.

Although the existence of dissymmetry madces necessary 

the use of a correction to in order to allow for the decrease 

of R^q caused by intraparticle interference, the dissjmmery has 

a very useful implication. Since the amount of interference is 

related to the distribution of segments in the molecule, the dls- 

synmeery is a function of both the size and shape of the molecule 

in solution. As long as the moOecules are large enough (length 

about 100-200 A®), the dimensions of the moOecule may be deter

mined from dissymmetry ma ©80^1X1X61^8.

Unnootimntely. rigorous calculation of the scattering by 

large particles is compllcated by the fact that the electrical 

field of the incident beam Is distorted by a factor proportional 

to the ratio of the refractive index of the particle to the re

fractive index of the medium. in fact, exact calculations have 

been carried out only for isotropic spheres? see, for example, 

Mie (201). Heller and Pxaigonis (202), and La Ker and Barnes (203). 

Howwver by assuming that the field of the incident beam is un

disturbed as long as the refractive index ratio n/nQ is small. 

Debye (193) was able to obtain expressions for the scattering by 

several moOde-s. • 1.
To account for the dec crease in the observed intensity 

of scattered light owing to ittrapa^ticl^l interference, a factor 

P the "particle scattering factor", may be introduce." (185, 

2014. The particle scattering factor is defined as follows:
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O o
Wiere lg and Rg are the intensity and Ra^l^eigh ratios, re

spectively, which would be observed at angle G in the absence of 

interference. * Thus, multiplication of the observed values of 

R_ or t by /*  * restores the validity of equations (0-6) and 

(B-7), provided the concentration is low.

*The terns ig and Rg , correspond exactly to the terns 
in and Ra used earlier; the superscript is used here only to 
distinguish between the observed and the theoretical intensities.

^Ex^essions for spheres were obtained ealier by Lord 
Ryleigh * and Gans (208,209); in fact, the relationship * * KcMP© 
(1 + cos2G) is cOLled the Rarleigh-Gans scattering law. For cal
culations Pjg for various m>ddls, see references 210 to 214.

J
There remains the determination of Pg and its relation 

to the particle shape, size, and diss^mmery ratio. Assuming 

that the electric field of the incident beam is not appreciably 

distorted by th® refractive index difference existing between 

particle and medium, Debye summed the intensity of scattering 

observed over all pairs of scattering elements (193)- The re- 

su.'ts for vartous m>ddls are (185, 193, 20$, 206, 207)**

(0-12)
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whore s is to X is the wavelength of the

light in solution, D is the sphere diameeer, L the rod length, 

and R the root-mean-square end-to-end coil distance. Calcu- 

latlons of these relationships were normlized so that the value 

of Pg approaches unity as X approaches zero, that is, as D, I., 
or R decreases., as A increases to infinity, or as 0 approaches 

zero.

Values of 1/P^q as a function of the limiting dissym

metry ratio have been computed by

Ca3hin (205) and Doty and Steiner (185), and plotted by the 

latter authors; curves have also been plotted giving l/Pg0 as 

a function of D/X , L/X , and R/X (185).

Now the particle scattering factor may be introduced 

into the expression for a random coil (equation B-12) to give

(B-13)

or, the following general equation holds:

(B-14)

Although, strictly speaking, Ag is valid as a correction tern 

only Wien PgQ equals unity, Wh-1® P@ is valid only When Ag 

equals zero, Zimm (207) has shown that equation (3-13) is v^].id 

to a good approxlmtion.
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With Pg found for the model assumed (usually a ran

dom coi.1), the moeeular weight M may be determined from the 

i.terrcrlt of a plot of Kg/Rq against con}cenratiod, and Ag, 

as before, from the slope of the curve.

The dimension may then be cllcUiatrd. Since the curves 

representing the particle scattering factor as a futctlrd of 

dimension are single parameter ones, the linear dimension of a 

given model may ba cllcllatre from a ratio of observed scattering 

intensities at two angles. The ratio required is con-venn©^^ 

given by the limiting diss5mmerry ratio [z], As mon timed above, 

tables and graphs (185) have been prepared giving D/A , LX , or 

R/ X as a function of psJ. Thus, if values of the dissymmetry 

ratio z are determined for each conc@nnratiot used for a m^o-e- 

cular weight erteirlmtion, the vain o^ the appropriate linear 

dimension may be readily found from the limiting valua [J 

the dissymmetry ratio. If only particle dimensions are desired, 

the extrapolation procedure described by Cleverlm, Laker, and 

Smith (215) may be used} this procedure requires no knowledge 

of the cond^ntratiod. As mentioned iHIii, the dimension found 

is a z-average qmant.ity.

As w.th 3maH pali;icirs, a correction for eepcr.lla,izltird 

may be required. The correction factor appIr)rliatr for large 

lsa»ticlrs may be derived from the factors given above by sub-
• ».

stituticn of 2pv for pu, where pu equals the ratoo HvVv — Hv 

and Vv being the horizontal and vertical crJmPrtnts of light 

Bcaterrre from an Incident, vertically polarized light beem 

(197, 198).
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2. of the Intensity of Scattered Light

(a) Methods

(1) Dissymmetry methods- In the previous section, it was 

shown that values of mo oscular weight, size, and the second 

virid coefficient may be derived from the measurements of th© 

intensity of light scattered at three angles, and at several 

conefeinrations. The dissy-m-mery method is convenient and rat.id; 

interpretation of the data is fairly straghtfoward.

One disadvantage is the need for the assumption of a 

mddl; sometimes, however, the validity of the model assumed 

may be tested. If the moodd-ar weight is known from indepen

dent meassu’emxins, the dimension calculated for a given model 

from the dissymmetry may be cnma^ed with the dimension calcu- 
r

lated for the same model from the mhecular weight.

(ii) Extrapolation methods- As mentioned above, the effects 

of LrtrapartLcle interference must vanish when x (seo equation 

B-12) is equal to zero. Zitam. (207) suggested that this condition 

could 1v achieved by extrapolation of scattering data to zero 

angle (for if 8 = 0, then x “ 0 and 0# = 1) Wile the dissym

metry method requires the assumption of a maddl, use of the 

vX;rapolatiln procedure for the determination. of moecular weight 

requires no assumption aluoit ..particle shape.

With this method, scattering intensities are measured at 

several tlnecvnratilns, and, for each concceinration, at several 

angles. It is clearly desirable to have some ang.es as close to 

zero as possible. Two extrapolations are required -- one to zero 
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an^le, and one to zero concMrtration. This double extrapo

lation may be carried out in two ways.

With one way, the intercepts obtained by extrapolation 

of the scattering data to zero concentration may be plotted as

a function of ® (usuAly and then extrapolated to zero

angle (124).

Aternatively, the double extrapolation may, as sug

gested by Zimm, be made in the same graph. First, values of

Kc/Rq0 are plotted against Wiere k is an arbi

trary constant that serves to spread the data conveeiently; 

then smoothed Lines, that eventually form a grid, are drawn 

through the points at constant angle and constant concennra- 

tion, Fin Aly, each line is extrapolated to zero con^cert^sra- 

tion or zero angle; the points thus obtained are then Joined

into two lines that should meet at the same intercept

on the y-axis.

The relationship between the moecAar weight,

and the particle scattering factor Pg, frcm which the dimen

sion may be determlned is easiUy found. Eouansion of P^*1 in 

tsras of the parameter (equation B-12) for a random coil gives 

(207J);

(B-15)

From the corminntion of equations (B-14) and (B-l£ 1), the fol

lowing equation is obtained (after allowance for the fact that 

the data have been reduced to zero concennration)s
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Similar equations may be derived for other partisle shapes.

Hence, the intercept at zero angle will be equal to 

1/M, if the incident light is vertically polarized, or 1/SM, 

if the light is unppoarized. U The dimension H may than, be
/ 

calculated from th© ratio of the slope of the zero concentra

tion line to the intercept. The second virial coefficient may 

be calculated from the slope of the zero-angle curve.

^.though the value of mooecular weight obtained by this 

procedure is independent of the particle shape, the determin

ation. of the particle dimension does require the assumption of 

a modtel. As a result, a difficulty may arise When a particle 

shape is unknown in advance. in such cases, however, a com

parison of a curve of Pg, determined from equation. (B-16) as a

function of With the curve expected for various models may

be helpful; see, for exam*!®, Steiner (206).

Under some circumstances, additional information. may be

obtained from a plot of against Benoit (1?8) has

shown that if e is large, equation (B-16) becomes

(B-17)

The factor o^ two enters here because the polarization 
term (1 * cos^0), Which is equal to unity When © = 90®, becomes 
equal to two Wien 8 becomes zero. '
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The Intercept o^ the curve at zero cmncnnration yields, in 

this case, 1/2 , and the slope, Rn*  Beeioit also found that

the shape of the curve is a function of both the degree of 

branching and the degree of polydispersity; unfortunately, 

these variables affect the shape In oppposte directions.

Later Hootzeor, Bennot, and Doty (216) tested these con- 

elusions In a study of polyddspersity in cellulose trinitrate. 

Although the value of mooeeular weight found did in fact agree 

with the numbr-average weight determined by measure

ments of osimtic pressure, the expansion used in equation 

(B-17) was found to hold only for chain lengths greater than 

about 2000 A9. Reeeeniy, Billtaeyer and de Than used a simiar 

procedure to dltlrninl for seme stm:>lls of lllym©thyl

mcehaarryate (217).

Untoc•tlulately, e1tLculttions based on the slope of the 

curve represented by equation (B-16) require very accurate mea

surements at angles close to zero. Since few instumnts permit 

measurements at angles below about 30 or 35 degrees, and since 

accurate msasurments at low angles such as these are difficult, 

owing to high forward scattering from implaiiie^, precise ca.- 

c^:lati^c^ns o1f the slope are quite difficult.

(Hi) Transmssion Method;- Direct measurements of the tur

bidity transmission measurements is theoretically possible;

in practice, the turbidity of ’most polymer solutions is too low 

for precise measurement in this way. Although with larger par

ticles ths turbidity may be high enough for with a

spectrlphotomeeer, the problem o^ ittrtl^trticll Interference re
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quires attention. With the dissymmetry method, the interfer

ence may, according to Doty and Steiner (185), be corrected 

for by an analogous correction derived from measurements of 

turbidity at two waa61l3ngths. Tables and graphs similar to the 

ones used for dissymmetry methods have been constructed; the cor

rection team and the particle dimension may thus be determined 

from the wavelength dependence of the turbidity.

The extrapolation method may also be adapted to the use 

of transmission measnuremens. Since the intraparticle inter

ference disappears when equals unity, it must disappear when

/becomes equal to zero (soe equation D-11), In the extrapo' ■ - 

tion method, this reduction in interference is achieved by 

making the angle, 9, equal to zero (that is, by extrapolating 

Hl data to zero angle); a similar reduction may be achieved 

by mdting We wavvlength, A , infinite (that is, by oxtr^olatito^ 

all data to infinite warn'dangth), The mot serious restriction 

arises from the limited range of wavelengths available at wiich 

no absorption occurs; a minor difficulty is that measurements of 

the refractive index increment are required at all wavelengths. 

NevQetheless, this method has been used successfully several times 

(185, 218, 219).

Values of moecular weight obtained by mans of the three 

methods appear to agree fairly well with one another; sii Doty 

and Steiner (185).

In summay, the use of light scattering as a technique 

for the study of polymers has several advantages:
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1. The property measured — either T or ig — varies di

rectly with th© m>oeciu.ar w^!^|g^t:. Hence light-scattering, in 

co^rast, say, with oswoic pressure, is moo, rather than less, 

sensitive to high moecuLar weights.

2. in general, the m^OeceUllr weights obtained are weight

average ones, witch are particularly useful for colmea^isdn with 

intrinsic viscosities. The mdeceU.a^ weights found agru well 

with values found by other methods (220).

3. Mooleular dimensions may be obtained readily, as long 

as the size is greater than about 20G A®.

i4» Thumodyia^c information such as the second osmoic 

virial coefficient may be obtained, readily.

5. Light-scatter^g measurements should, in principle, 

yield absolute, not relative, values cf moeccu.lar weight (see 

next section for qu8lifieltlon of this advanbagg).

The validity of the light-scattering procedures for the 

determimtion of mooeccHar weight is supported by the fact that 

values obtained from light-seattlr!n!.g m^aswrlmllts for the mjle- 

cular weights of both polymeric and non-polymsric substances, and 

for Avogadro’s number, agm well with values obtained, by other 

methode; see, ibr example, Maron and Lou (221), Brice, Rdw^r, 

and Speiser (222), and Frank and Mark (220).

(b) instuments • ».

Many different insturamts for the measurement of scat

tered light intensities have been constructed with variations 

in such ehaarlaeeeisties as the range of scattering angles avail

able, or the method of measuring intensities. A survey of typical 
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examples of the m>st common types of instument follows; the 

usual methods for the conversion of espermed/al data to ab

solute values of scattering w.11 also be outlined.

The first measurements of light-scattering were made 

using visual or photographic methods for determining light lt- 

bedsitles (193, 199, 223, 2210. turbidimeters have often

beet used effectively (190, 22,!>-229>; photographic methods are 

still used occasionally (230),

Most merit light scattering photoBmeers, howevvrj use 

l]hOomelteplirr tubes to measure the intensity of scattered 

light; the se■:ltitlilty of modern photoomitiilier tubes la sut- 

ficient to permit work w.th very low intensities of scattering.

With some instruments, the curi’etit produced by the action 

of the scattered light on the cathode of the ph^tormltiplirr 

tube is rmmsu^rd directly; brcllse of the high axmliUcatiot in

herent it r lJhortrmLlill.ie^, r signal of reasonable magnitude 

may be obtained even with l^ow-scltear^idg mlte*i al such as r pure 

liquid. This procedure, requiring only r sensitive grlvanrmrt^li, 

or recorder, is simple and convenient; it hrs been used frequently 

(222, 231—23f9)l. Often, howm?, the current received from the 

lhotormlllillrr is amllfled further before (194, 200,

201, 202).

In order to minimize the effects of variations it the 
. i.

intensity of the light source, the ratio of the itertsity of the 

scattered light to the intensity of the incident beam, may be 

taken rs r measure of the reduced intensity,,

One method for the measurement of the ratio desired it-
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volves the reflection of a portion of the incident beam towards 

a second phototube, wxich then serves as a moitu’ (19U, 236, 

2L4..O, 243-216). Another method, for achieving the same result 

was used by Brice, HgaLwer, and Speiser (222), who designed their 

instrument so that the pho1o1mLtillier, protected by a filter, 

could be swung into the position corresponding to 8 » 0; the 

ratio of the intensity of scattering at angle a to the inten

sity of the transmitted beam was taken as a measure -of the re

duced intensity. The use of the transmitted rather than the 

incident beam has the advantage that absorption of light is com

pensated for. The instriment developed by Brice, Halwer and 

Bpeiser (222) has been produced comer^stlle, ''and has found wide 

acceptance by many laboratories (129, 13$, 11p., 21}7~2$$). Other 

instments based on the same principle have been used (231, 237). 

Anther comiercciai instrument, developed from a design by Oster

(256), is also available (257-259).

Author method for the m<easurtm<tnt of the ratio i /!O o 
was used by Ziim (20?)» In the Zin® apparatus, the currents 

from the phooor'mltiiller end the :mlOtlr are first applied to a 

oULI bridge, and then balanced by means of a precision potentio- 

mee©!’, the reading of wiich is proportional to the ratio desired. 

The null principle has also been used in other instuments (32, 

66, 242, 260, 261, 262). Transmission measurements have usiuaiey
. 1.

been made in the Bockman precision spectrophotoweer, or its 

equivalent (185, 218, 219).

« Phoenix Precision instrument CdapEanr, Philadelphia, Pa 
** Ameican instrument Companr, Silver Spring, Mryland.
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(c) Cca.Hrat.lon

The light-stitteriI:g method for the determination of 

moecular weight is theoretically an. absolute on^. Howeevr, 

the determination of absolute values of reduced intensity de

pends on precise knowledge of factors such as the scattering 

vll^umv iiuminated and the toIuev "seen* by the photoomuttplier; 

a rigorous analysis of th® geoimerlc optics is thus required. 

For example, Carr aid Zimm (197) and Brice, HO-wer, end Speiser 

(222), after considering the optics of their instruments in con

siderable deeail, have obtained, absolute measurerents of reduced 

intensity. More recently, Kushner (2|9), using a modified Brice- 

Phoenix phstnneeer, has de1mostratvi the absolute determination 

o^ the Raleigh ratio; also, the instument developed by Ooter 

(256) has been m^^^df^iied by Kremen (260) in order to permit ab

solute measwremeeins. Cdrections required for the conversion 

of scattering data to absolute values of reduced Intensity have 

Ivvu discussed by Csarr and Zimm (197) , Brice, Halwer, and Speiser 

(222), and Hermans and Levinson (263; see Part II of this thesis 

for other references.

If the corrections required are weei-defined, absolute 

measurements may be made by comparing the intensity of the scat

tered light with the Intensity of a portion of the incident Ivcm.. 

The ratio may be measured directly (191, 2610 — provided the in

tensity the incident Ivcm. has Issu weakened by a known factork
— or indirectly, by tlmai’lsln of the scattering for a solution, 

with the scatter irg from a secondary standard of known, reflectance 

or transmittance, and intensity distribution (197, 222, 265)).
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Anther, more difficult, method of obtaining absolute values 

of scattering involves the use olf an integrating sphere (197) 

arranged to collect all the light scattered by a solution.

Direct measurements of trensm.ssi.on are also possible; very high 

accuracy is required.

The mst common method, for ths conversion of experimen

tal data to absolute values of reduced intensity is^th® indirect 

method. mentioned above — namely, the comsa’ison tn© scat

tering for a solution with the scattering from a secondary stan

dard, Wiich lias, itself, been calibrated in absolute terms.

Various mitcirials have been used as secondary standards.

Blocks of a substance, such as magnesium carbonate or magnesium 

oxide, the refiectsnce o^ Which, is known, may be used (197, 265); 

blocks of a solid polymer, for examppe, polystyrene, have some

times been calibrated for use as working standards (207,226, 266). 

Pure liquids such as benzene, toluene, or carbon disulfide, have 

found Wide acceptance as secondary standards* (66, 200, 228, 232, 

2U).

Two other liquid standards have been found by many labor

atories to be convennent. One liquid is a solution of polysty

rene; the other is an aqueous dispersion, of colloidal silica.

The solution of polystyrene is prepared, at a specified 

cono€nnratioo, from a sample of polystyrene distributed by Pro- i
fesscr Debye and Dr. A. M. Bueche of Cornnll Unieesity. Good

^Although there has been some disagreement concerning the 
absolute values of Rayleigh’s ratio for pure liquids (230. 26U, 
267, 268, 269), the values obtained by Goar and Zimm (197/ and 
Brice, HsLLwer, and Speiser (222) are now generally accepted (265). 
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tgtrem<tnt between the values for the turbidity of this solution 

determined at different laboratories has been obtained (see Part 

II of this thesis). Use of this solution as a calibration stan

dard eliminates much uncertainty due to differences between, say, 

samples of a pure liquid prepared in different laboratories.

Use of the suspension of colloidal silica -• a ' emerciltL 

product, ’’Ludox” — was first suggested by Oster (270). The
J

scattering o1f a solution is compared to the scattering of a di

luted portion of the dispersion, the turbidity o^ which has been 

previously determined by means of a precision spectrophotomcTer. 

This method of calibration has been discussed in some detail by 

Maron and Lou (221), Kraut and DaaniliEer (271), ana

(272. At present, calibration using Ludox dispersions is, per

haps, the methll in moot common usej see, for examHe, references 

234-, 237, 238, 255, or 270 to 274-.



i. p EPARATION OF BRANCHED POLYMERS

BY GRAFT POLYMSRIZATiON

introduction

J

in choosing a polymer suitable for the study of branch

ing by viscosity and light-scattering techniques, the following 

ehaaaateerstics were considered to be importanti

1, The polymer should have a known rnunber of single, 

linear side chains.

2. The molecular weight should be high enough (greater 
than, say, 5 X 10^) that accurate measurements of s.zi and in

trinsic viscosity could be made,

Unfoottuiaaely, m>st methods available at the time for 

the orloa^ttloa of branched polymers were unsuitable for the 

preparation of samples OulOillaag the requirements just listed.

The use of methods based on chain transfer or on the 

copolymerization of a monomer w.th a crosslinking agent resuLts 

in a mixture of linear and branched polymers that is often dif

ficult to resolve into its linear and branched clm’Poala;s. 

Molroo’ert these methods do not yield polymers with simple branches; 

both chain transfer and crosslinking result in the growth of 

branches on branches. This type of complex branching may even

tually progress to the point of gelation; in fact, when a cross-

-73-
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linking agent is present, it is difficult to avoid gelation.

ALthou^h the condemnation of a monomer with a m>decUll 

having a known numjer of reactive functional groups had been 

used successfully by 30X11)1611 and Flory (98) to produce poly

mers having a known number of branches per mooecule, the num

ber of branches thus obtained was restricted by the limited 

number of suitable functional groups -- four or eight, in the 

case Ju^"t mentioned — that could, be present in the backbone 

mooecule. Another difficulty with this type of synthesis was 

that the moeciHar weights obtained were low (less than 38,000).

When these disadvantages were considered, the technique 

developed at the Polytechnic institute of Brooklyn** for the 

grafting of side chains onto a vinyl-type backbone seemed very 

attractive. As weH as macing possible the ednSrol of the de

gree of branching (by variation of the hydroperoxide content 

of the oxidized backbone polymer; see Historical introduction), 

this new method offered the convenience of a product free from 

linear material..

Several graft polymersations were therefore made using, 

as backbone polymers, polystyrene and copolymers of styrene and 

lp•vlJn71-eyclohlxene-1 -- these last being expected to oxidize 

mom readily than styrene Hone. After the backbone polymers 

had bun oxidized to various degrees, the products were used as 

initiators in the redox polynelization, in umusion, of styrene, 

and, in a few cases, of methyl meehaleylatd.

«This technique was described in a lecture at Mcltester Unver- 
sity by Dr. Herman Mark; the author is grateful to Dr. Mark for 
helpful cowmens.
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It this section, the preparation of the graft polymers 

is described. Also, evidence that grafting did occur la pre

sented and discussed. This evidence was obtained from measure

ments of monomer 11x1111111^1, of the decrease it hydroper

oxide content of the backbone polymer during reaction, and of 

the infrared absorption by the polymer beforo and after the 

grafting procedure. Finally, m^e^j^iurm^i^tta of intrinsic visa
cosity are given.

Further, more direct evidence for graft! tg, based on 

intrinsic viscosity and iight-scattrrnlg •measurrmerts, may be 

found it Part III.
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£
£X>Pt* ieet.nal

1. Ma®^^

Monomers were provided by the Polymer Co1pp1ation, 

Limited, Satroit. Before use they were freed from inhibitor by 

washing with dilute aqueous potassium hydroxide; after rinsing 

with distilled waaer they were dried with Dr’erlto. * Cumene 

hydroperoxide (60%) was also provided by the Polymer Corpor

ation. Phenyl-p-naphthyl«mine and benzoyl peroxide were both 

Practical grade reagents supplied by th© Eastman Kodak Company.

Polystyrene samples used for oxidation were prepared 

by a method described earlier (159); amounts of dodecyl mer

captan used were, however, variable, Copolymers of styrene 

and i-vinylcyclohexeeie-1 were prepared using a similar recipe; 

alkylated polymers were made by the method outlined by Metz and 

Meerobiao (110).

Teeralio, of Ceetified ChemicaL grade, was obtained 

from the British Drug Hooses. Other solvents were of technical 

grade, and were used without further purification.

inorganic reagents were of the Arnaar grade supplied 

by the British. Drug Ho1lses, or of equivalent quaaity. Nitro

gen was pwrified by passing first through freshly-prepared 

Fieser’s solution (275, P» 395) and then through a saturated 

solution of lead acetate.
"■ # " ----- -- - 

The author wishes to acknowledge assistance given at 
various times by the followings Mrs. D. Coleman, Mr J. HuiO, 
M’s D. Wiies, and Mr. L. Murrel. He is also grateful to the 
Polymer Coopo1ation, Lim.ted, for the donation of matfiials, 
aod to Dr. H. L. Willijms of that company for helpful advice.
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2. Oxidations

Solutions of low rm>oecclar weight polymers, w.th a cm- 

clntrtticn of about 5 g. of polymer per 100 -l. of solution, 

were oxidized in a 250-m.. gas-scrubbing bottle. The bottle 

was cltmprl in an Hl bath that was opiated at a temperature 

within the range from 70 to B^C. -- usually at 7p®*-  ' with 
regulation of trepprature to within t 0.2*0.  Oxygen was then 

bubbled through at a rate sufficient to bring about rapid and 

thorough bubbling w-ithont excessive foaming; no attempt was 

made to regulate the flow of oxygen precisely.

The oxidation of pdymirs having high I.elecular weights 

and hrncr high viscosities required the use of msrr dilute so

lutions, with conocenrations ranging down to about 2 g. o^ poly

mer per 100 —l. of solution. Were the solution was very vis

cous, me eh anneal stirring was necessary; in such cases, a nund- 

bltlonrd flask equipped with a fritled-glass bubbling tube and 

a m©ehannc^tl stirrer was used as the oxidation vessel. In grn- 

<3^1, these oxidations were less successful, than mis using low 

mooecular weight polymers.

After bubbling had been hmtinurl for a time estmated 

to be necessary for the degree of oxidation desired, the pro

duct was precipitated i—ddiiaely by pouring the solution slowly 

into 600-700 m.. of ethanol iq? methsanol. Thr polymer was ri-
1

precipitated from solution in butanoir several tiers to yield 

a clean, fibrous product, which was then dried under vacuum 

at 05*0 . to constant weighs. The resulting polymer was hom- 

plitily free of the lllur of tetralin. It was found that the
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©©ficiency of precipitation could be increased, particularly 

with gummy samp^'^8, by adding large amounts of dry ice either 

to the precipitant or to the solution, to be precipitated.

Several oxidations in a soap-water emusion (276) were 

tried; however, because of the instability of the vmt£^ilos, 

and because of the low hydroperoxide contents obtained,o oxi

dations in emu.aion were not investigated further. ,

3. Annaysis for hydroperoxide Content

DetvxamLoailo of the peroxide or hydroperoxide tlo-

tent of a high polymer is difficult. Under cmddtions nor- 

mlly used for the ioiumVrit ietvnoiioation of hydroperoxide 

content (277, P. 52), only low mdeccuar weight polymers readi

ly form a uniform and stable suspension; polymers having higher 

woecular weeigits tend to agglomerate and thus make the analy

sis unreliable. Another difficulty is that a given method. of 

analysis may be quite specific and may therefore give quani- 

^1^© results for only certain hydroperoxides (278); it is 

therefore irapolsiblv to select with certainty a standard of 

known hydroperoxide content against which the high polymer in 

question may be legitimately cempa^’ed. Thus it is probably 

best to consider analyses for hydroperoxide values as relative 

measures only. . »,

#In this thesis, hydroperoxide content is reported as a 
"hydroperoxide oum^i^^’, that is, the number of hydroperoxide 
groups per thousand moioooloeit styrene units.
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Several methods o^ analysis were tried; none was com

pletely satisfactory. Preliminary trials of the dead-stop 

end-point titration developed by Abrahamson and Linschitz (279) 

gave irrepxoduclble results. Potentiometric detection of the 

end—point obtained with the AbrgauMmsnnLLnnsfadLtz procedure gave 

better results, some of which, are presented in Table I. Data 

given in Table II show that the observed volumes of 0.002 N 

sodium thiosulfate required for several unknown solutions agreed 

wee.1 with the calculated values. Although results obtained with 

this method were reasonably precise, with reproduceiiity us

ually better than ♦ 1J?%, the method was inconvenient and sen

sitive to small variations in conditions such as stirring rate.

Most consistent results were found with the spectro- 

photomeeric method described by Laitinlno and Nelson (230); a 

Beckman spectrophotomeesr, m>del DU, was used. Even though 

iodomeeric methods, such as the ADr&hd-monnLLnncbhtz titratoon, 

may give values closer to absolute ones than do methods using 

ferrous ion (278), such as the Laitlnen-Nelson procedure, the 

convenience and ease with which conditions could be standard

ized made the spectrophotomeeric determination preferable. Pro

vided that Hl solutions had been freshly prepared under an at- 

^^so^I^lue^jre of nitrogen, and that a recent cHiirltiro graph had 

been obtained, resuLts, some of Wiich are given in Tables III 

and IV, for various olm)ino of the same polymer were reprodu

cible to about + 10 percent in moot instances, or, at w>rst, to 

within about + 20 percent.
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As shown in Table iV, a definite value for the hydro

peroxide number of an ^oxidized polymer was found. These 

values must be ChaaaCeeistic of the samppes, for the vari

ation from 0.2 to 0.4 is much greater than the error of mea- 

sur^e^^^j^it (• l0<-20 .

As mentioned above, the calibration of an analysis for 

hydroperoxide content is difficult owing to the lack of a suit

able standard with a known hydroperoxide outeat. Since the 

low moleculat weight substance whose structure nt closely 

rlsemD1l3 the structure of a hydroperoxide of polystyrene is 

cumene hydroperoxide, the purity a sample of cumene hydro

peroxide was determined spec tropio torn tidally. The tvlttgl 

value found, a mean o^ the results of 13 determinations, was 

108 (t HJ$), clm^lttld to an tvlrttl value of 62 (t 1$) obtained 

by means of a ildom©l^ie titration (277, P. 52).

Although the cumene hydroperoxide is not neuessiarily a valid 

standard for the analysis of the hydroperoxide content of a 

polymer, it is probably the best one available. if cumene hy

droperoxide is a suitable stanuard, the relative values of 

hydroperoxide number found for the polymers used in this study 

may be much higher than absolute values.

4. Graft Bolymerizatjong

x oGr^ft polymers were prepared in llmlsila at 35(- 0.2) Cj 

a typical recipe follows (see also Tables VI and VII)i
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Oud-dized polymer (in this case, Hp. no, of 10) , 2,0 g.

Styrene, or other monsee................................................ ,l£.0g

Soap flakes............................ , . . , . . , . 5 . 0 g

Waatr. .......... ............................... .. . 90.0 g

Potassuim pyropho spina®.  ......................  2.2 g

Ferrous nimnnium sulfate (alxahydraol) . . . . , 0.2 g.

First, the oxidized polymer was allowed to stand with 

enough styrene to effect solution. Menawhai6, the amounts of*
soap and waaer required wen calculated from the proportions 

indicated above, that is, 5.0 g. of soap and 90.0 g. of waaer 

for each 15.0 g. of styrene. The amoouits of potass^m pyro

phosphate and ferrous ammonium, sulfate wen also calculated 

from the proportions given above; thus, 2.0 g, of a polymer 

having a hydroperoxide number of 20 would require double the 

amounts of pyrophosphate and ferrous salt specified for the 

example given above. After the waaer required had been di

vided into two equal portions, one portion was used for the 

preparation of the soap solution, and the other for th® fer

rous -pyrophosphate solution. Both solutions were prepared 

by heating to 60®C.

As soon as the polymer had dissolved, the two hot so

lutions were swept out with purified nitrogen, combined, and 

placed along with the polymer solution in e 250-mL, bottle 

fitted with a seif-sealing gasket under its perforated 

cap. After the bottles and contents had been thoroughly swept 

out with purified nitrogen, the bootles were capped, and then 

filled by means of injection through the gasket with a hypoder

mic needle, with nitrogen to a pressure of between 10 and 15 p.s.i. 

After vigorous shaking in order to insure emussiication, the 
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srllre polyeGrizatlon bottles were ila^cee it r rack held in 

r constant-temperature bath. The rack was arranged to that 

it rotated the polyeerr.zatI.on bottles edd-over-end at 33 r.p.m.

If information was desired about the percent conver

sion of monomer at any given time, aliquot samples were wwth- 

drawn through the gasket by meant of r syringe, and precipi- 

bated in methanol (containing 0.1 percent hydroquinone rs r 

polymerisation inhibitor). The percent conversion was then 

calculated from the dry weight of the polymer precipitated.

Wen the polymers atlon was Judged to have reached the extent 

desired, the bottles were removed from the bath, and the con

tents precipitated it methinol-hydroqutnone solution. Ater 

being aged, preferably overnight, in order that hardening of 

the polymer granules might take place, the precipitate was 

washed w,th hot wwler, rinsed three times w.th methiatol, and 

dried to constant welghh, at U5*C. , under reduced pressure.

Several grAt polymerizatlons in bulk or solution were 

attempted; the irlltlir amornlt of polymer, monomer, and sol

vent, are given it Table VIII.

5 ^t'rare1 Spectra*

Infrared spectra were obtained w.th r Perkin-Elmer re

cording sprctrophotomeer, mddel 21. Solutions it chloroform 

of two grAt polymers, GC-211 and GO-220, and two blanks, GO-320

eThe author is indebted to Mr. George Perry, Department 
o^ —leumstry, and to the Polymer --rporallon, Ltm.ted, for the 
infrared meaESlrrments.
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and GC-J21, prepared under similar conditions except for the 

repineerne nt of oxidised polymer by ordinary polystyrene were 

examined io calcitm fluoride cells throughout the range 1200 
to 38OO co”1* Spectra far films of the samples 00<-210> 00-220, 

10o2^), and 00-320 wore obtained iodepeodontey by the Polymer 

Cor’p>1atl1o, Limited, &anO.a.
, V- X

6. iotrfnsic Viscooity 'leaBuremutnt1

Solutions were prepared by allowing the oeoi^iasar^ 

weight of polymer to stand Mth. solvent in a 50-mm. ^10^31’18 

flask until equil^ibrnum was reached. To lusen swollen par

ticles, the flasks were swirled gently from tm to ti^me*  Fil

tration of solutions through a coarse sistered-glass filter 

was usually nt1ts8ary in omr to remove los1lsble ma^^r. The 

soluble portions were then diluted with solvent and made up to 

volume at 2>.O (♦ 0.02)°C. Because only c1^eeP■u®tiit ml&tmrt-■' 

mnts were required, technical grade solvents were used instead 

more highly purified ones.

if a significant amount of insoluble mtttral had been 

noticed, concea0r^tti1os wore dtte^^elotd by evaporation to 

constant woeght, at 60®C., of aliquot samples of solution. 

Such determinations have btto shown to yield cuccm Oration 

values with ao accuracy and precision of about ♦ 1 percent (159) 

G(onctOtratlons were then calculated as g. polymer per 100 raL. of
* i .

solution.

Values of iotrinsic viscos^y, or were, unless

otherwise speMfied, calculated as before (159) by means
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of thi equation derived by Mead and Fuuss (281):

where [yl is the intrinsic viscosity, dl./g.,

7)r is the relative viscosity, that is, the ratio 

t] solution/ ^solvent, >.

/? is a constant, and

C is the concentration, g./dl.

Since Ubselohde viscometers shown to have kinetic- 

energy corrections lower than 2$ were used (202), is equiva

lent to t /t , where t and t represent the flow times for 

solvent and solution, respectively. The flow times were mea

sured in delicate or, if necessary, in triplicate, or mill 

agreement to - 1 percent was obtained. As may be seen from 

the data in Appendix A, wiich consists of a report of results 

obtained in a viscosity study of a polymer sample distributed 

to various laboratories by the Coimdasion on Maccrmoleeules of 

the international Union of Chemistry, the average precision of 

a viscosity measurement is WtMn t 1 to 2 ^percent.

Values of k», the slope constant of the Huggins equ

ation (see equation A-13) were cumuted from the relation 

k» + p = 0.50 (159.
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Reeuuts and Discussion

1, Oxidations

Some typical results showing the effect of tke of 

oxidation on the hydroperoxide content of low m©oecuiar weight 

polymers (intrinsic viscooities in butanlov ranging from 0.47 

to 0.82) are presented in Pig. 1. The lengths of the vertical
X

lines represent the approximate maximum error, about - 20 per

cent, in the determination of hydroperoxide oumbr. Although 

the points are rather scattered, perhaps partly because of 

variations io the rate of flow of the oxygen used, the data 

show that the maximum hydroperoxide content was usually reached 

after oxidation for from eight to twelve hours. After oxi

dation for times longer than about twelve hours, samples us

ually had fairly low hydroperoxide cont<eits, aid, for oxidation 

periods greater that about fifteen hours, often acquired a 

yellowish colour suggestive of detomopli■tioo.

In order to find out if degradation occurred daring 

ojx.dition, the intrinsic viscosities of several polymers were 

determined before and after oxidation (see Table V. No change 

io intrinsic viscosity was noticed for the low moleccUar weight 

polymer or for one of the high moecullar weight samtai; oo the 

other hand, a slight decrease was noticed for the other high 

mooecullar weight sampc. Since this work was competed, Metz
it

and Meerobiao (110) and Haho and Lethtenlb)lhmer (114) have re

ported decreases io the viscosities o^ polymers due to oxidation
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The part played by the solvent in the promotion of 

oxidation is evident in Fig. 1. Wile high hydroperoxide 

contents were obtained for solutions of a polymer in tetralin, 

hycbrcperoxide numbers for samples oxidized in m-axTiene were 

much lower and very close to values found for unoxidized poly

mers, Since tetralin is readily oxidized to its hydroperoxide 

at temperatures used in this study (277, p» 12), catalysis by 

the solvent, or by its hydroperoxide, seems to be essential 

for the attainment of a high degree of oxidation. Thia con

clusion is supported by the observations of Mtz and Meerobian 

(110), Who found the oxidation of alkylated polystyrenes to 

be less efficient in chlorobenzene than in cumene, WhLch can 

be oxidized more readily*,

The fact that the highest hydroperoxide number found, 

9, for oxidized polystyrene corresponded to a hydroperoxide 

concceinration of only about one mle percent indicates that 

polystyrene is not readily oxidized by moecular oxygen, This 

finding is in qualitative agreement With the experience of Metz 

and Meerobian, who, however, obtained no hydroperoxide concen

trations greater than 0,1 male percent. It is possible that 

formation of the radical a necessary intermediate

in oxidation, may be inhibited by steric interference between 

the bulky phenyl groups of the polystyrene chain. Although Hahn
Itt

and hechtenbohmer reported failure to achieve the oxidation o^

tfReeults of several experiments indicated that cumene 
was a satisfactory solvent in this case also.
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polystyrene to a l^dUro^roxide la . uct solvents under drastic 
conditions, they were able to obtain hydrope^oxiua numbers of 
15 and 22 usilag dioxane, wnlch tends to contain peroxides (263), 
as solvent.

aovaral attcests to obtain hydroperoxide numbers oven 
greater than 16 were model tho following methods wore uqedi

(1) Addition of catalyst a to tho solution being oxi
/

diced.
(11) Oxidation of a copolymer of styrene with a irono- 

»ar sore susceptible to oxidation than is styrene.
(111) Oxidation of polystyrene ro^dif^l^Qd chsoi.celly in 

order to increase ths susceptibility to oxidation, 
Results of those attempts are discussed below. However, non© 
of the methods resulted in any significant increase in the 

xrfdtaE. hy joperoxlu© naadbsr observed.
Th© addition of small amounts (0.02 - 0.08 g.) of cata

lysts, for example, bwosuyl peroxide or cwme hydroperoxide, 
apparently resulted in an acceleration of both tho formation 
and decomposition of hydroperoxide groups to about ths sane ex
tent. Thus the use of bensoyl peroxide in tho oxidation recipe 
reduced the tlno required for attainment of maxtoum hydroper
oxide content to about four hours, but failed to result in a 
lydroperoxide number higher than 14- Hahn and LodhtrnMocimr alsoi
found no benefit from th® use of bensoyl peroxide} on the other 
hand, Mots and Mosrobian used that catalyst in their oxidations. 
Although small amounts of an alkali oarbsm^ts are sometimes added
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to solutions before oxidation in order to neutralize acidic 

by-products (276, the highest hydroperoxide num>er observed 

for three polymers oxidized in the presence of calciim car

bonate was 6.2.

Most of the polymers oxidized were copolymers of sty

rene and 4-vinylcyclohexene-l (see Table VI for some typical 

coimositiiois)- It had been expected that the Ipvinylcyclo- 

hexene-1 groups would readily form hydroperoxides under the 

conditions used (277, p. 4-7), and that this oxidation would 

proceed more readily than the oxidation of polystyrene for 

the following reason. Since the site of oxidation, which 

should be the carbon atom adjacent to the double bond, would 

not be incorporated in the polymer chain proper, it should be 

free from any steric effects that could hinder the resonance 

between the double bond and the odd electron (see diagram).

and hence hinder the formation of the radical wiich is an in

termediate in the o^Xidation. Howewr, no satisfying correla

tion between the l-vinylcyclohexene content and the hydro

peroxide content, for a given time of oxidation, was found,

Since Metz and Meerobian (110) had reported that oxi

dation of polystyrene that had been pM’tially isopropylated
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by meant of r Friedel-—rifts irlctirt gave products with hy

droperoxide numbbra from 6 to 35, two simples of r low mole

cular weight polymer were isopropyl-ated it r similar way, ltd 

the products oxidized using the procedure given. Again, how

ever, results weere disappointing; the highest hydroperoxide 

number found was 10.5. Since by this time enough polymeric 

hydroperoxides for r srrlrs of grift nolymer.zatlo.ts hid beet 

obtained, to attmpt to 110’11X1 the yield of hydroperoxide 

by oxidizing copolymers of styrene and lsrlrolylstyredr (see 

refrredcr 114) was made.

2, Evidence for Grafting;

(a) Conversion Studies

Proof that the 1*1X1101  of r polymeric hydroperoxide 

it r typical mu.sion of styrene irsulbe^d it the rapid poly- 

mrizatlrit of the styrene was obtained from studies of the per

cent conversion of styrene bo polymer is r ^Utctirt of time. 

-ooln'irsion data for r typical graft polymerisation, GC-140, 

ri* e given it Fig. 2; for coimurison, data ire included for r 

blank, GC-141, prepared rb the tame tim rad under the tame 

conditions by the omission of oxidized polymer from the poly- 

mer^^i^tti-ot iucIih. With this example it with the three other 

polymrizatlots seueled in this wry, more that half the styrene 

presete hid been Converted to polymer by the time in hour had 

elapsed rCber the adceLtlot of the oxidized polymr to the emml- 

siot. On the other hand, with the blank very little (less than 
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3 percent) of the styanee present H 'hi^e bltnkc had been poly

merized by that time.

As Indicated by Fig. 2, the initial slope of the hln- 

version curve was invariably reguLar; considerable scatter 

occurred, howeeer, for ti—rs greater than thru horn’s, by 

which t—r the rmiusion had usually broken. Since the value 

of the llthent conversion for the total polymer (corresponding 

to the last point on the curve for GC-lq.0) always fitted in 

well wth thi values obtained for aliquot samples taken during 

the early stages of tltctict, this scatter may br attributed 

to the failure to obtain rllrlslntttivl samples from the amul- 

sions during the later stages of reaction.

Further avidincr for the initiation of polyeeer.zation 

by oxidized polymers is provided by Tables VI and VII, which 

give po:iy^erl^:^j^1tl^on and conversion data for several series of 

graft polymers. Similar information is also given for blanks 

prepared, except for GC--Lp., by tllltcing oxidized polymer in 

thi po:iyerl^3^i^^bl^on recipe w.th ordinary polymer. Except for 

thi tam1lrt GC-161 to GC-200, inclusive, much m^re styrene 

was polymerized in the presence of oxidized polymer than in 

the presence of ordinary polymer.

Thr low values o1f percent conversion for thr samp-ts 

GC-161 to GC-200 seems to ba associated wth a low hycdroper- 

oxHr number for thi backbone polymers. -- 1.8 for GC-161, 

GC-162, and GC-163; 1.9 for GC-180; 3.0 for GC-190; and 2.0 

for GC-200. Neaeerheless, as will br shown in Tabla IX, hy- 
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drlpe:rlxide groups were definitely tlosumvd during the prepar

ation of GC-18O, GC-19O, aod GC-200; oo analyses were com

pleted for samples GC-161, GC-162, or GC-16J. Except for
«

this general observation, oo close relatoooshlp between the 

hydroperoxide content of the latkllov polymer aod the percent 

conversion is evident; also, oo correlation can be found be

tween the vlnylcyclohexene content of the latkllov polymer aod 

the percent conversion.

Although the grafting experiments using styrene as the 

monomer were successful, experiments with metthyl met1ha:t’ylate 

were disappointing; eveo after a polymerization time of 16 hours 

the percent conversion of monomer was higher than 5 percent io 

only oov of four trials. With that oov saml®, a turbidl- 

meeric titrator by the method of Melville aod Stead (284.) ii- 

iicatei that tho polymerized o©ehactr^late was not HOked

to the latklole polymer.

SeveraL graft polymevizations were made io solution; 

polymvizatiln and conversion data are presented Io Table VIII.

(b) Disappearance of Hydroperoxide Groups

From the studies of conversion discussed above, it is 

clear that the conversion of monomer to polymer is associated 

with the presence of ao oxidized latklloe polymer in the vou.- 

sion. Coloidiration of the data given in Table IX concerning 

the disappearance of hydroperoxide groups shows that hydroper

oxide groups are definitely associated with that conversion. 

IO Table IX the hydroperoxide tumor observed for a graft 

polymer Is compared with the hydroperoxide oumer calculated
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by assuming that the graft polymer is a simple mixture of 

backbone polymer and polystyrene formed by some side-reaction 

(even though the data from Fig. 2 and Tables VI and VII makes 

any such side-reaction very improoaaie). For convenience, it 

is assumed that the hydroperoxide number of the polymerized 

styrone is 0.50, a reasonable value, slightly lower then the 

average of 0.55 found for the blanks GC-320, GC-321, GC-322, 

and GC-323. The disparity between the observed and calculated 

values of hydroperoxide number would in moot cases still re

main if even lower values were assumed for the hydroperoxide 

number of the polymerized styrene. Th® following equation 

was then used for the calculation:

where the subscripts bb and pa refer to backbone polymer and 

polymerized styrene, respectively. As shown by the comppaison, 

hydroperoxide groups certainly disappeared in some mamer dur

ing the graft polymerization.

(c) Absence of Side Reactions

So far in this discussion it has been assumed that in 

the presence of an excess of wnomer a hydroperoxide group dis

appears by the series of reactions outlined in equations A-l



and A-2. In other words. it has bean assumed that the radical
■ 2

-R-H- activates a molecule or mnomer instead of decojnnoatnf• <
by a polar or radical reaction such as is illustrated in the
following equations:

The occurrence of such aide reactions would result in consump
tion of hydroperoxide groups and in the formation of radicals 
that could initiate the formation of linear polymer — results 
that would vitiate the conclusion that grafting had taken 
place. However, no evidence was found for the occurrence of 
the side reactions illustrated above.

The absence of a polar decomposition induced by th© al
kaline nature of the emulsion was demonstrated in the follow
ing way. Solutions of two polymeric hydroperoxides in benzene 
were first emulsified using the usual recipe, except for the 
omission of the ferrous salt, and then rotated in the constant

J t

temperature bath for lengths of time ordinarily sufficient to 
result tn the conversion of most monomer to polymer. Since the 
hydroperoxide numbers, reported in Table X, were found to have
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bun unchanged, within lxperi^MlnSal error, by exposure to 

emulsions, it was concluded that the polyueric hydroperoxides 

used in this study w<ore stable at the pH existing in the emul

sions.

in order to see if a radical-induced dlcdwpoitidn 

had taken place, infrared spectra for graft polymers GC-211 

and GC-220 and for blanks GC-320 and GC-321 were examined. for
J

the presence of absorption peaks corresponding to the absorp

tion frequency of the carbonyl group. Although the carbonyl 

group is readily detected at low coned nr ations by infrared 

measurume^s, no abso^^on peaks i.n the range 1720-1730 cm31 

— a range Cl^a•aaeelistie of the carbonyl group (285, Clhapter 

9) — were found. in fact the spectra for both graft polymers 

and blanks wen quite similar. This finding was confirmed by 

results obtained with fiWs of the graft polymers GC-210 and 

GC-220 and blanks GC-2£0 and GC-320.

Thus the assumption that in the presence o^ a large 

excess of arnowr the hydroperoxide radicals react with mono

mer instead of dlcdmpoding appears to be vaLid. it may be 

concluded, therefore, that the styrene moecnles polymerized, 

in the prlslncl of polymeric hydroperoxides were actually linked 

to the backbone chain at J • he hydroperoxide sites, that, in other 

w>rds, grafting had taken place to yield branched polymers. 

More direct proof of branching, derived from rllatdcnshipi be

tween intrinsic viscosity and mooecular weight, may be found 

in Part iii of this thesis.
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3. Intrinsic Viscosities

Although very srnll degrees of crosslinking were found 

previously to bo associated Wth abnormally high values of 

Huggins1 k* (27) for the unf fractionated polymars, values of 

k» for the graft polymers were no greater than the vHu.es 

characceristic of linear polymers (0.39 to OJ4I in butanone), 

Values of k' for fractions the polymers discussed in this

section are presented in Table XXIV, and discussed in Part 

III.
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Sumuary and -ontluslons

First the oxidation, by meant of mooeculir oxygen, of 

polystyrene, of copolymers of styrene and U*vinylcycl oh©xeet-1, 

rnd of initially alkylated polystyrene wat succers^fUl.iy iccom-
— y

pUshed. The polymeric hydroperoxides thus formed, wiich con

tained r maximum o^ 18 hydroperoxide groups per thousand mono

meric uiits, were shown to be capable of initiating the poly- 

mee’izatlot of styrete it r redox musion system.

Since no evidence for a polar or radical-deuced de- 

co:mlritiod of the polymeric hydroperoxides wat found, it was 

concluded that the chief meeCmtism for the disappearance o^ i 

hydroperoxide group it r polymerizatlod iractlrt involved thei
addition of -^-0* radical to r styrene mo0eculr rather that r 

eismuuatlot. This mechanism would iesuJle in the growth of 

branches composed of styrene nits from each hydroperoxide 

group that reacted

Although the exp erim fetal mules thus support the con

clusion that branching occurred, values of Huggins* k' for the 

unfiactirdatre graft polymers were no higher than for linear 

polystyrene.

< »,
i



II. DESIGH AND CONSTRUCTION OF A

LIGHT-SCATTERING- PHOTOMETER

Introduction >\

At the tme thia study of branching was begun, no 

commercial light-scattering photomeeer had gained acceptance 

as an Instrument suitable for critical research. It was de

cided, therefore, to design and construct a light-scattering 

photomeor suitable for the determination of the absolute 

muscular wight, size, and second virial coefficient of a 

high polymer

Ater the decision to design a photomeeer had been made , 

the following requirements were decided upon:

1. The instalment should be capable of mmasuring the in

tensity o^ scattered light within a range of angles from 30

to 135 degrees. Thus, measurements obtained would be suitable 

for extrapolation to zero angle, as wen as to zero concennra- 

tion.

2. The sei^g^i^iiivit^y should be high enough to permit mea

surements of the intensity 5of light scattered by a pure sol-
-1ven^ the tJurW^ty of ^lich is of the order of HO ** am. .

3. The precision of measurement should be as close as

-97-
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possible to - 1 percent.

4. In order to minimize the effects of tuee absoiptotni

of light by a solution, or of variations in the intensity of 

the light source, the instument should mmasure the ratio of 

the intensity of scattering at any angle © to the intensity of 

the transmuted beam. \

5. The optical and electronic systems should be flexible, 

so that adjustment or mdiiication might be readily made.

6. The instrument should be simple to operate, and phy

sically rugged.

From consideration of the designs available, it was 

concluded that the photomeeers described by Zimm (207), by 

Brice, HEQwer, and Speiser (222) and by Rinfret (260) best 

fulfilled the requirements given above. Therefore, the design 

of the instrument described here was based, to a large extent, 

on the instruments mentioned.

The design and calibration o^ the light-scattering 

photomeeer are described below. Also, corrections required 

for the conversion of experimental measurements to absolute 

values of the reduced intensity are discussed; finally, the 

determination of the moeciu.ar weigh;, size, and second virid 

coefficient of a high polymer in solution is described.

* 1.
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ax^lrimental

1. Light-Scaatiring Photometer

(a) Principle of OlrtttOon

A beam, of m)noohJ,oImaih light is passed into a cell 

containing the polymer solution bring studied. Pm?t of the 

light scattered by the solution at an angle 9 is received by 

a phoCoomltiililr tube; part of the light transmitted is ri- 

heivrl by a phototube. Since the light td^I’hr, a merclutr-tth 

lamp is operated from line currant having a frequency of 60 

c.p.s., the light beam is naturally m»dtu.atrd at a frequency 

of 120 c.p.s. The currents developed at the two phototubes 

contain, therefore, a.c. hlmp^mentt having a frequency o^ 120 

c ep^s*

The a.c. hl2—pcltntt from the anoda of the photomuuti- 

pilar'and from the htthllr o^ the other phototube are applied 

to a potentiometer bridge; the signal resulting from a differ

ence in the two currents is a^pHl^iitd by a high-gain a-Hfier 

(tuned to 120 c.p.s.) and observed by means a sensitive dr-

tector. If the precision potentiometer is adjusted nUl a 

null reading is obtained for the difference signal, the sitting 

of thi potentiometer gives the ratio of the two currents ap

plied to the bridge. This fatH is proportional to the relative 

inta^^i^^ti^is of light racei-vad by the two phototubes, and hanca 

to the reductd intensity of light tctttlrll, lr/ic.
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Sloce the ratio measured is equiviaient to the ratio of 

the Intensity of light scattered at an angle © to the iltel- 

sity of light ^transm.ttei,, variations due to the iltelsity of 

the incident lvam or to absorption by the solution are automa

tically comp ©mated for.

(b) General Constrattlon

The general contraction of the light-statterOg photo- 

meeer, w^ich is simiar io many respects to the oov designed 

by Brice, Malwer, aod Speiser (222), is shown io Figure 3.

A.1 tlmpoo.lnls are enclosed Io a case formed from 

sheet-meetd; as shown io Figure 3, the ease is divided into 

tlmpaatImvOs. Doors are provided for the lamp and battery 

tlmaatmnns; removable covers, the edges of which are limed 

with black velvet, give access to the scattering chaOser and 

to the compartment containing the collOatlog system for the 

incl.ient beam. In order to reduce reflections owing to stray 

light, the case and tlmaa‘tr^wnt8 are coated wth flat black 

paint; whenever possible, other tlIapoolnts are also painted 

black. Aiooher precaution against stray light Is the use of a 

false flnr1 for the scattering thamOlr; with the false floor, 

oo light cao enter the scattering chamjer by way of the slot in 

the case thirough watch the large graduated disc projects (see 

below). Failure to observe'a scattering reading eveo when a 

light was shlov upon the case demontrated the adequacy of the 

precautions against stray light.
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The light source, a Weetingaousl AH-U mercury-vltoui

lamp, 18 fimly wonted om a base, witch is, in turn, bolted 

to the floor of the case. in order to permit slight adjust

ments in the position of the base, the holes drilled for the 

bolts are slightly larger than the bolts thews elves. The pro

vision of a means of cooling the lamp was found to bl'.lmsoces- 

sary; as long as the waH next to the optical blnea is lined 

with asbestos, excessive heating of the opticaL bench does not 

occur.

All optical cdImt®ents required for the cdlltaation of 

the incident beam are wonted, by means of movable holders, on

a section of chanse-iron that serves as an optical bench. The 

holders are clamped rigidly to tho optical blmca in the position 

desired by means of set-screws.

At ome end of th® optical blmca the cell table is lo

cated. Ater adjustments for height amd for aLLifnmlnt with re

spect to the incident beam have been, made (see below), the cell 

platform is rigidly fastened in position by merans of a set-screw.

Both the cylindrical and semi-octagonal cells used are

clm6l1tld to square (1 1/l.->in. x 1 1/lp>in.) bases cut from a 

sheet of Luucte. Exact centering of a cell om its base is helped 

by a series cf diagonal lines scribed to intliilet at the cis- 

tr’e the base. Since a square depression has been cut in the 

cHl table to match the cell base, moon ting of the cell in the 

incident beam is rltrddulibll. Ater the set-screw holding the 

cell table in position has bum loosmed slightly, the cell 
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table (and cell) is rotated watil the incident begm meets the 

surface of the cell at right angles.*

*If the scattering chapter is filled teppodaaily with 
smoke, observation of the TyndsO.1 beam produced by the incident 
light reveals any irrtgulla•itits in the path of the incident beam.

An arm, designed to carry the housing for the photo- 

mUtiplier tube, is attached to a collar fitted to the shaft 

holding the cell table. A large disc is also attached to 

the collar, which is free to rotate about the vertical'axis of 

the cell table. Thus rotation of the disc, the edge of which
*
projects slightly from the photometer case, results in rota

tion of the aim around the cell table. The disc can be rotated 

through 360 degrees; by means of a pointer P attached to the 

case and a scale marked in the rim of the disc, the angle made 

by the arm with respect to the incident beam may be read. After 

aligiment of the cell table has been completed (see above), the 

position of the disc relative to the arm is adjusted mtil the
1

arm is directly in line with the incident beam; the zero mark 

on the angular scale is then opposite the pointer.

In order to carry the slit-holders, a smaa.1 optical 

bench is bolted to the phoSoslmitiplitr arm. The holders used 

have been designed so that either slits or lenses can be ac- 

comodaaed. The size and position of these slits defines the 

size o^ the light beem received by the phodosmlUiplier.

Two other smpll optical benches, 0^ and 0^, are fastened 

to the top of the scattering-chapoer as shown, these benches are
1'

used to carry holders for the slits required to limit the inci
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dent and transmitted beams.

It the path of the i^tci^emt beam, r smll light-bight 

case containing a type 929 phototube, and associated rlrcerrtic 

compo-dets, is mm outed on -the wwl! of the last compartment in 

the photometer. This compirtment is also used to house the 

batteries required for the lhoroomllilPl.rr. If alignment of 

the incident beami is necessary, the phototube housing may be
jI

removed so that visual observation of the itci^emb beam may be 

made through r tube, T?, wiich projects through the outer wwll 

of the commirtmont.

The ^mlffier and detector are enclosed in r separate 

case, and placed irsIer the photomeer. It order bo minimize 

pickup of hum by the imPlI'ler, bhe power supply and frequency 

generator ire locieed rpj^jroxl^m^atoly four feat irnar. The rack

type power supply for the phototube is wonted in the bench 

under the photmeer,

(c) Optical System

By meant of r convex lens, L^, an image of the filmett 

of the light source is focused on rr aperture, (2x2 mn.J.

The beam is made wnoohrommlic at F by r combi allot of -oorting 

filters No. 3389 ltd No. 5113 (A = U3& w) • Ater having 

passed through r baffle, T-, wiich serves to prevent stray light 

from reaching the text lets, ’ the light beam is collimated by r 

condensing lets, L?. The coll muted beam — now almost l^arllliri 

•- iissis succ6ssivriy trough. r .oi^uu-Rapid shutrr, D-^ -, an 

aperture, Dg, and r final defltitg aperture, D , (4 x 8 mm)
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before entering the scattering cell. Provision of a long 

cable release for the shutter permits control from outside of 

ad^^anoe of the incident beam to the cell.

For this study, a semi-octagonal cell was used. Proof 

of the symmtry of the cell was obtained by measurement of the 

fluorescence erniited at 45, 90 and 135 degrees by an aqueous 

solution (concentration: 3.8 m»A«) of the sodium salt of 

fluorescein. Afer correction for the volume viewed (see Sec
AL

tion 2-d) the three values — each an average of three read

ings — were 0.539 (-o^oa), 0.539 (to.002), and 0.539 (-0.004). 

Aiother test, Wth a higher setting of se^sittivlty for the 

photometer, gave results of 1.120 (-o,009), 1.11 (-o.02), and

l. 116 (-0,002) for the angles 45» 90, and 135 degrees respec

tively,

Transrniited light passes through a blackened tube, T^, 

and an aperture, D, (lx x k mm.), into the compartment containing 

the type 929 phototube.

The solid angle of the scattered light received by the 

uh^totplttplier is defined by the two apertures, D and D-; 

typical dimensions for these overtures are 3x6 mu. and 4 x 4
m. , respectively. A Cconpur-Hipid shutter, fitted with a cable 

release leading to the exterior of the case, is used to inter

cept the scattered beam wienever desired.
i

*The terms in parentheses represent the maximum obser
ved deviation of a reading from the average; for example, at 
135 degrees all three readings were between 0.543 and 0.535.
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Ths blackened tabes T and exclude troubleoome re

flections arising at the edges of the apertures T t and from 

the p^tonmltipHer.

With a variety of apertures available, the opUcal ar

rangements are quite flexible. Since changes in the position 

or size of slits may be made reacdLly, the photometer can be 

adapted quickly to suit different optical requirements. For 

example, if tho sensitivity of the photomeeer seems too low 

for a given purpose, tho sensitivity may be increased simply 

by the replacement of the apertures with larger ones. In order 

to reduce undeeirable reflections (200, 235, the back and 

edges of the cell were coated with flat black paint.

(d, Slectronlc System

(1) Phototubesl- The photommltippler circuit is shown 

in Fig. 5. Although 931A-type tubes have been used frequently 

in light-scattering photomeers, the use of lP21-type tubes 

instead is often preferred (232, 234, 23$, 211, 245). In this 

work, seven 931A tubes were tried; none was as quiet or as 

sensitive as the 1P21 tube that was finally selected.

Dry cells were found to be a convenient source of the 

high voltage required for the lhotommltiplier. Various com

binations o^ 300~volt and 90-volt batteries were used; usually 

a voltage of 1000 volts was 'found to give a good GomaromLse 

between seniitivit^y and noise. Wien a voltage higher than 1000 

volts was used, tioubleoome fluctuations in the signa:! were 

observed; with a voltage lower than 1000 volts, the detector
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was sluggish and thi srattt1v1ty low (see also reference 222).

A 929-type phototube, with an tttocittll circuit des

cribed in Fig. - , was found to br quite riliabli for eoontor- 

ing the incident brae. The 300 volts required is supplied by 

a La-bda regulated power supply, MoHdl 28.

Sinct the two photocells are arranged to have - -oppodte 

p^o^.^i’JLtlis, the two photocurrents are 180 degrees out of phase.

(11) Thr a-Hiier and detector:- As shown in Figs. 

I4. and 5, thi signals from thi two phototubes are led to a po

tentiometer bridge. Since the two signals are 13o degrees out 

of phase, a signal t1pret1nting thi difference between the am- 

l1itul1t of the two signals results. This differenci signal 

is first amH-fied by a hlgh-gain, narrow-band mHiiir, and 

then detected by a synchronous detector.

The first tmlii,iir used was built at the Unnienrity 

of Moonteal from a design used by Dr. Maace! Rinfret* (260); 

unfortunately, after some use the a-Hilir developed a trouble

some instability, which could ba e1inintted. only by reducing 

the gain to an u^c^g^e^iirably low livil. For that t1aton, thi 

a-Hfier, detector, and 120-cycle t^plli^iir were ribuHt, with 

moOdiicaticnt intended to improve stabbl-ty, by Mr. Arthur Dean 

of U^n^Grs^i^'ty; shhemltih diagrams of the new apparatus

*The author is grateful to Dr. Rinfrit for .making this 
mHftir available to us, and for the cppl>or;larlity of tlrnding 
several days with his rititrch group.

art given in Figs. $ and 6.,
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For the first stigg© of ami^if-cation, a type 5693 tub© 

was found to have a lower inherent noise level than the 6SJ? 

tube originally used. Microphonfc noise was eliminated by 

mornning the tube socket on rubber.

Because of the high level of background noise, a twin- 

T feedback network, designed to pass only 120-cycle cdp:>pntt3ts 

to the second stage was found to be necessary (see also refer

ence 207), After aplificatidn by the first stage and removal 

of harmonics and other noise by the t^wP«T network, the signal 

is amplfied successively by a 6S1J7 and a 6C5 tube, and then 

applied to the grids of the 6SL7 detector. In order to syn

chronize the detector w.th the signal applied, the plate eui* - 

rent of the detector is supplied by a 120-cycle generator (see 

Fig. 6). Close matching of the frequencies at the plates and 

grids of the detector is made possible by the incorporation 

a plnaa©eshifting circuit — c<onrolltd by P2 -- in the lSO-cycle 

generator. The final signal resulting is observed by means of 

a sensitive galvand]mter. In order to reduce the p^s^s^j^i^blity 

of noise pickup, a great deal of care was taken with the cir

cuit layout and shielding.

A conven tonal power supply using a 6X5 rectifier pro

vides filmient and plate currents.

if suitable adjustments the gain and stntStivity

have been made (see below), a scatterng measurement requires 

only the adjustment of the Hedlpdt (1.O k) in the bridge cir

cuit until the 120-cycle component of the voltage across it is 

at a minPium — as observed by the gllvanopeter. The reading 
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of the Helipot then gives the ratio of the currents from the 

phototubes.

Provided that the paotdrm>l0i had bun allowed to warm

up for about JO mnuues, stable readings were generally obtained.

(Optlation

For maximum sensitivity, the current supplied by the 

120-cycle generator to the plates o^ the detector should be 

exactly in thlsl with the signal reaching the grid o1f the de

tector. Vaaiations in the phase and sIipi of the output of the 

generator may be maily accd^pPisald by manSpp.uation of th® 

gain control Pg and the phasing control Pg (Fig. 6). in order 

that the output of the generator may be directly with

the signax applied to tne gria of the detector, the 120-cycle 

generator and the grid of the detector are provided with ter

minals which can be come cited to the horizontal amd vertical 

plates a cathode ray oseilldsedtl. if, with light incident

om the 929 phototube, the gain controls of the oscilloscope 

have bun adjusted so that the two signals have the same amp-i- 

tude, a straight lime inclined at am angle o1f 45 degrees should 

theoretically be obtained for a perfect phase match. Since 

neither signal is a perfect sine wave, a perfect straight line 

is never obtained; howevvr, the contx-jls Pg and Pg are adjusted 

until the best figure -- inltiaetiee, a flattish ellipse -- is 

observed. A simpler procedure requires only the adjustment of 

Pg and Pg for maximum deflection of the gllvanomeeer; the pre

cision o^ mtching obtained in this way is cdmptl,abll to the 
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precistn possible with use of the oscilloscope. The matching 

of phases requires checking periodically •- say, mce a week.

The ou.1 point must then be found. First, with the 

main shuuter, D^», closed, the galvanomeeer senostivity tlo- 

trol Cg is set so that a suitable balance between oscillation, 

aod response tk^e is achieved} the position o^ tho control is 

maintained throughout ao experiment. Nexx, with the gain tlo- 

trol C-j set at approximately tw^^fth^rds of its maximum, the 

null point of the instuimeot is adjusted by means of coOsrol 

C- uOii the galvanomeUer needle oscillates uniformly about 

zero.

After the rnu.1 point has beeo found, the shutters S, 

aod S- are opened; the HeUpot knob is then turned uOll a nuLl 

is reached again. The reading oo the pot®ltiometer scale then 

indicates the following ratio (or the inverse, wiichevsr is loss 

than uaity): 1P21 sIgoal/929 signaL. If a mH cannot be ob

tained, the switch. 3j mount be reversed to give the inverse 

ratio, aod the oul! procedure repeated. With cases io which 

the ietemimtill of the null position is difficult, it is 

helpful to close tho nodo shutter occasionally tn order to note 

the direction of deflection when the shutter is re-opeoed. If 

five trials show oo tonsSstalt direction for the initial deflec

tion, it may be assumed that Uthe ml! has beeo reached. Io aoy 

case, the null point must be checked after each reading.

*If switch. So is turned so that the resistance R is 
placed io the circuit, the main shrtter need not be closed; best 
results are obtained, howevvr, if the shuuter is used instead of 
32.
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(f) CalU rati on

The lhotomeeer was caLibrated with dilute dispersions, 

□r ” 3O0utiooi”, of Ludox, * a ct^^teprltl □reoaratlto of colloi

dal silica; ttralditiri of the solutions wem determined in- 

depondenniy, using a precision ilectrtlhtttme>rer. By means of 

the calibration factor thus found, values of the scattering 

ratio found rxD®rlm^eO^tlly were converted to values of tur

bidity.

First, a stock solution of Ludox was prepared by six

fold dilution of the ctm^erci^CL nroduct (30 percent silica, 

by weight) wth dLi^lsil^j^e^d water. After filtraton through an 

ultra-fine slntered-gaass filter, the solution was stored in 

a tightly sttotered, clean bootle. The stability of the Ludox 

was improved by the addition of a sma.1 amount of gum arable 

and mercuric chloride before filtratocn,

A calibration was begun with the de term-nation of the
Mlscattering for clean waaer. Then some of the stock solution

of Ludox was filtered through the ultra-fine iiotrrrd-gltsi 

filter directly into the scattering cell. After the solution 

had arro nixed by carefully swirling the covered cell, the 

scattering ratio of the Ludox was determined. Part of the 

contents was then transferred to a £-cm. spectrophotometer

. ■ - - -..
^"he author wishes to acknowledge the donation of Ludox 

by the Dupont Company of Cjamda.

■“■*Cl^trLficttito of the water used is d®scriard in a
later irctito.
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cell, more elean waler and Ludox solution were filtered into 

the scattering cell, and the scattering of the new solution 

wit determined is before. This procedure was repeated util 

the scattering of several solutions of Ludox hid bm obtained.

Tlur^bddtirs of the eolations were dr’trmlnee, it 5-cm. 

matched cee-s, by meam of r Beckman spectrophoiomerer, model 

DU. Meeaurenmnts of transmit: arnce were made uxtll the pre

cision of the average of four- consecutive r^ea^ein^gswra - 0.1 

pe1ce^t brat.smiitbltcr.,

A graph giving the scattering ratio ra r function of 

turbidity was then drawn (see Figs. 7 and 8). Once the llt- 

rrriey of the caliiiabirt curve hid bm established, r d.i- 

biitiot constant was determined after each change it the sen- 

siblilty of the photmeer by measurement for two solutions of 

Ludox of the ratioi scatier'idg iablr/turbidity; the average 

of ihe two eetermitatlots was then taken it the calibiibiot 

cont tut.

In order to crmunn®a*e  for smll lay-io-day chrnget it 

31111X^^:1, r sealed glass cell containing r solution of Ludox 

wat used is r working standard. Each day ihe scattering ratio 

wat 11:1x^1111 for ihe solution; If ihe reading on r given day 

differed from the reading obtained on the day of calibration, 

ill ^G^^^j^x^zrmje^tts of scattering were mulj^^:^lee by ihe rablo of
i

ihe reading obtained m the diy of clllirltlrd to ihe reading 

obtained. on the given day.

In order to check the calibration of the photmeer, 

ihe turbidity of r solution of the polystyrene simple distrl-
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touted by Professor Debye* of Cornell University was deter

mined. As outlined in the instructions supplied wth the 

sample, the scattering ratio for a 0.5 percent solution of the 

sample in toluene was measured (see Remits and Discussion).

2. Daesrmination of the , Mlieui&r ‘Weigh

of a High Polymer - >

(a) M^elals -

The bengene and toluene used were prepared by distil

lation of the technical products? they were stored over sodium 

until use. Mersliurr«®nt o1f corrected boiling points and refrac

tive indices gave the following resHtsi

The sucrose required for the calibration of the Inter

ference refractometer was the Analar grade supplied by British 

Drug Hcuuss, Limited.

The preparation of the polystyrene fraction used has 

been described elsewhere (159).

(b) Refractive Index Increment

Values of the refractive index Increment, dn/dc, or 

An/c, were obtained by means of a Hilger Rayloigh-type inter-
< >,

o ■
The author is grateful to Professor Debye for making 

this sample available.
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ference refractometer. Th© procedure outlined by Bauer and 

FaJans (286) was used.

With polymer solutions, evaporation of solvent and 

subsequent distortion of the interference fringes was trouble

some. This problem was solved, Wthout recourse to an expensive 

cell cov^i1, by covering the interferometer cell Wth a 'smaai 

sheet of aluminum foil bent into a slightly concave shape. When
J

the sliding theimoi^ats^r holder was pressed downward on the foil 

-- Wiich had been placed With the convex side upwards -- a tight 

sea:! all around the edges of the cell was made,

Csaibration of the interference refractometer was checked 

by determination of the refractive index increment for dilute 

aqueous solutions of sucrose at 20*C. Altogether eighteen de

terminations were made; measurements were made at eleven con

centrations, ranging up to 5,7 g/dl. The average result found 

for An/c, O.lj-33 (standard deviation: 0.0010), may be compared 

with an average value of 0.1U36 found by Brice and Halwer (28?) 

and calculated from data given by Browne and Zerban (288).

Values obtained for the refractive index increment by 

averaging the values found for at least three concentrations 

are given below, for a solution of polystyrene in benzene at 

22°C,t

Use of the value 0.111 in the calculation of the opti

cal constant H gives, for a solution of polystyrene in benzene;
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or, for a wawlength of 436 mp and a temperature of 22®C

(c) Procedure

(i) Clarification of solvents and solutions:- If con st la

tent values of scattering are to be obtained, the solvent or 

solution must be optically clean; that is, free from extran

eous particles that can scatter light. The presence of dust 

is particularly objectionable; because of their large size, 

dust particles scatter a great deal of light in an asymietric 

pattern. Although the scattering o^ the solvent is subtracted 

from the scattering the solution, the presence o^ dust re

sults in fluctuations that make the accurate determination of 

scattering im^esss’Dle, Unforttrnaaely, it is trapess^^ to 

remove OLl extraneous mater (216}; however, the reduction of 

the dissymmetry of a solvent (except water) to a low value — 

say, 1.0$ or less (221) — is generally taken as evidence that 

the solvent is relatively free from optical Impprriies.

Saaisfactory clarification of benzene and toluene was 

accomppished by centrifugation in a ServiQl high-speed, angle 

cennrifuge, m»del SS-la, for one hour at maximum speed (cor- 
rtsprndiag to about 2^-xl0^g. As ^ng as the dissummery ratio
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of the centrifuged solvent was 1.03 or less, the solvent was 

judged to be suitable for the rinsing of equipment and for 

scattering measurements. Although filtration of benzene or 

toluene tar•olga am Utra-fiSe iintlr•ed-gllS8 filOor also 

yielded solvent having i low dissymmetry ratio, the centri

fugation procedure was found to be somitfiat more convenient.

The clarification of waaer was morn difficult. Cen- 

triUgatidn, at top spud for two hours, o^ water that had bins 

distilled three tins amd filtered through an ultra-fini 

sinterid-glass filter yielded a product having a dis^s^rm^el^ry 

ratio o^ 1.7 or higher. Best ilsULti were obtained by filtra

tion of waaer first through am lltia-fine sintlrnd-gllss filter 

and then through a Milipore filter disc (255, 289) the dis- 

synelry ratio of witer cleaned in this way ranged from 1.1 

to 1.3.

Before use, Hl iquipmt, such as syringes, cells, 

or bootleg, wild would comn into contact with a solvent in 

solution used in a scattering measurement, was rmsed at least 

six tins with solvent (cleaned by procedures described above) 

and allowed to dry.

Thn stock solution of polystyrene used im taii study 

was also clarified by elntri^UgltionJ clarification of the 

Ludox solutions has already bins described.
i

(11) Meiauriments of scatterings- Alfter centrifugation 

of the stock solution o^ polystyrene, the midcdLi portion o^ 

the solution in the centrifuge was removed by means o^ a clias
"S
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syringe ©quipped w.th a 6-ioch oeedle and transferred to a 

clean bottle. Care was taken during the removal to avoid aoy 

more disturbance of the solution than was necessary. Sloce 

sme evaporation of solvent took place during the cffl'Orifu- 

gatin, the come©ltration wias det©:mioei by wd-ight.

The scattering coll was rinsed six times with.cl^e^ao 

solveOj, aod then filled w.th ©olugh clear solvent to permit 

clear passage of the Intlivat beam. As long as inspection 

of the solvent at a low angle io a strong light beam revealed 

few mdes, the scattering of the solvent was determined at 

90, aod 135 degrees. If mm than a few mooes were present, 

or if the dissymmetry ratio was greater than 1.05, a fresh 

portion of solvent was examined; if the solvent still appeared 

dirty, the clarification procedure was repeated.

Solutions of polystyrene were prepared for scattering 

by conceetratiol of a dilute solution, rather than by dilu

tion of a stock solution, io tho following way. Ater the 

scattering of the solvent had Iivo measured, a sm«ai portion, 

of tonc<vltratei stock solution (say, 2 k..) was carefully 

added by means of a tl©ao syringe to the solvent. Mixing of 

the solution was brought about by first drawing a portion of 

the liquid into the biarrel of the syringe aod thoo forcing the 

liquid back Into the solution; this prlt©iure was repeated 

several times. The ton<!evnration of the sol•utill was calcu

lated from knowledge of the weight conoentratill of the stock 

solution aod of the weights of the cell before aod after ad- 
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dition of the stock solution.

After measurements of the scattering ratio (that is, 

the ratio of scattered to transmitted intensity) at U5, 90, 

and 135 degrees had been made, the procedure was repeated in 

order to obtain solutions with successively higher concen

trations . \

Values of the scattering ratios obtained for the so

lutions were converted to values of relative turbidity or 

reduced intensity by means of the calibration constant. Thus,

Wiere 3^0 is the scattering ratio light scattered/light trans

mitted, as given by the reading (or its inverse) of the Heli

pot. Corrections necessary for the calculation of absolute 

turbidities from the data are discussed in the

following section.

(d) Connections to Observed Data

(1) Contribution of solvent- As mentioned before, the 

total turbidity of a solution may be expressed, to a close 

approximation (197), as the sum of two -- one due to

the solvent and one due to the solute. It is, therefore, 

legitimate to subtract the turbidity of the solvent from the 

turbidity of the solution in order to obtain the turbidity due 

to the solvent. This procedure also allows for smll irregu-
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llrltirs in the coll used.

All the measurements of scattering ratios and tur

bidities mentioned in this thesis have been corrected for the
£

scattering of the solvent $ this correction never amomted to 

more than half the total turbidity, even for the most dilute 

solution. x

(ii) Abbsrptlon of light!- Since the ratio olf scattered 

to transmitted light is maa8urrd, and, since the scattered 

beam traverses the same distance through the solution as does 

the transmitted beam, almost compete c<lappnnaliln for absorp

tion is inherent in the design of the photometer (290).

(ill) Change . in scattering volume with , angle-- The 

volume of solution viewed by the receiving system of the photo- 

muliplier is approxm-tely proportional to the sine o1f the 

angle made by the receiver with the incident beam (263]), Thus, 

if scattering ratios require nlnmlLzatlot in order to be com

parable to rliili for scattering at 90 degrees — as is the 

case with a Zimm plot — the ratios must be autllllied by 

1/sin ©.

Since, in this study, the scattering at angles of 45 

and 135 degrees is used only for determination of the dissym
metry wMo (^45/^’135)» the application of ^s correction is 

unnecessary in this cair.

oSinse the irnnitlvliy of the lhltlmaeer was never varied 
throughout an experiment, one determination of the solvent scat
tering for each experiment was enough.
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th® light incident upon the cell is unpolarised, th® Intensity 
of scattering must be mltlpHcd by a factor 1/(1 ♦ cos2$J (sc 
Historical Introduction, and references 184 and 193) in order 
to compensate for the presence In the scattered boss of a 
horizontally polarized component, th® Intensity of which is

pproportional to cos~e.
As with the correction for the volume viewed, however, 

this correction, being symmetrical about 90 degrees, is un
necessary for the determination of the dissymmetry ratio.

(v) Icfactive index correct ions:- If the scattering 
ratios for two liquids are to be compared, two corrections 
are applicable (197, 222, 21*1, 265).

First,' because of refraction, at the cell-air Inter
face, of light leaving the centre of the scattering volume 
(Fig. 9), th® photcxmiltiplier receives light flux fro® th© 
solid angle , not fro® ®2« 1x1 words, as the refrac
tive Index of the scattering medium increases, the solid angle 
defining th© flux received, decreases.

Sias® th® ratio giving the flux collected is th®

observed scattering ratio most be multiplied by It tau

boon shown (32, 200, 261, 263) that, as long as th® receiving 
system does not "see” past the edges of the incident beam, this 
term may, for any shape of cell, be replaced by the square of

2
Uxo refractive Index of th© solution, n2. It follows that, if 
a liquid with refractive index n , has been used for calibre-
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tion, scattering ratios for another liquid having refractive 

index " must be muliplied by the terra n^ /n& , Thus, if 

aqueous Ludox is used as a calibrating solution, scattering 

ratios for toluene must be mumpMed by n" (tolum©)/) (water).

If, however, the receiving system does see past the

edges of the incident beam, the correction becomes (2Q0, 263)t

wiere A and B represent the distance from. the c^JLl dl to the 

centre of the beam and the distance from the cell dl to the 

photoamHiplier, respectively. As finally used, the receiving 

syst«m of the pnotomeeer concerned here did “see" past the 

edges of the beam. With values for A and B of 0.88 and 7.0 

inches, respectively, the refractive index corrections C&
I

required for com prison of polymer solutions to Ludox solutions 

(n » 1.334) become the following, for a temperature of 22“C.l

Hence a scattering ratio S^wis converted to a turbidity by 

means of the following equation (compare section c-li)i

The second correction is required to allow for the variation 

of the scatter:ng volume seen by the photoimHippier (197, 265).
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Since, however, the ratio of this correction for benzene to 

the correction for water is close to unity — 1.02 for a typi

cal arrangement of apertures -- this volume correction has

been neglected.

(ei) Deppoaaization correction;- If the mooecules are 

anisotropic, some deppoarization of the scattered light may

occur (198, 200), The factors com^oo^l.y used for correcting 

observed scattering ratios are:

(1)

(2)

H and V being^respectively,where the inten

sities of the horizontal and vertical components of the 

light scattered from an unppoarized beam. Values of and 

Vu are determined by measurements of intensities of scatter

ing at 90 degrees with a Polaroid sheet interposed between 

the photcoraltipPier and the scattering cell. With the axis 

of the Polaroid vertical, Vu is found, while, with the axis 

horizontal, Hu is measured . With the type of instrument used

It has been pointed out that for large anisotropic 
the deppola’ization factor should be mooified by sub

stitution of 2pv (see Historical Introduction) for pu (18I4.) • 
Tais subssitution would have little effect on the correction 
factor.
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In this work, th© correction w^iULd become (200)*

Generally, however, this correction is smU for so

lutions of polystyrene studied at a wavelength of U3& WJ £or 

example, Halwcr and Speiser (286) and Oth, Oth and

Desmux (200) found correction factors for polystyrene ranging 

from 0.99 to 1.00 for solutions in butanone and toluene, re

spectively. Since, m>reovvr, no measurable depooarization 

could be detected for a solution of polystyrene in butanone 

studied by means of the photometer (equipped with Polaroid 

sheets) described here, no correction for depcoarlzation was 

applied.

(vii) Reflection correction*- As the incident beam leaves 

the flat exit face of the scattering cell, a fraction of the 

light is reflected towards the centre of the cell. This re

flected beam acts as a secondary incident beam; the angular 

pattern of the light scattered from the reflected beam is, of 

course, the reverse of the first-order pattern (see Fig. 9-b). 

Although this effect has been usually ignored, Sheffer and 

Hyde (291) have shown that the correction may be significant 

(see also references 200 and 2>10.

Calculltions of this correction were made by the method 

described by Sheffer and Hyde. For a cell made of glass with

a refractive index of 1.55, approximately .. 7 percent of the
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incident light beam would. be reflected at the exit face, pro

vided that the refractive index of the solution is not very 

different from 1.55. Thein the following corrections to scat

tering ratios Sg must be made (for a solution in benzene):

1. Reduce S^Q by 4.7 percent
2. Reduce by 4*7 percent of 8^- to give s}^5

3. Reduce Sg by 47 percent of ${3^ to-give 3^

For relative values of mlecular weight and size, 

this correction is unnecessary. Howeevr, the correction has 

been made for some of ths scattering data in this thesis; cor

rected values are given in parentheses following the uncor

rected values.

(viii) aummary of ca.ciu.ations;- Values of S^Q, th® 

reading obtained from the Helipot scale, were, after correction 

for the solvent scattering, converted to values of turbidity 

by the following rllatlonship;

wiere S = 1.29 for benzene or 1.27 for toluene solutions.

Calculations of and of z (that is, S, 5/8]. j^)

made. For a solution of polystyrene in benzene, H eque□.lldI
4.28 x 10 mole-cm. /g. , ^lile the value of /SgQ (Ludox
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solution)4* was S.17 x per scale division (or 5.42

*Sm R3esu.ts and Discussion for the dotermination of 
this value.

^*Sincr the conceenratioo unit used was g./g. of solu
tion instead of g./ml, the value found for 1/MPqq must be mil- 
t-li±rd by the dleloSty, O.878 g./mL.

x 10”Jcm. -1 per division, if corrected for reflection).

From a graph of

or 6.12 x 10"^ if corrected for, reflection.

as a function of coicontration,

the intercept and slope were determined. The intercept gave 

1/MP^o, and the slope 2 A2 (see equation B-13). The limiting 

dis^i^jm^etiry ratio [z] was found by extrapolation of values 

of z to zero concfieltration.

Assuming the of a m^rndia^s^f^rse linear random

coil, the value of 1/P^q corresponding to the value found for 

[z] was determined from tables given by Cashin (20$). After 

the value of Rl (where had been found from other

tables given in the same reference, R, the root mean square 

end-to-end distance was calculated.

Corrections for the backward. reflection of the inci

dent beam were made as described above.
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RoesuLts and Discussion

1. P erfo mane e

As long is the null point was checked after each read

ing, measurements of the scatterng ratio for a polymer so

lution generally agreed with each other to within £ 1 percent, 

or better; the lrrcisiot of measurement for a pure solvent 

was from + 1 to + 2 percent. Some typical sets of values of 

the icltirritg ratio obtained for different solutions of Lu

dox ^Hows

0.408, 0.406, 0,406; averages 0.408(+0.001)

0.347, 0.350, 0.350; average: 0.349C+0.002)

0.926, 0.923, 0.923, 0.928; average: 0.925(+0.003)

0.155, 0.153, 0.154, 0.152; average: 0.153C+0.002).

This precision may be commara! favourably with the pre

cision obtained with other instruments — see, for examppe, 

Zimm (207), Boswootth, Masson, and Meeville (32), and Mariner 

and Stamm (244) •

The maximum precision attainable is apparently limited 

chiefly by fltc■ttatilt in the currents produced in the photo

tubes. Since the laalitt.dr of these fluctuations varies di

rectly with, the square root of the inirtiiiy (207), the noise 

level in the amplified signals is always high with respect to 

the magnitude of the signal. Although the size o^ the fluc

tuations can bo decreased by increasing the response time of 

the galvanlInerer, measurrmants are subject to considerable 
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error If the galvantmeeer Is sluggish. Hence it was necessary 

to achieve, by trial and error, a compromise between quickness 

of response and sensitivity to the fluctuations.

Since the 120-cycle comment is only a sraaH fraction 

of the total signal from a phototube, the gain of the ampli

fier must be set at a high level, Nvvrthhloss, with the m>di- 

fied amUi!®!’, it was possible to obtain values of the scat

taring ratio for a pure solvent with a. precision of + 1 percent, 

without overloading the ampHiier. Drift of values overnight 

was less than +1 percent, provided that the batteries were dis

connected from the l^h>to.mulllilier w^en the instrument was not 

in use.

2, Calibratitn

Results some typical calibration experiments are

presented in Table XX and In Figs. 7 and 8. Since the sensi

tivity of the photometer was different In each case, resHts 

found for the caLibration constants ar®, of cowrse, different 

from each other.

In Fig. 8 (which represents the data given in Set 1, 

Table XI) values of the scattering ratio, S^Q, found for a 

solution of Ludox are plotted against values of the turbidity 

determined by means of a Beckman slectrtphtttmeter. It may be

*The average value of the dissymmetry ratio for the 
Ludox solution was 1.0 3; this vHue may be combed with the 
following! 1.02 (238, 2?2), and 1.06 (23U.
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seen that th® curve is essen dally linear over its Whole rangej 

calculation of the slope by the method of averages (292, p.
•2 —1126) gives a value of 2.^0 x 1C” cm.* per division. The 

broken line represents the calibration curve obtained if a 

correction is made for reflection of the incident beam.

It has been pointed out by Maron, and Lou (237) that 

the slope of a curve giving the scattering ratio of a Ludox 

solution as a function of turbidity usuaLly increases as the 

turbidity increases. Fig. 7 shows, however, that no curvature 

is evident, even at turbidities higher than those encowntered 

in practice. It is legitimate here, therefore, to derive a 

calibration constant ( f /S^q) from measurements made at one 

conceenration of Ludox.

Thus the data presented as Set 2, Table XI, may be 

used in the calculation of a calibration constant that is ap

plicable to a wide range of turbidities. From those data an
- h —1average value of 5»17(+O»O£) x 10 cm. * per division is found 

for the calibration constant used in the determination of m>le- 

cular weight reported here.

The validity of the calibration constant determined 

from Fig. 7 was checked by determination of the scattering 

ratio for the 0.> percent solution (in toluene) of the polymer 

sample, the "Cornnll standard polymer,” obtained from Cornnll
i,

Unnveessty, The following value wtas obtained for the turbidity 

at 22»C.t
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Agreement between this value and the "best” average value of 
3.52 x lO'^cm,”1 reposed by NotILey and Debye (293) •»-

eellent. Some individual values are listed below:

lai AhLbeck (294)8
Brice, HeuLwer, and Spaiser (222):

3'31
3.50

(3) Ccrpenter and Krigbaum. (265): 3.60
(4) Carr and Zimm (197): 3.48
(5) Doty and Steiner (185): 3.53
(6) Kronman and Stern (252): 3.5

Kuslrner (249): 3.30>(8) Maron and Lou (221): 3.50
(9) Oth, Oth, and Desreux (200): 3.52

It was concluded that the calibration procedure used was 

satisfactory.

3, Errors

An approximate estimate of the errors involved in the

determination of a :m0L^c^ll.M’ weight follows:

(a) Reading error, +1 percent.

(b) C«a.ibration error. Readings of percent transmit

tance were taken with a precision corresponding to 

+0.05 percent transmittance; this error could re

sult in an error of +2 percent in the turbidity oOL-

The low value obtained by Kuubhier may be attributed 
to the fact that Kusimer applied a correction of -4.5 percent 
to his data in order to allow for reflection o^ the incident 
beam.
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culatid. Sisci Edelhoch amd others (273) found 

taeii calibration by Ludox to bi different by 

several percent from a geometrical calibration, 

it might bn safest to assimi a calibration error 

of +5 tliclnt. Also (see Table XI), neglect of 

thi iifl.ietidn correction may make e^lLibiation. 

readings about 6 percent high.

(c) Error in refractive index iscr?)^wl^t;. Since the 

ilfiaetiLvi index increment tem is squared in the 

calcuLation of H, thi error of +1 percent is dn/dc 

cuses a possible error of +2 percent in the con

stant H.

(d) Errors dun to neglect of deppoarization and 

volume correction could amount to, at moot, +2 

percent.

Hescn the error involved in thi dete:rm.nation of a 

relative scattering could amount to, say, +6 percent (com

bination of eirdis (a) amd (b)); the orror in thi determin

ation of absolute scattering could bn as great as + 10 to 15 

percent. These estimates may bi compered w.th data sumerizid 

by Frank and Mark (220) for a cooptrative study of the mole

cular weight o^ a polymer sample; deviations from thi mias 

ranged from 7.5 peielSt (butsnoni solution) to 10.2 percent* • •
(benzine solution).
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L-, Molacular Weight of a High , Polymer

Values of the scattering ratios 835, S90* and S13£ 

for a polystyrene fraction, F5A2, are given in Table XII; 

values of Hc/t and z are also given. In Fig. 10, the scat

tering function Hc/T and the dissymmetry are extrapolated to 

zero concentration. The following values were obtained for 

the interceptss

From tables given by Cash In (20J5), values of 1/Pgq 

and R/X may be found as a function of [zj. Thus 

and M - l.U- x 10“6 (1.5^ x 10°)'^ and R = 1.52 x 1O3A°. 

(1.59 x 103A°.)

Finally, from th® slope of the scattering curve, Ag, 
the second virial coel'flcient;, was calcu^La'ted to be 3.1 x 10“\

These values may be compared with the following values 

found for the same sample by means of a Brice-Phoenix light

scattering photomeeer (see Part III)t
>

ft
As before, values in parentheses have been corrected 

for reflection.

i^The apparent value for M has been mulliplied by the 
density, 0,878, in order to allow for the fact that concentra
tion should be expressed as g./mL.
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Thus, the values of molecular weight agree Within 8 per

cent and the values for size, within 1 percent. Since these

results were obtained with different stock solutions, solvents, 

and photoimeers, the agreement is quite satisfactory. For ex
I \

ampPe, as mentioned above, tne deviations for the mean value 

of the mooscular weight for a polystyrene sample that had been 

distributed to several laboratories was > 10 percent (220).

A
The close agreement with respect to size is probably 

fortuitous; uncertainties in extrapolation could easily result 
in a variation in R of approximitely +5 percent (see Fig, 10).
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Summary and Colnlusions

A versatile Light-iccitrritg phatomeeter, suitable for 

the measurement of intensities of scattering over an ltgtU.lr 

range from 35 to 135 degrees, was designed and constructed. 

The precision of measurement obtainable was +1 percent for a
I

polymer solution, and +2 percent for a nupe solvent, or better.

CcI Gratiot of the ph<^1bomee:r by means of solutions 

of Ludox established a Litrlr rrlltloaihll between the photo

meter scale heading and turbidity. in order to check the 

validity of the caLibrliilt, the turbidity of a solution of 

the "Cornnei standard polymer" was determined; the value found 
aftier comcUm for solvent scattering was 3.50 x 10"1cm.“1, 

-n excellent agreement with the acceded value of 3.52 x 10”^ 

cm.’,1, an lierage of results obtained .n several ottar la^bor- 

atlriri.

Finally, the m>oecular weight and size, and the second 

iiricL cole‘f■lcirti o^ a frlcillt of polystyrene were deter

mined. The results agreed well (to withit 8 percent) with re

sults obtained using mother cllibrlird Light-iclitrrng photo- 

meeer.

it was concluded, therefore, that the perfomance of 

the photom-meor constructed was adequate for the study of high 

polymer solutions



III. A VISCOSITY AND LIGHT-SCATTERING

STUDY OF SOME GRAFT POLYMERS

Introduction
- \

As meen;irned in the Historical Introduction, the best
y

method available for the detection of branching in high poly

mers involves a comparison of the intrinsic viscosity of a 

polymer suspected of being branched with the intrinsic vis

cosity of a linear polymer having the same chemical struct^ure 

and m^os^c^iu.ar weight. If branching is present, the intrinsic 

viscosity of the polymer being studied is lower than the in

trinsic viscosity of the linear reference polymer; the mag

nitude of the deviation (expressed as the ratio g — see 

equation A-7) is a measure of the average number of branches 

por mooectuiLe. Since errors caused by heterogeneity with re

spect to mrl^ClllL^:s weight may be minimized by the crmparisrn 

o^ an intrinsic viscosity wth a weight-average moecular 

weight, the use of light-scat boring measurei'mens, wiich yield 

a weight-average ^^c^rL^cJ^ll_l^jS weight, is preferred to other methods 

for the determination of mooecular weight.

Corroboratirn of the existence of branching may also be 

obtained from other properties derived from llght-scrttrrng 

measuremenns; the second vir^l A2, and the mean

-133-
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p
square radius, 3 , should be lower for a branched than for a 

linear polymer of the same moecular weight. Evidence that 

the value of Huggins* k’ (see equation A-13, p. 4-0) is, in 

many oases, higher for a branched than for a linear polymer 

has also been presented.

In Part I of this thesis, indirect evidence of branch

ing in the graft polymers prepared was presented; on the
J

other hand, values of k* found for mfractionltti graft poly

mers were no higher than i'or linear polystyrene. In order to 

obtain more direct evidence of both the presence and degree 

of branching, viscosity and light-acltttrSg measurements 

were made, both on a series of fractions linear polysty

rene and on a series of fractions of the graft polymrs.

In thia part of the thesis, results of the viscosity
I

and light-scattering measurements are presented ana discussed. 

Since considerable difficulty was experienced w.th obtaining 

reproducible Zimm plots, the results are restricted to measure

ments of scattering at 4S» 90, and 135 degrees.
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Eperimennal

1. Matrials

Solvents used for fractionations and precipitations

were technical grade. Reagent grade solvents (Eastman Kodak 

Gompann), howevvr, were used for light-scattering p»a^Sl?eppnns; 

only fresh bottles — each having the same lot number -- were 

used.

The following values of refractive index were found

for the solvents used:

Benzene:

Toluene:

Butanone:

As before, the Ludox solution required for calibration was 

donated by the Dupont Co]ppanny.

Polystyrene fraction F21 was obtained from the Monnsmto

G^<^i^Pl^i^:l Comp^nlyJ^^ fraction T8 was prepared at the univer

sity by R.H. Sones (295)-

Fmction RP-3-2 was prepared by a single-stage frac

tionation similar to that used for the graft polymers (see 

next section). The three-stage fractionation procedure used 

for the preparation of the linear fractions, F3A2, F$A2, and 

F?B3, has already been described (159; a similar procedure

*The author is grateful to the Monssmto ChemPpal Com
pany for msating this fraction available.
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was used by Mr. 8. Vaugh for the prep nation of fraction

^3^® method used for thi preparation of the graft sam

ples, including GC-621, has been described in Part i of this 

thisis.

2. Fractionation■ ■ ■■■■ ■■“ - ■ - ■ ■
A primary fractionation of the graft polymers was 

leaievid by fractional pricltitatidn from solution; at 10>°C., 

by thi progressive addition of a non-solvent.

First, a solution of polymer (concentration about 0.5 

tercnnt) is butamoni or a butanoni-benzene mixture was placed 

is a iiplaiatdry funnel that had its stum cut iaocr;. Thi fun

nel was equipped with a itdtter fitted with an inlit tube and 

a glyeerini-sialii paddli stLirei, This enough non-solvent 

was eaiifUlly added to bring the idlltidn just to the point 

of precipitation; the addition of a mixture of solvent asd 

non-sdlvant initili of pure non-solvnst sometimes gave more 

precise control of the precipitation p^d^i^t;. Stirring was 

continued for 30 m.nutes to ensure th® attatimint of iqtHib- 

ritm, amd the swedes precipitate was allowed to settle.

If thi amount of precipitate was judged to bi sui.t- 

abli (that is, equivalent to not morn than one-fourth of the 

original weight of polymer), the precipitate was rimovna through 
i.

the stopcock of the setlaratoiy funnel; if, ao^«^e^e^)r, the amount 

was larger than desired, the precipitate was dissolved by the 

addition of morn solvent, and the precipitation repeated. With 

some experience, suitable, amd morn or less equal, amounts of 
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precipitate were readily obtained during fractionations of 

linear polystyrene. On the other hand, separation of a graft 

polymer into fractions of approximately equal size was much 

more difficult; in spite of a great deal of care with the 

addition of non-solvent, either aLl or none of the graft 

polymer tended to be precipitated. In fact, this behaviour 

resembled the precipitation behaviour of a fairly homogeneous 

polymer.

Ater rrm^l^£^aJ the precipitate, which contained some 

supernatant liquid from the fractionation vessel, was allowed 

to stand in a flask held in the fractionation bath. Wien a 

comppete separation of the precipitate from the supernatant 

liquid had been obtained, the supernatant liquid was decanted; 

the precipitate was then rinsed quickly with a sma^ai portion 

of solvent, dissolved in a larger portion of solvent, and fi

nally precipitated by pouring the resulting; solution into an 

excess of 8^11^01 or ethanol. The fibrous product resulting 

from this procedure was recovered by filtration, washed with 

mmthanol or ethanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 45®C. 

to constant weight.

3. Meesuremmints of Intrinsic Vi^t^c^s^jity

Values of intrinsic viscosity and k» were

determined at 25.0 (♦0.02)'°C» by methods described in Part I 

of this thesis. Two typical curves representing the dependence 

of the inherent viscosity, In 7)r/c, on concoetration are pre

sented in Fig. 11.
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4. Met■as^rtments of Light*  ^catering

(a) Refractive Index Increment

A value of 0.111, determined in Part II, was taken for 

the refractive index increment of solutions of polystyrene in 

benzene.

B’or a solution of polystyrene in butanone, the value 

of A n/c at a temperature of 22®C. and a wavelength- of pj-6 mp 

was found to be 0.219 (+0.003) , The value at Lj-36 mp. was then 

calculated, using the ratio of the average values at 5^6 and 

U36 j obtained from data in the report published by Frank 

and Mark (220). The value thus obtained was equal to

Although light-scatterng measurements were actually 

made at 2?®C., no correction was made for the small variation 

of the refractive index increment with tempeeatTwe.

With these values of to/c, the following values of

the coinstmt H may be calculated:

Benzene:

Butanone:

(b) Calibration of the Photomeeer

Because of the time required for the rebuilding o^ the

detector and umHfie? for the light-scattering photometer

»A correction wuld amount to about ♦! percent (28); 
hence the constant H used Wil be in error by only about 2 per
cent.
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described, it % art iii, it was impniS.blr to make Hl the mea

surements required for the viscosity-molecular weight study 

without undue delay. Fortunately, prrm.£5silt was granted by 

Dr. L.M. Hobos, of the department of Cilermc^cl and M^Mlurgi- 

cal Eiglnnering, Univirsiiy of Michigan, to use one of the 

Brice-Phoenix Lilht-•iCltCrrinl phltlmerers at the Univir3ity 

of Michigan. All measurements reported it this section were 

made, therefore, with a Brice-Phoariix phatomeeer.

The instrument was clllbrltrd with solutions of Ludox; 

except for the use of 10-cm. cells it the determination of 

turbiddties, the procedure used was the same as the procedure 

described it Part ii of this thesis. From the data given it 

Table XIII, and lrrirnird graphically in Fig. 12, a value of 

0.131 (+0.001)cm. per scale division was cllcullird for ^3^, 

where represents the piCIo of the lhotclmltllPirr current

generated wth the pho toimmu liHer at 90 degrees co the cur- 

rrtC generated with the phololmltilPirr at zero degrees. As 

with the photlmeeer described it Part ii, the cllibrlCiln curve 

is linear over the range of turbidities occurring in this study.

The average disHym-mery pcCIo [ss] for the Ludox was

1.06.

it
The author is very .^^3^l^lcef^:l to Dr. Hobbs, and to the 

Michigan Memarial-Phoenix Project, for permission to use the 
photlmerer end for kind doppratiot; he also wishes to acknow
ledge itr cooppeation given by Mr. R.A. Ahjeck, who was work
ing with the Lilh.t-iCltCrrinl equipment at that time.
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In order to eheck the calibration, the turbidity (cor

rected for solvent) of a solution of the Cornell standard poly- 

mar in toluene (cone Boration » 0.5 g. polymer per 100 m., 

toluene) was determined. The foioowing result was obtained:

As with the calibration reported in Part II, this result 

agreed well with values found with other instruments; see, 

for example, the values listed in Part II.

(c) Procedures

The clarification and measurement procedures were the 

same as those described in Pat II, Section 2,
i-

(d) Coorections to Observed Data

In general, the same corrections were applied to these 

data as were applied to the data obtained in Psart II. Since, 

however, this study requires only a compprison of the graft 

wth linear polymers, the correction for reflection is not 

usually given. The following values of the refractive Index 

correction wen found for the instument and solvents used:

Benzene:
l

Toluene:

Butanom:
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(e) Calculations

Coutebiation of values for H and Cn gives the follow

ing relationships: 

(corrected for reflection)

Benzene:

(corrected for reflection).

As before, values of for the linear fractions were

extrapolated to zero concentration, I/Mp^q was determined. from 

the intercept, and Ag from the slope of the curve. From the 

limiting dissymmaery, [z] , l/?g0 and R/X were determined for 

a rsnidom coil with the aid of the tables given by Cashin (20$).

Typical curves giving H y and z as functions of con

centration are presented in Fig. 13. As shown by data given 

in Table XXV for QgBg 601(1 R-3-2, the reproduucbility of results 

obtained from light-scatternig measurements for linear poly

styrene in benzene is very good. Since the moecular weights 

found for fractions ^^2 601(1 f£a2 in butanone agree to within 

5 percent of the moecular weights for the same fractions in 

benzene, the refractive index corrections must be adequate. 

Diupicate determinations" for graft polymer fractions GC-210-3

o
In each case, the same stock solution was used.
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and GC-211-2 in benzene are also in good agreement (see Table 

Xli). Howc/sr, values of mOecular weight obtained for bu- 

tanone solutions do not agree with values obtained for benzene 

solutions; no reason for this failure is evident.

Originally it had been planned to determine the ppIv- 

cular weight and mean square radius of the graft po1ypitE,h by 

means of the double extrapolation procedure suggested by Zimm 

(207). Unootiuiaaely, the precision of measurement obtained 

at low angles of scattering (30 to 90 degrees) was not high 

enough to permit accurate extrapolation to zero angle. Hance, 

it was necessary to assume a random coil model and proceed 

as for a linear polymer.

Although the accuracy of the moOecular weight found 

should not, in princLpLe, bv affected by this procedure, the
2 exact meaning of the number found for R , which, represents, 

for a branched polymer, th© mean square end-to-end distErnce 

of a linear pool/cuI© wiich would have the same dissymmetry 

ratio as the branched moOecule, is, of course, not clear. 

Howovvr, since for a given mOeciuLar weight the dissymmetry 

of a branched coil mist bt lower than the dissymmetry of a
2 linear one, th/ number found for R must bt lower than for 

a Llnear po1y^(^jr. Thus a devia^on in R2 from th© value ex

pected for a litoear polymer nwili resULt if branching is pre

sent. in fact,the dissymmetry method has bttn used several

*in any case, the random coil model is assumed for the 
calculation of s2 from the Zimm plot (see Historical introduc
tion). Stt also Thurmond and Zimm (8), Waaes, Maashhai, and 
We/ssbtrg (46), and Sent! (47) — all of whom used a sahldop 
co ill model for branched polymers.
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times tn this way to test for branching (32, 47, 65, 13*9).

In spite of the ambiguity associated with an end-to- 

end length, the mean square radius of gyration of a branched
2 imoecule, S , may be obtained in the following way, provided 

the mooecular weight is known. Corniinnaion equation A-3
2 2with the relation S x6 = R gives

or,

2where RQ is the mean square end-to-end distance of a linear 

moleiule hivith t Me n aisemol e iulatwetdhd andcleoi c al stiar - 

lureas uaabrguthe i awl uwlOewl^.^]i theraeua iucaeerad ius uc
2gurui Is u h . an, ihun, gis i t^hiu woese srum i r di st o

grinsid ui2cosif,, hit,iriisi ou d fairiypoor eolvvid, in
2 2 tris lc i v. cot anon i, mi a i i i ai aanrl i poo i plvtof i* ’ o o 

ith s fianit i ou aSrnol eamhal weisio, ais d i lue i l p mio i R 

is i a i 1u caidni of iW
falfl8 ti <£>were calculated from values of intrinsic 

viscosity, uisu fcjuarw ni eatcleap)i i flrnia, md ooJL .suras 

veVflOJ v, imes i s ei necao-nSdi dd tac , UiSduyoi£i'c^e^:ar ex-

wnL;foi lhu suoiL it iw^on c, cuaa ihui.si niies oi mat, ie 

cip uioi 3aeiVloncl-lti-osl f ietani s (iei radius io i -V).

UVthxi1iesulad esdihtv aS iie ini ibone oni graft poly

mers know, uWoegof u were s lOluPae i b cob n iaSdi byrniws 

yf s ksmrnation uisidfhrl ginicica pidifbu iyles, Oyhehanv
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and Weissberg (4-6), and composed W.th experimental values ob

tained from intrinsic viacosSties. The model chosen connSsts, 

as shown, of a linear backbone chain with branches of uniform

length, uniformly spaced along the backbone cnOn. For the 

sake of simplicity, it was assumed that 6 =a ^ = S; the 

summation required for the calculation of g for various fre

quencies of branching was reduced to a convenient form by Dr. 

P. Beesack of McMasser Unversity (see Appendix D). In the 

calculations, the first two terms of the summtton, being 

smaai Wth respect to the other terns, were neglected.
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Ra suits and Discussion

Light-scattering data for the graft polymers studied 

are presented in Tables XXVI and XLI, inclusive, and sumaaaized 

in Table XLI, while data for the fractions of linear polysty

rene used for uoma^i8ln are presented in Tables XIV and XXIV, 

inclusive, and summrized in Table XXV, Viscooity data forI
the graft and linear polymers are given in Tables XLIV and 

XXV, respectively.

1. Molecular Dimnions

Evidence of branching in the graft polymers is pro

vided by the data presented in Fig. 14, in which the mean
P Asquare end-to-end distance R " of a polymer mdeeUle " (in 

benzene) is plotted agaHnst molecular weight. Although the 
rdat^nsMp ^tween r2 and M is approximate^ lirnar* ** for 

p

*A snaal. numer beside a point on the graph Indicates 
the order in watch the fraction appeared during fractionations 
thus the number 2, men placed beside a point representing the 
GC-210 series, indicates the second fraction obtained in the 
fractionation of GC-210 — namely, fraction GC-210-2.

■^An approximately linear relationship may be expected; 
see, for eximpe, Carr and Zimm (28) SchULz, Cantow, and Meyer- 
hoff (243), MoHey and Debye (293>, or Kunst (296).

the fractions of linear polystyrene, all values of R“ found 

for the graft polymers lie bellow the line for the linear poly

styrene. In other wrds, the apparent mean square end-to-end 

distance for a graft polymer is less, for a given moecnlm 

weight, than the mean square end-to-end distance for linear 
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polystyrene. This behaviour clearly indicates the presence 

of branching in the graft polymers.

Two other observations may also be made.
2 First, the effect on R of heterogeneity w.th respect

to weight is probably snaH, In order to demostrate
2the probable magnntudt of the effect, the value of R ' for a 

linear fraction, RP3-2, prepared by a singlt-saago (primary) 

fractionation procedure siMlar to the procedure used for the 

fractionation of ths graft polymers, is plotted on the graph. 

As might bt expected — for a z-averave quunity is greater 

than a weight-average ont (ste Historical Introduction) —
2the value of R lies slightly above the line for the other 

linear fractions, whch, taah being a product of a three-stage 

(tertiary) fractionation, are probably more homogeneous w.th 

respect to mooecular weight than is fraction R*p3-2; the de

viation, however, is very smU.

Second, the deviation of a given point from the curve 

for linear fractions tends to bt less for the fractions that 

were precipitated first during fractionation than for the frac

tions that were precipitated later.

2. Intrinsic Viscottties

Further evidence for' the presence of branching in the 

graft polymers may be found in Fig. 15, in which log (qlia 

plotted against log M for both linear and graft polymers.
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With the fractions of linear polystyrene the follow

ing relationships were found between intrinsic viscosity and 

molecular weight:

(solvent: butanone)

(solvent: benzene)

The relationship found for intrinsic viscosities in butanone 

is almost identical with the one found by Doty, Affens, and
Zimm (225) — namely, 1.6 x 10 M0,66 (2.0 x 106<M<1.2 x 107); 

the relatoonship for benzene is similar to one found by Gregg

and Mayo (297) — namely

The relatoonship between the intrinsic viscosity of 

a graft polymer and its moecular weight is, on the other hand, 

quite different. With the exception of fraction GC-211-1, the 

intrinsic viscosity of each sample of graft polymer is lower 

than the intrinsic viscosity of a linear fraction having the 

same moedHar weight. This behaviour is, of course, to be 

expected if the graft polymers are branched.

These deviations cannot be caused by heterogeneity with 

respect to rnooeeular weight. As mennioned above, the effect 

o1f heterogeneity with respect to momular weight on the po

sition of the point corresponding to the linear primary frac-
i .

tion RP-3-2 is smaai, and, in fact, within experimental error.

£
Although Gregg and Mayo determined their m>oeciu.ar 

weights by means of osmoHe pressure, not light-scattering, 
measurements, their relationship is closer to the one found here 
than to other relationships found for weight-average mooeccu..ar 
weights (298, 299).
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Morom, even if an appreciable effect of heterogeneity ex-
2 

liCrd, for toe graft polymers, the ilLur of H — a a-average 

qutlltity — at a given moleccU.cr weight w>uld be higher for a 

primary frlciilt of a graft polymer than for a tertiary, and 

hence more hlm>geeoeoug, frlciilt of a linear polymer.

Aiooher difference between the lioear and graft poly

mers is in their frlctiooatilo behaviour. Wien mXectuLar di

mensions are plotted against rmoecular weight (Fig/ lip, the 

size, for a gives mooecular weight of a fraction of a graft 

polymer tends to vary inversely with the order in which the 

frlccilo had separated during frlctiloatllo. Tils tendency 

is also evident in Fig. 15; the intrinsic viscosity of the 

first frlciilos tends to agree more closely with the ioCrioilc 

viscosity expected for a linear frlciioo of the same m>leeullr 

weight than the intrinsic viscosity of llCer frlctiloi. Since 

the extent of the deviation, m^e^i^iu?ed by the ratio g, is a 

m^^s^iure of the degree of branching, this fact muBt mean, that 

the highly branched mateHls are more soluble than less highly 

branched ones. Although such an lOlmmaLlUi solutSliCy has been 

predicted (300), this effect has seldom been reported; see, 

however, Baker, Fuller, and Heiss (130) atd Alfrey, Baarltovics, 

aod Mark (Xi-SS. in this case, at least, the frlcCiooltilO be

haviour seems to be determined by the size, aod heoce the de

gree of branching, of the molecules, as well as by the mole
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cular weights}**  with m?st fractions studied, the effect of 

the degree of branching on fractionation behariowr stems to 

be dozainsmt.

Aiother observation may bt made about the viscosity 

behaviour of the graft fractions (Fig. 16). The re1ntiohhhPa 

between the intrinsic viscosities in bthzvne and butanont is 

slightly different for the graft fractions than for the linear 

ones; the intrinsic viscosity of a graft fraction (in. bltahont) 

is relatively higher than is the intrinsic viscosity of a 

linear fraction. It may be significant that several points 

corresponding to fractions of some styrehe-divinylbenz/he 

copolymers 1Lv very close to the points obtained for the 

graft fractions.

The r®L.atOonhhia between intrinsic viscosity and di

mensions is discussed in the folOowing section.

3. The Flory Coontant £ or

Valu/s of $ , calculated for the linear fractions of 

polystyrene, are given in Table XXV. Thv average value for 

solutions in btnztnt is 2.4 x 10 , which agrees with the value
(l,9-2.3)x iLO21 suggested, by Flory (4 p. 616); the average of 

th© two values calcm-a^d for solutions ph butane© is 2.1 x 102^.

#in fact;, little fractionation of the graft polymers 
with respect to po0eculnr weight stems to have occurred. Mole
cular weights of the graft fractions are surprisingly simiar; 
this fact may bt associated with the difficulty found with 
fractionation (see Experimental pa^t).
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In contrast, individual apparent values of $ found for the
21graft polymers (Tabi© XkH) range from 2.3x10 * to 6.2 x

2110 . This behaviour is consist out w.th branching, for, with

a branched polymer, the value found for R from dissymmeery 

measurements must be lower than the value for a linear polymer 

of the same mooecular weight, and hence the apparent value of $

should be higher.
/

If the grafts are branched, howevvr, subssftution of

S3 for r3 in equation A-6 shou!d yi.el.d the constant ». If

Flory's assumption (4, p. 611) that $>• Is a constant for both 

linear and branched mooecules holds, * • should equal 14.7 x <£> , 
or 3.1 x 1022.

Values (for so luxons in benzene) calculated for S3

(by the method outlined in the axerlmennal section) and for 

£» are given for the graft polymers in Ta>le XXIII. Results 

given in the first column of values were calculated using

values of g determined by means of equation A-7; results given 

in the second column are based on values o^ g calculated by 

the Stockmayer-Fijman method (24). The average value of * » 

found was 3.4 x 10 --in excellent agreement with the value

expected. If it is assumed that the values of g found by means 

of the Stockmayer-Fijman procedure are more reliable than values 

found directly from a ratio of Intrinsic viscossties, then 

may be somewhat different for the graft polymers than for lin
ear ones — 4.5 x 1o22 ( or 3.5 x 1022, if data for GG-140-3, 

GC-210-2, GC-211-3, and GC-621 are omitted), comared to
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22 ■ v3.1 x 10 .# in any case, the usi of Sl iapaei this ll for 

thi gralP polymers ievlLPv in i t:idp(^ctidnaliPv bii^wiin is- 

PiLssLe olved8iPv and moeciuLir sizi that is similar to the 

tropeoiidlcaaltv betwiis thi LsPrissLc oiveo3iPv asd the yoli- 

culir size of a linear polymer. This simianier is illus- 
pilpei .s Fig. 17, .s which. values of sS/1, tor Us ear

imd graft polymers is benzene, are tldPPid against M, Reisuts 

obtained for vollPiLonv in blPasdni are badly velttirei, and 

have, tairefol’i, bies orniited from FLg. 17.

A-HLs, these ievl(.tv are consistent tXP>il the presence 

ol OraschLng is the grift polymers.

Since the liaePlosv of graft polymers were obtained 

from a vis-li liaePidnaPidS, they may bi morn hiPerogenious 

with rivtiet to moecuuar weight than ire the lisiir liacPLosv, 

moot ol whhfa are peipia):v ones. Usn of a eorrietL.ds Perri 

(124) would iivllP is i still higher apparent value of 07 for 

the braneaid polymer,

4. Thi S1fdsh yirial Cooif!. elect, A/

Further coin'iryi&tios of phi existence ol brasening is 

thi graft tolvy0erv miy bi found, is a edW)paivon ol thi vefosh 

vlrLil cooif idint, Ag, lor Hsiar amd graft polymers. As 

............. . . • ■ ■ ■ - ■ ■ - - - ■■ ■ - ........  - . .. ■■■■ .
I

*Thn p>3vVi01iPv of i difference his biin vuggestid 
before (8, 119); a iiffiresei his bins shows Po eXist for 
dextran (47).
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shown .s Table XXV, values of Ag x 10A for We linear frac

tions of polystyrene are between 2.6 and 5.U for solutions 

ii benaane. The values are, as expected, lover for solutions 

is but^m^c^j^© — a poorer solvent than benzene; for fraction 
Q2B2, the value of Ag x lOA drops fra® an average cf 3.8 In 

benzene to 2.2 is butanes®, while for fraction F5A2, the value 

drops from 3.0 is benzene to 1.6 in butanoic. Thas© va luts are 

is good agreement with values given in the literature, such as 

3.7 (238) for linear polystyrene (M » 9 x 10-*) is benzene, or 
a range fr<m 0,9 to 1,9 (h fr<m. 1,8 x Wg to 6,2 x 1°* ) for 

solutions is butanon® (8).
On th© oWer hand, values of Ag x 10g given .s Tablt 

XLII for tht graft polymers rang© from —0.3 to 1.6 is hen- 

sent. Evas though the relrtdiuCbSiity of Ag is oily fair 

(see Tables XXV and XLII) , none of the values for the graft
r

polymers overlapped the rami® of values found for the linear 

polymers. As mentioned is the Historical Introduction, the

lowering of Ag by branching has been predicted on theoretical 

grounds (21); experimental evidence for the lowering has also 

been obtained (8. 59). Thus, the magnitude of the second vJ- 

rlal cofflciest is benztnt for th® graft polymers is consis

tent with branching.

It is true that the value of A? decreases wth increa
sing m0teccUlar weight, asd 'that most of ' the graft polymers have 
higher ®ot.ccllar weights than the linear polymers studied; ntv^ir- 
thelgss, is the rango of Elotecular wights frm l.fc x 10° to 3,2 
x 10« -- which include both linear asd graft polymers — values 
of A3 ax® invariably lower for the graft than for the linear 
polymers.
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It is interesting, how^e^«^]’, that values of A2 for so- 

l^ions of the graft pol^ners in buttnone, (A2 x ftom 0,9 

to 1.1), though lower than for the linear polymers, are higher 

with respect to the values in benzene than is the case with 

linear polymers. In other words, wth the graft polymers, 

values of A2 for solutions in butanone overlap with values for 

benzene solutions; in fact, in one case, fraction GCc211-2, 

the value of A2 in buttnonl is greater than the value in ben

zene, Although there are not enough data to permit g<eltlsa.i- 

zation, the poossbility of an unusual effect of solvent on A^ 

mig^h; be considered. If this effect is real, the graft poly

mers must be relatively more soluble in buttnlnl than are the 

linear polymers; this conclusion agrees with the relationship 

found between the intrinsic viscosities in benzene and butan- 

one (Section 2),

5. The Branching Ratio, g

As shown in Table XLV, values of g found from measure

ment of intrinsic viscosity range from 0.65 to, approximaaely, 

unity; values of g calculated by the Stlukmayer-Fi]man method 

(21) range from 0,58 to unity. These experimeenal values may 

be compared with values calculated using the m>del described 

earlier, and the average number of branches per molecule esti

mated, . i .

If, for examppe, fraction 80211-3 (average moecular 

weight of the backbone chain equal to 1.36 x IO"* ) is considered, 

the following values of g may be calculated for two, four, and
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eight branches per mooeciulei

2 branches/molecule: g - 0.97

4 branches/imjlecule i g = 0.62

6 g » 0.4-0

8 orinches/malecule: g = 0.35

Sine® th® expcrijmmOal value of g, clLcullird by the Stock- 

mayer-Fijmao method, Is 0.46, a model hiving about five or 

six branches spiced eq^j^ly along the backbone chain would 

correspond to the experimental data, which has not been cor

rected for reflection of the incident beim.

Aplllcation of the reflection correction to the scCt- 

CrrlnLl data for the linecr fracdots and for GC-211-3 leads 

to a L^ow^]? value of g, cod hence to a higher value for the 

number of branches per mooecule. if this correction is coo- 

iidered, g (SF) becomes equal to 0,43 — corresponding to a 

model having six brioches spiced equally i^ong a blckbloe mole

cule.

The hydroperoxide a^^Lyses (see Part i) indicated 

thct graft polymers of the GC-211 series (prepared using the 

same backbone as used for GC-210) could hive 12 brioches per 

moecule. Although the number of branches rst-mltrd from the 

vllur of g apparently does not agree as well is might be de

sired w.th the number estimated from the hydroperoxide content, 

the followinl points should be considered:

1, The frlcCilnltiot behaviour observed for graft 

polymers suggests that the mm st highly branched polymers may 

have remained it solution after the first frictions were pre*  
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ciiitatiU.

2. The speGttiphotolaetrCc analysis of cwiene hydro

peroxide gave a value for hydroperoxide content approximaaely 

double the expected value. If this analysis has any bearing 

on the analysis of the polymers studied here, the results for 

polymers may be appreciably higher than the true values (see 

Part I).

J. It is assumed that the analysis for the hydroper

oxide content of the graft polymers detects Hl hydroperoxide 

groups present. It is conceivable that some unretc'teU hydro

peroxide groups, situated near the centre of a very large, 

bushy ifiooecule, miglrfc be protected by the large swollen 

branches from attack by the ferrous roagsnt.

U. It is assumed that each hydroperoxide group in the 

backbone molecule initiated the growth of a long branch. If 

some of the branches are only a few monomer units long, they 

wi^l not contribute to an appreciable decrease in the value 

of g; at tho same time, the existence of each, branch of this 

type will have resulted in the disappearance of a hydroper

oxide group.

5. It is assmed that th© average molecular weight 

of the backbone ■imoecule in a given fraction of graft polymer 

is the same as the average moscular weight of the backbone 

polymer bef' sre the grafting procedure. If the mooecular weight 

of the backbone in the fraction is actually four times the 

mooecwLar weight of the original backbone materia., the value 

of g, for a model having two branches per mtf^lcP^ef decreases 
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from 0.96 to 0.75. Since the backbone polymers were unfrac

tionated, th© occurrence of such an effect is quite possible.

6. It is a.ssimed that the theories dtv/loped by Zinm 

and Stookmayer (1) and mooiiied by Stookmayer and Fixman (24) 

yield qnaititative values for the degree of branching. Al

though, in some cases, th© degree of branching found from mea- 

hurep^elth of g agr// well with the degree of branching expected 

from kinetic data (24), no compaeh@nsivt ooppaa•ihon with the 

dtgrtt of branohinf d/termintd directly and unequivocally has 

yet been made. It may bt significant that the pr/senc/ of 

eight branches per Pinec1lLt (M = 1350) was found by Schaefgen. 

and Flory (98) to reduce thv value of g to W.7; this value of 

g is lower than would bt predict/d by means of th© model used 

h/re.

In view of the uncc/tainties inherent in the assump

tions just discussed, th© agreement between the number of 

branches est:mated in th© two ways may bt considered as satis

factory.

6*  Huggins W*

So Lar, all available experimeenal data presented In

dicate the presence of branching in the graft polymers. From 

measurements of Intrinsic viscosity and poO1JCul.nr we/ght, It 

has been estimated that th/ ' .»hot highly branched graft polymers 

may contain approximaely six branches per iwosctuie.

Although Lt im^p^H., therefore, be expected that th/ value

of Huggins k» for the graft polymers wuld bt higher than for 
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linear polystyrene, the data presented in Table XIIV show that 

values of k’ in benzene or butanone are, in fact;, no greater 

for the graft polymers than for linear polystyrene. The fol

lowing average values were obtained!

Average k» (benzene) for a graft polymer = 0.34 

Average k* (but6monr) for a graft polymer » '0.36

No trends with respect to moloctd-ar weight may be noticed. 

These averages may be compared with averages of 0.35 (benzene) 

and 0.39 (butanone) found previously for linear polystyrene 

(27). If data for fractions GC-210-1, G-211-4, and G-230-1 

(in benzene), and data for fraction GC-140-3 (in butonone) — 

ail of wiich diverge considerably from the average — are omit

ted, agreement between the two sets of values becomes even 

bettor. ‘
It is concluded, therefore, that the value Huggins*

k* is not affected by the presence of an average of six lin

ear, or simple, branches per msoecule. TUXs result is rather 

surprising, fo” it has boon shown previously (159) that the 

incorporation of as little divinylbuizenT as 0.01 percent in 

polystyrene resulted in a detectable incrrasr in k* in butanone 

(from 0.39 to 0.44 — see also Historical Introduction). On 

the other hand, Sent! and others (47) found no deviations in
a

the valve of k* for fractions of dextran, unless the value of 

g was less than about 0,4? also, Ghau’lesby (175) found that 

values o^ k* for polysHc^^^ne samples with, two branch points 

per m>lecule were no greater than values for linear polysilo-
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*xanes.
Further consideration of the values of kl* given in

the literature shows that increases in k» with branching have 

been noticed only With mttrials that have, or could have, 

branches that are themselves branched.

Tse only data available for mattrials that definitely contain 

only simple branches is given by Schaefgen and Flory (98); the 

foilowing average values of k» may be calculated for their 

branched condensation polymers:

linear; » O.36 (wera^e of 3 determinations)

1 branch.es/moleciuLe; k' - 0.36 (aveng^e of 2 determinations)

8 branches/molecuLe; k» » O.38 (vv<^rare of 1; determinations)

Since the average value of k» for the most highly branched
*

miaerial would become 0.35 if one of the four determinations 

is orniited, it is questionable that the slight increase in k» 

with branching is significant. Although Young son and MeMHe 

found some evidence for an increase in k* with the degree of
- *.

#It should be noted that the results obtained by Senti 
and Char,lotby were published after work discussed in this 
thesis had been es3enSially completed.

branch.es/moleciuLe
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branching in branched polyesters, Schasfgts. and Flory have 

pointed out that the branched polyesters used tend to form gel. 

Except for data given in this thesis, no information appears 

to bt available for graft polymers containing simple linear 

triunctional branches distributed at random along a backbone 

chain.

In the absence of further evidence, it seems likvly 

that the value o^ Huuggns' k' is affected more by bushy than 

by simple branching. Is other words, a aompex, bushy struc

ture with oithsr branches on branches or crosslinks may b© 

required is order that the value of k' bt affected by branch

ing, This conclusion is not unreasonable, for the segment 

density of a polymer mdeocu.e consisting of a backbone chain 

carrying a few long branches should bt much liaa than the seg- 

rmsnt density of a bushy mecHe of the sarnie mooecuLar weight 

w.th branches that are themselves branched. In other words, 

the segments of a bushy mootecule should have greater op^c^r- 

tmities for contact or iiteractiti with one another than wouLd 

segments of a less desse moo.eccilt., Since k' is in

creased by factors such as association or the use of a thtI^;t- 

dynmically unfavourable solvent that tend to promote contacts 

between polymer segments (see reference 159), the value o^ k' 

for a mco ecule containing a ftw long branchis may, understand
- »,

ably, sot be miaaurably different from the value for a linear 

m>oecul.e.



Summiry and Corn fusions

A viscosity and ilght~sutttcrng study o^ several 

primary fractions and one nfra^ct^d^onated sample of graft 

poiyners, prepared by polymistag styrene in the presence 

o^ partially oxidized copolymers of styrene and ^vinyl- 

cyclohexene-! was made; a plar,^l.lll study was made with 

fractions of linear polystyrene. The intrinsic viscosities 

in benzene and butanlnl, the mooecular wee.ghh, the molecuQar 

size and second rtrial coefficient in benzene (and, in a few 

cases, in butanone) won determined.

CQln'irm(.tion of the ulnalusiln reached in Part I of 

this thesis that the graft alie^mer8 are branched was pro

vided by the following observations:

1. For a given moectQar weeght, the dissymmetry, 

and hence the value obtained for the apparent mean square 

end-to-end distance of the polymer mooecule, was low^er for 

a graft than for a linear polymer.

2. For a given mooecular weight, the intrinsic 

viscosity of a graft polymer was, in general, lower than 

for a fraction of linear polystyrene.

3. Although with graft alieecrs the values found for

the Flory constant ualcllttld using values obtained for

IK wen irregular and much higher than expected for a linear

160
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0
■pllymer, the use of S , the cube of the root-mean-squire 

radius of gyration, led to in average value for <£> of
223.4 x 10 —in good agreement with the iverige value of
223.1 x 10 found for liOecr polystyrene.

4. Values of Ag, the second viilal coefficient, 

were much lower for solutions of the graft polymers in' 

benzene thio for solutions of the linecr ones.

Approximate cllculaiiots of the branching ratio g 

were made for a mmoeeular model consisting of linear branches 

of equal length, equui.ly spiced along a backbone chain. Com

parison of calcullCrd with experimeeOill values of g led to 

the conclusion thct co average of up to six branches per 

:^ml.Lrc^tle were present it the graft polymers.

io 3]?!^ of Hl the evidence for branching, values 

of HussIm’ k’ for solutions it benzene and butitooe were 

oo greater thin values found for liSeir frlciilts. it is 

concluded, therefore, thct Hxusllins’ k’ is not affected by 

the preseoce of six simple brioches in a polymer mmoecule.

Since cvaCHole evidence for ao effect of branching 

on k* his been obtained for polymers that are crosslinked 

or branched in a bushy muoier, it was also concluded that 

Hugglns’ k’ may be more sensitive to the bushy type of branch

ing, or to crosslinking, thin to simple branching.

Several other observations were also made.

1. Fractionatlot of the grift polymers -hordeed to be 

governed by a large extent by size, rather than by mooecular 
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waoght. Thus, in m>st cases, the most highly branched 

fractions were precipitated later than less highly branched 

ones,

2. An itUicatiit was obtained that, although the 

intrinsic viscosity of the graft polymers is proportional to 

s3/^ the iripiotliliititp contttnt, £ } may be higher for 

a graft polymer than for a linear one.

3. Although the data were rather scattered, a graft 

polyim^e’, for a given intrinsic viscosity in benzene tended 

to have a slightly higher intrinsic viscosity in butEncne 

than did a linear polymer. Some support for this conclusion 

may be found in the fact that values of Ag found for soLuti^ons 

of graft polymers in bptatonn were highor than expected.



GB3BNAL SUWARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Groft polymers were prepared by the redox polymeri

sation of styrene In th® pr/stnot of oxidised polystyrene or 

oopolyrsors of styront and 4-vlnyltyalohexecw-lj th® 

number of hydroperoxide groups p®*  thousand mtn<csnnln units 

of th® oxidised polymers was 18. Wldtncv that th© grafting 

of polystyrene had occurred was obtained from Bnnlaleramth 

of Miowr dLsaaptaranot, of th® deer/ase in lhydroaernxidt 

oonttnt of th® backbone polymer during reaction, and o^ th® 

infra-red absorption by th® poly^s^jr before and after the 

graft Ing arnovdure•
r

tteasuromoatib of intrinsic vlcoosity and light-scatter-’ 

ing confirmed ths arvh/hot of branching in th® graft polder®* 

Por a given mooi/clLar welpgit, values found for th® intrinsic 

vlscossty, ppo©eclar also, and second virLal coofficLent 

wrnrc, In g/vnrol, lower for frnctOchs of the graft polymers 

then for fractions of lin/a' polystyrene* It was also ob

served that the -oliaillty bvharlor of the graft fractions 

was nnnm1nuh| th® fraction© showing th® greatest tendency 

to have prope^i/s clhaTnCovr8tPc of branching were tipo tmot, 

rather than th® least, soluble*

163-
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Comppalsln of experimental values of the branching 

ratio g with values calculated for a model having about six 

linear branches equally spaced along a backbone chain was 

made; the branching ratios found were con8istent with a 

model having up to approximately 6 branches per mooecule.

It had been expected that the values of Huuggns* k', 

high values of which have often been associated with the
J

presence of random. branching (that is, branching penaliting 

the growth of branches on branchee),or crosslinking, would 

be higher for the graft polymers than for linear ones. 

Howeeer, in spite of the fact that the presence of branching 

in the graft polymers was drmoostratrd, the values of k' for 

solutions In benzene or butanone were no higher for fractions 

of graft polymers than for fractions of linear polystyrene 

(k* in the range 0.3 to 0.10. It was, therefore, concluded 

that, although k' is apparently increased by the presence 

of cross linking on a bushy type of branching, it Is not 

meeaurably affected by the presence of a few linear branches 

In a polymer molecule.

In order to permit the determination of absolute 

mmoecular weeght, size, and second virial coeeficient, a 

versatile light-scattering photlmiter capable of yielding 

angular scattering measurements within the range from 35 to
i

135 degrees was designed and constructed. The precision of 

measurement was about + 1 percent for a polymer solution, 

and about + 2 percent for a pure solvent. After calibra
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tion by means of a solution of colloidal silica, the value 

found for the turbidity of the "C-ronll standard polymer" 

agreed with results obtained in several other laboratories. 

Finely, the mooecular wweght, size, and second virial 

coerficirnt found for a fraction of polystyrene agreed well 

with results obtained for the same fractions by means of 

another calibrated light-scatternig photomeeer. It was 

concluded that the perfoimance of the photomerer was adequate 

for the study of high polymer solutions.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

1. A detailed study of the angular dependence of 

scattering for some graft fractions would be very desirable. 

Values obtained for the m> oscular weight and dimensions 

could be compared with those estimated from dissymmetry 

measurement s.

2. It is suggested that values of Huggins’ k’ be 

obtained for other types of graft polymers, such as those 

prepared by the methods given by Metz and Meerobian, or 

Hahn and LechtenibShmer.

3. Since it is possible that the effect of solvent 

on a branched polymer may be quite different from the ef- 

feet on a linear one, a compaaisot of the effects of sol

vents on branched and linear polymers wuid be very interest

ing. Such a study would require the determination in a 

range of silvents--incluciLtg good, poor, and ideal ones--

of the m>ol^(^c^]^!^:r size and the second virial coeeficieiit.

If moecular weights were then determined from both osmooic 

and light-scattering measlu’nments, and if viscosity measure

ments were extrapolated to zero rate of shear, values of the 

Flory constant $ for litear and br^anched polymers could 

be accurately compaaed. The results could then be correlated

-166-
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with the values found for the second vi-rial coefficient; 

the anum^].y noted in this thesis concerning the abnormally 

large value of Ag for a branched polymer could thus be 

examined in more deeail,

4. In the viscosity miaBWsrments rrllrtrd here, 

the effect of rate of shear oa viscosity has been negldcted. 

Since little is known about the effects of shear on a branched, 

as compared with a linear, m»Oeculr, a cl^ipaisln of the ef

fect of shear on various types of branched polymers with the 

effect on linear ones should be valuable.
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TABLE I

POTENTIOMETRIC DETERMINATION* OF HYDROPEROXIDE 
CONTENT FOR SOME POLYMERIC HYDROPEROXIDES

Sample
Vol. 0.002 N thiosulfate 

solution required, ml. Av. vol.,zl.

Cumene hydrnpernxidek U-9, U.S, 5.o, 5.0 U.8 (+0.3)
HP-1300 3.0, 3-2„ 3.1 (+0.1)
HP-1UO1 U-3> k-5~ U«U (+0.1)
HP-1U02 US, U.S U.S (+0.0)
HP-l^Oh 3.0, U.n 3-5 (+o.5)
HP-I4O5 1.8, 1.5 1.6k(+0.1c)
HP-U.06 0.5, 0.8 0.6?(+0.1g)
HP-Bj. 2.9, 2.8, 2.9 2.95(+0.15)

aThe use of technical butannne and dried un
die tilled Isopropanol was found to be satisfactory; 
no detectable blank correction was required.

kCancentratl-on; 0.1.2U g./100 ml. frutanone.
c * Solvent: benzene.

TABLE II

POTENTIOMETRIC
CONTENT

DETERMINATION OF HYDROPEROXIDE
FOR SEVERAL UNKNOWNS*

Sample
Vol. thiosulfate 
Observed

,.30.1^10^..,.^,... 
Calculated

A 5.0 u.u
B U.2 U.3
B U.6 U.3
C 5.8 5.8
D 3.6 3.6

Unknowns A, B, and C were solutions of cumene 
hydroperoxide in benzene; D was a mixture of solu
tions of HP-IUO2 and HP-1UO3 in benzene.
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TABLE III

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF HYDROPEROXIDE 
CONTENT FOR SOME POLYMSRIC HYDROPEROXIDES

Sample „ aHp. no, Av. Hp. no. % Precision*3

HP-6003 13 , 11 12 (+1) ± 8
HP-8005 4.4, 3.6 U.O (+0.4) + 10
HP- 110.07B u.4, 4-8 U.6 (+0.2) + U
HP- 110.07C , 13 13-e (+0.5) ± u
HF- 110.07H 5.8, 5.7 5.7t (+0.05) + 0.9
HP- 110.12 10 , 8.6 9.3^ (+1-3) ♦ u
HP- 110.13 15 , 1U U.5 (+o.5) + 3
HP- 120.01 4-8, 4*5 1.6h (+0.I1) + 3
HP- 150.00 3.2, 2.9 3.0§ (+O.15) + 5
HP- 150.01 4.7, 3.8 U.2g (+0.4g) t 11

aEach of a pair of values was obtained using a 
separate solution; also, each is derived from a set 
o^ optical-density readings having an internal pre
cision of + 1%.

b rAverage precision: + 6/«.
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TABLE IV

HYDROPEROXIDE CONTENT OF SOME 
UNOXIDIZED POLYMER SAMPLES

Sample Trial* Hp. no.b Av. Hp. no.
1 *

% Precision

C-60 1 0.39, 0.39
2 0.12, 0.12
3 0.44, o.ii 0.42 (+0.03) ♦ 7

C-60A 1 0.21, 0.19
2 0.18, 0.18 0.19 (+0.02) + 10

c-40 1 0.16
2 0.19
3 0.25
U 0.22 0.21 (+0.01) + 20

w^aoh trial for a given samplt was carried 
out on a different day frcm the others.

^Each value within, a trial g/arehenth the 
determination of Hp. no. for a separatt aliquot 
of on® stock solution.
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TABLE V

EFFECT OF OXIDATION ON INTRINSIC VISCO3ITX*

Sample ft1 Xn benzene, . . dl, J.k .__
Before After

C-70 0.77 0.77
I

HP(GC-2U0) 6.19 6.25

HP(GC-2U1) 5.13 4.88

lIntrinaio viscosities wore calculated, 
with a precision of + 3%, from a measurement 
of flow ttae at one conocntration, using equa
tion A-13, assuming a value for k» of 0.38.



TABLE VII

VISCOSITY AND CONVERSION DATA FOB 
BLANK POLYMERS

Sample
We Wit, K* Polmnerlaation Percent foJ. In beniene.dl./r.

Polymer Styrene t is.ne, hr. Coaversion Bacjxwme Product

GO lpla - 22.7 13.5 2.5 * 3U0

GG-250 1.0 18.2 6.0 2.8 1.58 2.38

GC-32Q 1.0 9.1 S.o 5.6 0.92 1.03

GC-321 1.0 9.1 5.0 2.2 0.92 1.03

GC-322 1.0 9.1 5.0 2.2 0.92 1.02

GG.323 1.0 9.1 5.0 3.3 0.92 1.02

aT^kiis sample was prspared using the same recipe as for ®S-ll^O, except 
that oxidized polymer was omitted.



TABLE VIII

POLYMERIZATION AND CONVERSION DATA FOR 
GRAFT POLYMERS PREPARED IN SOLUTION

Sample 
No.

Wt. back
bone, g.

wt. 
styrene, g.

Vol.
benzene,

Time, 
ml. hr.

Temp
°C.

Hp. no. 
backbone

%
conversion

GC-510 1.0 8.0 200 19.5 85 6.1 0.0
43.5 85 10
95.0 85 13

GC-52O 1.0 8.0 100 48.0 83 1.5 11

GC-6OO 1.00 80 — 2.5 60 5.2 0.0
7.3 60 2.1

18.5 60 2.8

GC-601
(blank)

• 80 - 23.0 60 — 0.2

i 
m 
o 
H
I



TABLE VIII

POLYMERIZATION AND CONVERSION DATA FOR 
GRAFT POLYMERS PREPARED IN SOLUTION

Sample 
No.

Wt. back
bone, g.

wt. 
styrene, g.

Vol. 
benzene,

Time,
ml. hr.

Temp., 
°C.

Up. no. 
backbone

%
conversion

GC-51O 1.0 8.0 200 19.5 85 6.1 0.0
13.5 85 10
95.0 85 13

GC-52O 1.0 8.0 100 18.0 83 1.5 11

GC-600 1.00 80 — 2.5 60 5.2 0.0
7-3 60 2.1

18.5 60 2.8

GC-6O1
(blank)

• 80 - 23.0 60 — 0.2

I »-• vO HI
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TaBI-S IX

dkchsuse ih HiUROP-saxiDS costlst w®wg giufting

Sample HP. no. of Up. no. of G-t polymer
no. baakb on® Calonlated* observed

GO-1OO 9*5 2.5
* ' \
(2.0®

00-110 18.4 3.7 5 #60

GC-140 7.7 1.4 0.33

GO-160 1.9 0.97 0.86

gc-190 3*0 1.5 1.1

ac-200 2.0 1.2 0.77

GC-210 9.0 2.4 0.57

GO211 9.0 1.1 0.97

GC-220 16.0 3.4 0.64

ac-230 7.0 1.7 0.27

GC—240 14.0 2.6 0.42

GC-241 14.0 4.4 (3»6®

SC-621 6.6 b bee

*A]P?ear« to be anomalous.

’DNot determined
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TABLE X

EFFECT OF EMTIL3ION CO1TOITIONS ON THE STABILITY 
OF A POLYMERIC HYDROPEROXIDE

(All samples dissolved in 20 ml. benzene)

Sample no. W., g. Time, hr.
Hydroperoxide numbiup
Before ' After

HP-110-05 0.60 1.5 1..6 1l.9

HP-110-10 0.80 l.O 5.6 5.2
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TABLE XI

CALIBRATION DATA*  FOR MANSON PHOTOMETER

Set Tx 102 cm.*1 s .S90

1 1U9 0.617 /
(O.58U/

1 lAo 0.573
(O.5U3)

1 1.33 0.527
(0.^99)

1 O.75U 0.345 
(0.327)

. 1 0.506 0.228
(0.216)

2 0.865 1.69
(1.61)

2 1.08 2.08
(1.98)

*Data given in parentheses have 
been corrected for reflection.



TABLE XII

SCATTERING DATAa FOR POLYSTYRENE FRACTION F%2 
(Solvent; Benzene, T = 22° C.)

Cone, x 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

SU5 . S90 S135 u w
0.858 0.968

(0.950)
0.289

(0.275)
0.103

(0.388)
1.92

(1.91)
2.2U

(2.IA)

12.92 1.63
(1.59)

o.55o
(0.52U)

0.990
(0.913)

3U3
(3U2)

1.65
(1.7U)

U-37 1.79
(1.78)

0.659
(0.628)

1.27
(1.19)

U.28
(U-37)

1.U0
(1.U5)

5.08 1.88
(1.82)

0.731
(0.698)

1.37
(1.28)

U.5o
(1M8)

1.37
(1.U2)

a
Each value reported for S. is the mean of at least two measurements; the precision 

in each case is + 1 percent.
fc I
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TABLE XIII

CALIBRATION DATA* FOR BRICE-PHOENIX PHOTOMETER

Tx 102 cm."1 S •S90

3.57 O.27U '
(0.260)

U.S3 0.368
(O.3U8)

6.58 0.508
(0.U76)

9.75 0.7 U2
(0.708)

aData given in parentheses have been 
corrected for reflection.



TABLE XIV

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE
Fraction F 21

(Solvent: Benzene)

c X io3
g. polymer /g. solution•

SU5 31 1q2 S90 3*  102 s135 * loZ H Hx 106 W '

1.36 1.46 0.634 1.16 U.C3 1.26

2.25 2.16 0-969 1.74 4-36 1.24
3/12 2.6£ 1.20 2.20 4.92 1.20

4.05 3.01 1.41 2.54 5.43 1.16

197



TABLE XV

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Fraction F 7^3
(Solvent: Benzene)

c X 1°3
g. polyrnee/g. solution 3w x 102 S90 1 1qZ sX3S * lo2 H 2 z IO6 [•]

1.06 2.23 0.785 1.36 3.33 1.67

1.89 3.21 1.16 2.06 U-oi 1.56

2.59 3.90 1UU 2.58 1M3 1.51

3.29 U.U2 1.68 3.03 U-8U 1.U6

t >-> o 
CD

s



TABLE XVI

LIGHT-SCATTERING data for linear polystyrene

Fraction F$A2
(Solvent: Benzene)

e x ICp
g. polyme/g. solution

•

sh5 1 1qZ s,0 1 102 s135 * lo2 B | x IO6 («]

0.297 1.55 0.111H 0.637 1.77 2.UU

0.9U 3-51 1.08 1.70 2.16 2.07

1.33 U.26 1.38 2.25 2.39 1.89

1.8U U.83 1.66 2.80 2.75 1.73

I 
H

sO 
t



TABLE XVH

LIGHT-S CATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Fraction F3A2

(Solvents Benzene)

e x 10'
g. polymer/g. solution

V x io2 890 x 102 S135 1 102 H £ x 106 H '

0.2&U 1.75 0.U36 0.65 1.50 2.69

0.538 2.62 0.700 1.07 1.90 2 • U5

0.993 3-72 1.11 1.71 2.20 2.18

1.31 U.28 1.33 2.12 2 43 2..02
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table XVIII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Fraction Q2B2 ~ ^lal 1 
(Solvents Benzene)

c x 10A
g. polymer/g. solution SU5 x io2 s90 x 1°2 al35 x 102 H Jx 106

T M '

O.85U 0.720 0.1U9 0.220 1.U2 3.27

1.73 1.31 0.283 0.U15 1.51 3.15

3-2U 2.26 0.502 0.753 1.59 3.00

U.59• 2.8U 0.671 1.01 1.69 2.81
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TABLE XIX

LIGHT SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Fraction - T*ial 2
(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10P
g. polymer/g. solution

Sj5 x 1q2 S90 » 102 S135 * 1C'2 H x 106 M

0.269 1.92 0460 0.65 1.U5 2.96

0.519 2.96 0.760 1.12 1.69 2.6b

1.07 U.U7 1.30 2.02 2.03 2.21

1.68
<•

5.26 1.73 2.79 2.U0 1.89

I hJ o rvi



TABLE XX

LIGHT SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE 
Fraction T 8

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10A %5 - 102
g. polynee/g. solution **p

S9O x 1°2 s13S * 102 H £ x IO6
'Y M

1.6U 1.36 0.280 0.UO 1.1& 3.32

3.75 2.U8 0.560 °.83O 1.65 2.99

6.-06 3M> 0.816 1.2+ 1.83 2.79

9.19 U.12 i.o£ 1.67 2.16 2.+6

i 
t\J 
O 
IM

I



TABLE XXI

LIGET-StATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE
Fraction RP-3-2 - Trial 1

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

SU5 « *°2 890 * 102 sl35 ' loZ H ® x IQ6r M

0.725 0.U45 0.105 0.156 1.70 2.85

1.U9 0.827 0.208 0.297 1.77 2.78

2 22 1.17 0.289 0.U3U 1.90 2.70

3.57 1.75 0.UU7 0.672 1.97 2.61

I A> O -P"
I



TABLE XXII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE
Fraction RP-3-2 - Trial 2

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 1C^
g. polymee/g. solution

t

S.(s ' 102 S9° 1 1qZ 3135 " 102 H - x 106 io

2.22 1.22 0.299 O.U35 1.83 2.71

3.27 1.67 0.U22 0.6U3 1.92 2.60

U36 2.1U 0.555 O.8U3 1.9U 2.26

5.37 2.50 0.6U9 1.01 2.OU 2.^6

i 
rv 
o 
KA
I



TABLE XIII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE 
Fraction F£A2

(Solvent: Butanonr)

C X 103
g. polyxer/g. solution

\5 X 102 S90 X 102 s135 1 102 H £ x 106
T [•J ■

1.12 3U8 1.00 1.65 1.28 2.11

1.99 5.8? 1.70 2.80 1.30 2.10

3.16 8.62 2.60 U.23 1.3U 2.0U

U.56 11.97 3.66 6.16 1.38 1.93

I rv o O'
i



TABLE XXIV

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Fraction VZ
(Solvent: Bxtanone)

c x IO3
g. p°lym®r/g. solution

SU5 1 lo2 S90 * !02 S135 * !°2 H ” x 106 f«7

1.18 U.96 1.35 2.08 0.969 2.39

2,09 8.32 2.29 3-51 1.01 2.37

3.55 12.9 3.58 5.56 1.10 2.32

5.°U 17.3 U.95 7.6U 1.12 2.26

i 
ro 
o —i
i



TABLE XXV

SUMMARY OF LIGHT-SCATTERING DATAaFOR FRACTIONS OF LINEAR POLYSTYRENE

Solvent Fraction I?llbenzene, 
dl./g.

PIJbitanone, 
dl./g.

R x 10"3,A° M x 106 R3/M x 1021 <f> x 10"21 Ag x 10^

Benzene F21 (1.48) 0.73 0.637 0.334 0.772 2.50 4.3
M F7B3 2.10 1.03 0.995 0.524 1.88 1.45 3.5
H F$A2 4.05 1.82 1.50 1.33 2.48 2.12 3.0
W F3A2 4.37 (2.05) 1.65 1.76 2.55 2.22 2.6
n Q2B2 5.82 2.60 1.91 2.20 3.17 2.38 4.2

Q2B2 - 5.82 2.60 1.90 2.29 3.00 2 -52 3.2
n T8 (6.75) 3.00 2.11 2.76 3-43 2.55 4.4

•B RP-3-2b (6.10) 2.70 1.63 1.50 2.89 2.73 5.4
M RP-3-2 (6.10) 2.70 1.62 1.43 2.96 2.67 3.7

Butanone 5.82 2.60 1.41 2.14 1.31 2.58 2.2
n fsa2 4.05 1.82 1.24 1.39 1.37 1.72 1.6

Average $ (benzene . * 24 x IO??"
Average $ (butanene. * 2.2 x lO^1, p. -
Average £ expectdd (>. p. 616) » 2.1 x 10^*

tData given ia parentheses have been calculated from data obtained with a different solvent by means 
of the equation given in reference 27.

bA prlmary fraction. «■ 
o 
CDI



TABUS XXVI

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER

Fraction GOllpO-l
(Solvent: Benzene)

G X 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

Sus x 1°2 s?° • io2 S135 1 lo2 H “ x 106 M

0.966 1.2U 0.2U3 0.356 0.99 3X9

2.H 2.1A 0.511 0.?U6 1.02 3.27

J. 11 3.52 0.775 1.15 1.00 3.06

M-oU UXU 0.967 1X5 i.ou 3-06

5.18 5.60 1.25 1.89 1.02 2.96

I fU o O
I



TABLE xxii

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-ll^O-l

(Solvent: Benzene)

c X 10^
g. polymee/g. solution

Sus * w2 S90 * 102 3135 x lo2 H | x 106 [•] '

1.7U 2.15 01+66 0.695 0.928 3.10

3.114- 3.5U 0.783 1.19 1.18 2.98

5.51 U.87 1.10 1.6U 1.2U 2.97

7.6U 6.33 1.U9 2.21 1.27 2.87

I ru t—' o t
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TABLE XXIII

LIGHT SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POIYMER

Fraction GC-14.O-3
(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 1C1* 
g.polymer/g. solution

*

SU5 x 102 S90 x 102 s135 1 102 h y x 107 M '

1.20 1.87 O.U73 0.707 6.30 26U

2.35 3.U0 0.870 1.33 6.69 2.56

3.51 U.9U 1.28 1.95 6.76 2.53

1.66 6.22 1.6U 2.52 7.03 2.U7

thiH1H* i



TABLE XXIX

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER

Fraction GC-210-1 
(Solvents Benzene)

0 X 10A
g. polymer/g. solution

V

SU5 x io2 890 31 102 S135 x 102 H ~ x 1O“7 M ■

1.3M 1.68 0.317 0.U72 1.05 3*56

2.U5 2.89 0.558 0.838 1.80 3.1(5
3.66 U.16 0.833 1.23 1.10 3.^0

U.67 5.20 1.06 1.59 1.10 3.27

ST
S-



TABLE XXX

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER

Fraction GG-210-2
(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polvmer/g. solution

Shc x 102 s90 x 102 3135 x 102 H V x O7 M
0.886 1.29 0.31U O.U68 6.96 2.76

1.29 1.9+ O.U63 0.698 6.90 2.78
2'31 3.09 0.76+ 1.18 7.U5 2.62

3.67 4.6U 1.20 1.8+ 7.U5 2.52

-C
t?



TABLE XXXI

LIG£L’-SGATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-210-3 - Trial 1

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. poljpmr/g. solution Su5 * 1q2 s9° * 1°2 S135 « loZ H 11 IO6 z

1.48 0.890 0.276 0.451 1.32 1.98

2.98 1.67 0.531 0.872 1.39 1.91

4.22 2.34 0.734 1.23 1.42 1.91

5.43 2.91 0.939 1.56 1.43 1.87

I K> R ■t*
i



TABLE IXCII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GO-21O-3 - Trial 2

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polynor/g. solution %5 « 1qZ S?o x 102 3135 x 102 H ~ x 106 z

l.M- 0.903 0.271 0.^36 1.32 2.07

2.86 1.66 0.51U 0.8U1 1.37 1.98

Uo:i 2.28 0.699 1.18 0.^2 1.93

5.18 2.86 0.896 1.52 1.U3 1.88
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TABLE XSIII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POIYMER
Fraction GC^ll-i9,

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polyaer/g. solution SU5 * lo2 Sg0 * 102 si35 X 102 H ~ x 106 z

1.13 1.60 0.290 0.1)29 0.965 3.73
2L4.6 3A2 0.572 0.953 1.06 3-59

y.69 4-90 0.916 1.39 1.00 3-52

5.19 6.58 1.23 1.92 1.00 3.33
6.50 7.96 1.59 2.37 1.01 3-36
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TABLE XXXIV

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-211-2 - Trial 1

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

Sus z 1.02 S90 ' lo2 S13S x 1qZ B 1 x 107 z

1.40 2.06 0.1)19 0.610 8.25 3.37

2.44 3.58 O.743 1.09 8.10 3.28

3.40 4-95 1.06 1.57 7.96 3.15

5.18 7.20 1.60 2.36 8.00 3.o4
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TABLE XXXV

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER

Fraction GC-211-2 - Trial 2

(Solvent: Benzene)

c X 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

•

*W « w2 V ' lo2 3135 * x°2 H | x 107 z

1.13 1.63 0.3U 0.471 8.89 3-U6

2.12 3.20 0.643 0.951 9.30 3-36

U.09 5.19 1.09 1.66 9.26 3.13

- 5.U0 6.68 1.U8 2.13 9.01 3.13

6.78 8.10 1.60 2.76 9.30 2.94
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TABLE XXXVI

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER

Fraction GC-211-3
(Solvent: Benzene)

C X 1(A
g. polymnr/g. solution

%5 31 1qZ S90 * io s135 1 l°2 h J x 107
T

z

0.870 1.U8 0.350 0.517 6.ll| 2.87

1.7U5 2.60 0.61U. 0.980 6.68 2.65

3.18 U-22 1.11 1.70 7.09 2.1.8

3.86 U.90 1.32 2.05 7.23 2.39
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TABLE XXXII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-2J0-1

(Solvents Benzene)

• c x 10A
g. polymer/g. solution

V x iq2 S9° * I02 s135 * loZ H * x IO7 z

2.18 3.78 0.779 1.16 6.93 3.26

3.15 5.19 1.08 1.62 7-19 3.21

U,0! 6.38 1.36 2.06 7.29 3.10

U.97 7.66 1.68 2.53 7.30 3.03
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TABLE XXVIII

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER 
GC-&21a

(Solvent: Benzene)

c x 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

%5 x XO2 S9O x io2 S135 1 102 H | x 107 z

0.855 1.U8 0.272 0.388 7.78 3.81

1.59 2.75 0.508 0.721 7.73 3.79

2.76 U.U5 0.825 1.19 8.28 3-7U

U.15 6.37 1.19 1.69 8.57 3-76

aUntfractionatedj prepared by g?aft polymerisation in ^solution.

i* • p p
1



TABLE XXXIX

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER 

Fraction GC-140-3 
(Solvent: Butanonr)

c x KA
g. polymer/g. solution

» io2 S9Q x 102 S135 1 102 H | x 107
T z

1.09 11.1 2.57 3.88 U.70 2.87

2.15 20.0 ’ U.78 1.26 4.97 2.76

3.06 27.8 6.69 10.1 5.07 2.75

I FU ro ft)
i



TABLE XL

LIGHT-SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-210-3

(Solvent: Butanonr)

c X 1CA
g. polymer/g. solution

SU5 x 102 390 X 102 s135 1 102 h y x io7 2

1.0$ 0.770 0.286 0.389 U.9U 1.98

1.97 1.33 0.414 0.685 5.28 1.94
2.82 1.84 0.580 0.968 $.38 1.92

1 
ru 
ru w

1



TABLE XLI

LIGHT SCATTERING DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMER
Fraction GC-211-2

(Solvent; Butanonr)

c x 10^
g. polymer/g. solution

SU5 1 1qZ S90 1 lo2 3135 * x°2 H y x 107 Z '

0.880 0.919 0.212 0.321 4.60 2.57

1.75 1.70 0.398 0.666 4.86 2.55

-2.59 2.40 0.582 0.939 U.92 2.56

3.68 3.28 0.808 1.23 5.04 2.66

I



TAALU XLII
SUMMARY OF LIGHT-SCATTERIRG DA TA FOR GRAFT POLYMERS

Samplea Solvent fy^l./g. R x 1O'3, A° M x 106 f 10'21 Ag x 10*

GJcil^(^_1 Benzene 6.30 2.14 3.72 3.14 1.60

GC-140-2 n 6.02 1.60 2.58 3-47 1.28

GC-14.0-3 n 4.6?b 1.59 3.72 5.62 1.05

GO210-1 n 7.22 2.19 3.68 3.29 0.79

GC-210-2 n 4-62 1.63 3.64 5.07 1.38

00210-3 n 2.39 1.14 1.22 2.56 1.55

GC-210-3 2.39 1.19 1.26 2.34 1.55

GC-211-1 tt 7-95 2.24 4.07 3.75 0

GC-211-2 6.30 1.97 3.94 4.22 0.30

GC-211-2 ft 6.30 2.06 3-79 3.55 0.10

GCc211-3 tt 4-28 1.82 4.39 4.06 1.65

GC-230-1 ft 7.50 1.95 4-71 6.18 0.75
GC-621 tt 6.59 2.21 5.29 4.19 1.45
GG-1UO-3 Biitanone 1.96 1.64 5.38 3-10 0.93
GC-210-3 n 1.24 1.16 3.33 » 3-43 1.06
GC-211-2 it 2.84 1.45 4.62 5.61 0.95

aThe final digit in the fraction number refers to the order of appearance of the fraction during 
fractionation; for examppe, GC-IL4O-1 represents the first fraction obtained from the whole 
polymer GO-U^O.

bA ver age of two values - 4*55  and 4>78. m
ftj v t
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TABLE XLIII
FLORY CONSTANT £ FOR GRAFT POLYMERS

Sample p/2 S3&x 1016, cm.3 $'r 10’21 $(SF)a x 00'21

GC-14O-1 0.853 9.68 31.7 38.8

GC-1U0-2 0.893 5.60 36.0 42.6
GG-1UO-3 0.544 6.13 36.7 54.5

I

GC-210-1 0.921 11.6 33.9 38.3

GC-210-2 O.594 6.4.2 34.2 53.1

GC-21O-3 0.7 04 1.04. 27.3 38.5

GC-211-1 1.02 13.2 324 32.9

GG-211-2 0.774 9.62 334 45.1

GC-211-3 0.528 7.73 31.7 53.3

GC-230-1 0.844 13.7 33.6 in .6

GC-621 0.552 10.5 12.8 614

aValues of g requirad for th© calculation of $ (SF) were 
determined by the Stockmayer-Fiman method (24 •
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TABLE XLIV

VISCOSITY DATA FOR GRAFT POLYMERS

Sample __SOLynLa_ 
fyVi • /g .

___  
k»

... SoipaiL...Mtaaaa* , 
k’ (t

?/2
sutanon®)

GC-11+>1 6.38 0.36 3.07 o.Uo 0.853

GC-1U0-2 6.02 0.31 2.50 0.36 0.893

GC-14O3 U.55 0.3U 1.96 0.2U 0.909
U.?8 0.35 e \

GC-210-1 7.22 0.28 3.25 0.38 0.812

GC-210-2 U.62 0.32 2.11 0.36 0.59U
2.07 0.33 O.59U

GC-210-3 2.39 0.3U 1.2U 0.31 0.7 OU

GC-211-1 7.95 0.38 3.97 0.36 1.02

GC-211-2 6.30 0.38 2.8H 0.36 O.77U

GG-211-3 U.28 0.36 2.11 0.33 0.528

GC-2111U 2.86 0.26 1.32 0.U2 -

GO230-1 7.50 0.26 3.53 0.30 0.8UU

GG-230-2 U72 0.37 2.21 0.33 -

GO230-3 U.09 0.35 2.06 0.39 1

GC-230-U 3.51 0.35 1.59 0.39 1

GC-621 6.59 0.39 2.U0 0.U3 0.552
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TABLE XLV

BRANCHING RATIOS FOR GRAFT POLYMERS
(Solvents Butanone)

Sample
CyLdi./g.

Graft Linear®
83/2 g gWb

G^-1l^(^-1 3.07 3.60 0.813 0.900 0.78

GC-lj.0-2 2.50 2.80 0.893 0.927 0.83

GC-14.0-3 1.96 3.60 0.544 0.666 o.47

GC-210-1 3.25 3.13 0.921 0.91-7 0.88

GC-210-2 2.09° 3.52 O.594 0.706 0.52

GC-210-3 1.24 1.76 0.704 0.791 0.62

GC-211-1 3.97 3.90 (1.02)d (1.01)d (1.00)

GC211-2 2.84 3.67 O.774 O.843 0.69

GC-211-3 2.11 4.00 0.528 O.654 O.46

GG230-1 3.53 4.18 0.844 0.893 O.78

GC-621 2.50 4.53 0.552 0.672 0.48

aEach value given in thia col^umn is the intrinsic viscosity of 
linear polystyrene having the same moOecud.ar weight as the 
griSTt polymer concerned.

uCalculated by method of Stockmayur and Fiaraan (21/.
. i

°Average of two values - 2.11 and 2.07.

dAnoomaous; g cannot, of course, he greater than unity.
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* \

Fig. 1, Dependence of Hydroperoxide Content

on Time of Oxidation *

0 percent 4-vinylcyclchexene~L8 0.0; solvent! tetralin 

0 percent L.-vinylcyclohexeneel: 0.2; solvent* tetralin

0 percent ip-vinylcyclihexennelt 2.0; solvent! tetralin 

6 percent !-vVi^yCL^3^c]^L^l^e^3^6^e^e-^3L! 1.2; solvent! tetralin

9 percent l^vinnClyclohexeeieei! 8.7; solvent! tetralin 

0 percent l-vinylccclohexeneil! 20.0; solvent: tetralin

• percent l~vinylcycloheeene-l! 0.2; solvent! n--xclene
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Fig» 2. Dependence of Percent Conversion

on Time for a GndTt

and a Blank Polymeization





Fig. 3* General Plan of

Llght-Sscttering Hiotometer





Fig. General Plan of Electronic System

for the Light-Scattering Photometer





Fig. 5. Circuit Diagram for Null Detector

Components

1.0 x lO^ ohra. - R™, R1’>’ R1q. R20
2.7 x 1Qi ohm - Ri . Rrr 4' 5
5.0 x 10> ohm - Rg^
2.2 x 10^ ohm - R/ 

h °

7.5 x 1o4- ohm - R^. R13
^.7 x 10+ ohm - Rlo. . R.-
2.5 x 10^ ohm - R-_

h
1.0 x IO4- ohm - R^, Rg, R^q

1.7 x 1oh ohm - R. R21f R2h.
3.0 x 1oh ohm • R^g
1.0 x 1oh ohm - Rg, R12
5.0 x 102 ohm - R^

100 p,f - CC.f Cg*
20 pf - C^. ci$
10 |xf - C^Coil), Cg» C9* C12

0.1 - C2, C7. C1o» C13





Fig. 6. Circuit Diagram for 120-cycle Generator

Components
10 x 106 ohm - R.o

1.0 x 10° ohmi • Rp 9 Rg> R12* R16
3.3 X 103 ohm - R10
7.5 x 101 ohm - R1q» R1
4.7 x 101 ohm - R1>1
4.0 x 101 ohm - R11

1.5 x 104 ohm - R>
1.3 x IO4 ohm - R&
1.0 x 101 ohm - R?
3.7 x 10^ ohm - R^3
3.3 x W3 ohm - Rg
1.0 x 10^ ohm - R1
2.5 x 102 ohp - Rx?
2.2 x 102 °hm - R1

1C° — C2f C6* C9* C12
20 nf - Clo, C?

8 ixf - C13
2 |if - C3
1 • cu

0.1 - Cx, Cg, Cn





Fig. 7. Typical Cctibration Curve 

for Original Light-Scattering Photometer





Fig. 8. Calibration Curve

for Modified Light-Scaltering Photometer





Fig, 9. Diagrams Illustrating Corrections 

for Refractive Index and Backward Reflection 

of the Incident Beam





Fig. 10. Tn>icial Reciprocal Intensity

and Drssymnetry Curves

for a Linear Polystyrene Fraction





Fig. 11. Tydcal Viscosity Curves 

for Grsift Polymers





Fig. 12. Caaibration Curve 

for Brice-Phoenix Lighh-Scattering Photomeeer





Fig. 13. Tjyical Reciprocal Intensity 

and Drssymmtry Curves for a Graft Polymer





Fig. Dependence of Molecular Dimensions

in Benzene on Molecular Weight





Pig. 15. Dependence of Intrinsic Viscosity

in Butanone on Molicular weight





Fig. 16, Relationship between Intrinsic Viscosities

In Benzene

and Butanone





Fig. 17. Relationship between Intrinsic Viscosity 
in Benzene and S^/m

• Grjaf polymers
0 Linear polymers
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REPORT ON INTRINSIC VISCOSITY DETERMINATIONS

WITH STANDARD POLYSTYRENE SAMPLE 11-26-52

J. A. Manson. and L. H. Cragg
Me Mster Urnversity

Hamilton, Ontario A

June 1, 1953 ,

SUMMARY

As reported below, measurements of intrinsic 

viscosity were made in toluene and mettnyl ethyl ketone 

(two different samples of each) by three observers using 

three different viscomeeers. Differences in the solvents 

and in the viscometers were responsible for slight dif

ferences in value, the variations being of the order of 

<1 ra./g.

"Beet” values for intrinsic viscosity at 25»0oC 
at a shear rate of ca. 2 x 1 3 sec”1 are as follows: 

toluene 151 (<1) rnl./g.

mm thy 1 ethyl ketone 84 (+1) ml./g.

(At zero rate of shear the value for toluene is ca. 

1 ma./g. higher, viz., 1£2 ml./g.5 for meehyl ethyl
i

ketone the shear effect is considerably less.)

^Except for the omission of graphs and of data 
such as flow times, this report is a copy of the original 
one submitted.
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STANDARD POLYMER REPORT

Apparatus

The viscom^eiers used, U-14-3 and U-14-12, were

of the Ubbelohde type and belonged to a series of viscom

eters all with diameter of capillary » 0.014 in. moddfied 

to permit dilution in the viscometer itself. D^ssigned to 

have negligible kinetic energy corrections, these viscom

eters gave almost identical values (within 1 ra/./g.) of 

intrinsic viscosity for the same polymer samppe. An 

Ostwald-type visco^eier, SV-i, which calibration showed 

to have a zero kinetic energy correction, was used in 

conjunction. with a constant pressure apparatus to study 

the effect of shear rate on viscosity. -iscomeeer U-14-3 

gave values from 0.6 Co 1 mll/g. lower than did U-14-
r

12. In turn, values determined with U-14-3 are not more 

than 1 lower than with SV-1., the '’standard'*  vis-

comeeer.

Specs lai clamps made it possible to mtoint the 

viscometers reproducibly in the constant-temperature bath, 

which operated at (+0.01)®C.

For this work, dilutions were made with the same

10 or 5-rnl. pipet. Although the $-ml. pipet delivered 

0.006 ml. less solvent than half that delivered by the 

10-ml. pipet, this deviation is too smaai to affect con

centrations significantly.
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To ensure the removal of dust, all viscometers, 

pipets and volumeeric flasks were cleaned thoroughly with 

acid-dichrcmate cleaning solution, rinsed first with fil

tered distilled water, then with, filtered acetone, and dried. 

(AH the volumeeric flasks used had a maximum calibration 

error of + 0.05 m.,/50 m..)

Solvents *

Toluene:- (1) British Drug Houses, S^ULlfur-frttJ
dried over sodium; negative 
isatin test;
ng5 = 1.U9253, B.P. « 110.8®C. 
(corr,)

(2) Steel Company of Canada, nitration 
grade; washed 3 times with con
centrated sulfuric acid, distil
led, and dried over sodium, 
ng? = X.493U8, B.P. » 110.5°C. 
(coor.)

Mstlarl KhFl Ketone i- Shoei Oil Cornmpny, dried 
over Drreeite, and redistilled.
Sample It laboratory stock; 
ng? « 1.37628, B.P. « 79.8°c.
(corr,)
Sample 21 freely distilled; 
nf£ = 1.37631, B.P. - 79.9®C. 
(eoxrr.)

Preparation.of Solutions

The desired weight of polymer (0.18 - 0.20 g.) was 

weighed into a calibrated 50-m,. volumeeric flask, to witch 

was then added enough solvent to dissolve the polymer. 

Gentle swirling of the flask and contents resulted in rapid 

solution. The solution was then made up to $0 m>. at 

25.02cg
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\ Since the solutions appeared, quite clean, only
\

one sample was filtered before making the viscosity rneas- 

uremnts; no significant effect on viscosity was noticed.

Concentrations were calculated directly from the 

weight of polymer used. To check against eonccnCration 

errors, the two operators made up separate solutions. \ 

Exchange of solutions between operators revealed no
J 

detectable variation in viscosity curves.

Technique

Before work was begun with the standard polymer, 

solutions of another polystyrene fraction were used for 

practice. Randomization of sample, operator, viscomeeer, 

and day of run led to the con elusion that either operator, 

using either visco^eier, obtained the same result as the 

other.

Wile the standard polymer solution was Being

made up, the viscometers were placed in the constant 

temperature bath for 1O>1> minutes to aio©w temperature 

equilibrium to be reached.

Flow times for filtered pure solvent were then 

determined; they were measured to the nearest hundredth 

of a second. Five to ten readings were taken and averaged.

After drying, the iiscometers were again placed in 

the bath, and filled with 10 ml. of solution. Flow times 

were determined as before; usually 4 or $ readings were 

made. When satisfactory agreement as shown by a maximum 
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deviation from the average of +0.05 sec*  had been obtained, 

5 or 10 ml. of filtered solvent were added from a pipet, 

and mxed with the solution already in the polymer bulb by 

gentle swirling. The solution with the new concentration 

was then drawn by suetion gently up and down the capillary 

and bulb twice to ensure comppete mixing. Flow times' were 

determined again, and the procedure above repeated.

No appreciable evaporation, which would cause a 

progressive increase in flow time for a given contcetration, 

was noticed. Frequent checking of t0 also indicated no ac

cumulation of polymer on th® wail of the capillary.

Reeults for each run were calculated as ■i in ih—iJB and c
LLjL- and plotted on the same graph sheet. Both curves 

were extrapolated to a common point; the use of both curves 

made the extrapolation to zero concentration loss amblgous.

Viscosity determinations were also made in toluene 

at various rates of shear. Extrapolation to zero rate of 

shear indicates a slight shear effect.

Errors

From careful consideration o^ variations in values 

of intrinsic viscosity owing to errors in th® calibration 

of flasks, pipets, and visaome<^]^8, to variations in con

centration or temperature,■, and to variations in solvents
i

and obsoirveirs, it was concluded that the probable precision 

of our values of intrinsic viscosity should be within

+1 m./g.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY , MEK

Observers; 01 *= Manson; Og » Wiles
Viscometers: V^ *= U-14-3J Vg « U-14-12 ,
Solvent Samples: S, » stock MEK Sg ® fvesh MEK

a (Sg « filtered)

°1V131 W1 W2 W?
DjJ(inp./g. ) 82/6 83/0 83/8 84/2

/? 0/10 0/12 0/00 0/08

k* 0/42 0/40 0/44 0/44



table 2

SUMMARY: TOLUENE

Observers: 0^ = Og » Wiles; 0^ » Waugh
Viscometers: = U*1U-3> Vg = U-14-12; V x SV-1
Solvent Sammies: S^ » BDH S-free toluene; Sg = purified Stelco toluene

Wi °ivA VA wa °2V1S2 °3V3S2 
(free fall)

°3v3s2
(P = 0)*

OiJ( m ,/g.) 11Q 151. c 150.8 151.8 152. x 151., 152..
15oJ 151.§ 0 0 X j

- av. 1^9.| av. 151.g

k» 0.35 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.31
0.31 0.33

av. , . 0.33 av. 0.32
P 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18

0.19 0.17
av. 0.1?^ av. 0.17e

*Resuits extrapolated to D = 0, that is, to zero rate of shear.
i 

ixd 
Vn 
ft)
I



APPENDIX D

Caacalation of the Branching Raaio, g, for

a Polymer Model
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Calculation of the Branching Ratio, g, for
a Polymer Model

The model chosen consists of a linear backbone chain, 

carrying simple, trifunctional branches of uniform length, 

that are equally spaced along the main chain (see diagram).

The effect of branching on the molecular dimensions of the 

model may, as usual, be expressed in terms of the parameter 

gj the following expression was obtained by Wales, Marshall, 

and Weissberg (1|6) for g:

where k is the number of branches, j , and s 

have the same significance as in the diagram, and N is the 

total number of segments in the molecule (conveniently ex- 

pressed as Mpol7m9r/Hstyi.ene) .

This summation has Seen reduced to a convenient form 

by Dr. P. R, Beesack#, Department of Mathematics, McMaster

*The author is grateful to Dr. Beesack for deriving 
the simpler expression.
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University. The following expression was obtained:

is given bywhere

The terms «(, A and Y are given as

For convenience, It is assumed that

If, as with the cases of Interest here, f is very small 

with respect to (less than 1 percent of ), the terms

and may be omitted from the calculations.


